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Abstract
In this dissertation, I offer four case studies in how medieval Iberia’s Arabic-speaking
Christians (Mozarabs) appropriated Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture. I have focused upon the
Mozarabs’ reading of the Bible: (1) how they translated it from Latin to Arabic, (2) how they
thought about the Last Days, (3) how they read it with a foremost interest in the meaning of
individual words and phrases, and (4) how they employed biblical commentaries to understand
scripture better. As the reader will see, the Mozarabs’ translations of the Bible into Arabic and
the Latin manuscripts which they annotated in that language have much to tell us about these
Arabic-speakers and inter-communal relations in the medieval Mediterranean more broadly.
Indeed, what we see in these manuscripts are Christians acting ethnically Arab—and at times
employing Qur’ānic vocabulary—concretely on manuscript folios.
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Introduction
In the shadow of one of Spain’s two greatest witnesses to the power of Muslim rule, the
Alhambra, Francisco Javier Simonet wrote a lengthy history of medieval Iberia’s Arabicspeaking Christians, although he did not live to see its publication in 1897. His book, La
Historia de los Mozárabes took on new life after 1898, as Spain lost its colonies following the
end of the Spanish-American war. Indeed, Spain’s gradual fall from the world political stage in
the nineteenth century had certainly influenced his writing.1 He deemed Mozarabs, Christians
who effectively made themselves Arab while living under Muslim rule, as those who had caved
to Muslim influence and culture, a turn that weakened the true Spanish spirit. Simonet in general
saw the Muslims’ culture, broadly speaking, as an attack on Christian life there, although he
nevertheless noted the splendor of al-Andalus (Muslim Spain).
For all of his typically nineteenth-century essentialist rhetoric, Simonet knew something
about the Mozarabs that few since him have undersood so well: the Mozarabs were equally at
home reading Latin, the written language of Christian Europe, and Arabic. They even partook to
some degree in Islamic culture, sharing for example religious vocabulary with Muslims. Few
scholars who have studied the Mozarabs since Simonet have illuminated the balance between
Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture in the Mozarabs’ intellectual life as well as he did. Even fewer
scholars, until very recently, have done what Simonet did, and what I will do here: immerse
themselves in the world of the Mozarabs’ books, in both Latin and Arabic, to capture the
richness and rigor of their intellectual life.

1

Francisco Javier Simonet, Historia de Los Mozárabes de España (Madrid: 1897) ; Richard Hitchcock, Mozarabs
in Medieval and Early Modern Spain ( Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2008); Cyrille Aillet, Les
Mozarabes: Christianisme, Islamisation et Arabisation en Péninsule Ibérique (IX e-XIIe Siècle) (Madrid: Casa de
Velázquez, 2010); Maser, Matthias and Klaus Herbers, eds. Die Mozaraber: Definitionen und Perspektiven der
Forschung, Geschichte und Kultur der Iberischen Welt Vol. 7 (Berlin: LIT Verlag, 2011).
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Simonet furthermore knew better than most scholars that manuscripts, and especially the
notes in their margins, have much to offer for the writing of intellectual history.2 This is quite
simply because both copyists and later annotators put down in these margins their thoughts, for
example references to other authors whom they had consulted. My mining of the Mozarabs’
Bible manuscripts—Arabic translations of the Bible and Latin manuscripts with hundreds of
Arabic notes--for what they can tell us about these Arabic-speakers’ reading and how they
thought about Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture, owes much to Simonet and his epic tome, the
book that kickstarted my graduate studies.3
Indeed, my argument that the Mozarabs appropriated Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture
draws upon biblical manuscripts which circulated among them between the ninth and twelfth
centuries. They knew that this mixing of Arabic-Islamic and Latin culture offered a strong,
flexible framework through which to think of Christendom’s most important book both lexically
and spiritually. When translating the Psalms from Latin into Arabic, for example, one Mozarab
employed phrases directly from the Qur’ān in order to express Christian belief. They also
continued making Latin manuscripts, and when they did so, they wrote Arabic marginal notes
which draw upon Latin exegesis, and even translated metaphors which Latin authors employed
when reading the Bible, such as that of a reader chewing upon and digesting scripture. What I am
offering here, in sum, is effectively a new intellectual history of anonymous scribes, annotators,
and readers, which makes clear the importance of their manuscripts for understanding how these
Arabic-speakers moved between Arabic, Latin, and Islamic culture.

2

Although cf. Pieter Van Koningsveld, The Latin-Arabic glossary of the Leiden University Library: A contribution
to the study of Mozarabic manuscripts and literature. (Leiden: Labor Vincit, 1976); Van Koningsveld, “ChristianArabic Manuscripts from the Iberian and North Africa: A Historical Interpretation.” Al-Qantara Vol. 15 (1994):
423-451.
3
For a recent survey of the literature on the Mozarabs, cf. Cyrille Aillet, Les Mozarabes, Ch 1.
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This all suits what the word “Mozarab” seems to have meant quite well. The Latin
muzarave transliterates the Arabic mustaʿrab, which means “one having become Arab.”4 No one
in Iberia employed the Arabic term, and the Latin first appears only in the eleventh century, all
of which has led to endless discussion about how fittingly it describes Arabic-speaking
Christians before the eleventh century.5 Indeed, not once in these Bibles did someone write the
Latin muzarave or the Arabic mustaʿrab. Yet since many scholars still employ the term
Mozarab, I have too, especially because these scribes and annotators embody the meaning of
Mozarab so well.
Alvarus, the Córdoban Martyrs, and the Bible
The earliest Mozarabs lived in al-Andalus, the region over which Muslims ruled after
they invaded and conquered much of Iberia beginning in 711. This conquest was so effective
that by 715, Christian kings held only a sliver of land across the north of the peninsula. The
Visigothic people whom the Muslims had conquered likely began speaking Arabic relatively
quickly—perhaps a few generations—after this initial conquest6. By the 850s, one Christian
layman, Paulus Alvarus, lamented that hardly any Christians in Córdoba wrote Latin properly.7
This lament is the most famous part of his Indiculus luminosis, meaning something like
“The Little Light-giving Sign,” the book he wrote in the aftermath of what scholars now call the
4

Cf. Simonet, Historia de los Mozárabes; Aillet, Les Mozarabes; Richard Hitchcock, Muslims in Medieval and
Early Modern Spain.
5
Cf. Ann Christys, Arabic-Speaking Christians in al-Andalus
6
ʿAbd al-Wāḥid Dhannūn Ṭāḥā, The Muslim Conquest and Settlement of North Africa and Spain (London:
Routledge, 1989); Richard Hitchcock, Muslim Spain Reconsidered: from 711 to 1502 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2014).
7
Alvarus of Cordoba, Albari Indicululus Luminosus, ed. Juan Gil, CSM, 1:314-5. “What pain (heu pro dolor), the
Christians do not know their own religion (legem) and the Latins do not heed their own language, so that among the
whole gathering of Christians hardly one in a thousand is found who is able to dictate (dirigere) a greeting to a
brother properly, and he who explains the Chaldean (Muslim) ostentation of words is found without number among
the many crowds…” “Heu pro dolor, legem suam nesciunt Xpiani collegio et linguam propriam non aduertunt
Latini, ita ut omni Xpi collegio uix inueniatur unus in milleno hominum numero qui salutatoris fratri possit
ratjionauiliter dirigere litteras, et repperitur absque numero multiplices turbas qui erudite Caldaicas uerborum
explicet pompas…”
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Córdoban martyr movement.8 In this movement of the 850s, roughly fifty Christians in Córdoba
sought their death from their Muslim rulers on separate occasions. As Alvarus told it, these
Christians were a minority who actively opposed Islam by slandering Muḥammad in Arabic, the
lingua franca of Muslims, Christians and Jews.9 Alvarus, however, knew the complexity of
Christian-Muslim relations in that city, for among many other things, even the martyrs spoke
Arabic. He even complained that Arabic was an exceedingly vague language, which suggests
that he may have known some of that language himself.10
Many scholars have grappled with what Alvarus and the martyrs’ actually tell us about
the realities of life in Córdoba in the mid-ninth century.11 In the four- volume reprint (1983) of
Historia de los Mozárabes, Simonet fills nearly an entire volume with this rhetoric on the
martyrs, in which he closely read the Latin writings of Alvarus and the martyr whose life he
wrote, Eulogius of Córdoba. Simonet also knew the importance of both Latin and Arabic culture
among the Mozarabs better than many scholars who followed him, and he certainly understood
the importance of manuscript studies. We should not let his nationalist-essentialist rhetoric
overshadow his close readings of the Mozarabs’ handwritten codices and documents.
For while Simonet came to his conclusions in the late nineteenth century, Dominique
Millet-Gerard wrote much the same of the martyrs in the 1980s, without reading the Arabic

8

Aillet, Les Mozarabes, 134-5, offers a little more context. Furthrmore, Simonet knew that Alvarus’ lament was
simply wrong. The statement offered evidence of the martyrs’ strong will against their Muslim rulers, but he also
knew well that Latin culture had not died off, for he formed his deep knowledge of the Mozarabs in part through
their Latin books.
9
On the languages of Muslims, Christians, and Jews in al-Andalus, see David Wasserstein, “The Language
Situation in al-Andalus,” in Alan Jones and Richard Hitchcock, eds., Studies on the Muwaššaḥ and the Kharja:
Proceedings of the Exeter International Colloquium (Reading: Board of the Faculty of Oriental Studies, Oxford,
1991):1-15.
10
A point brought to my attention at “Christianity and Judaism in the Language of Islam” in Uppsala, Sweden, 28
March-3 April 2016.
11
Dominique Millet-Gérard, Chrétiens mozarabes et culture islamique dans l’ Espagne des VIII e-IXe siècles (Paris:
Études Augustiniennes, 1984); Kenneth Baxter Wolf, Christian Martyrs in Muslim Spain (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988); Jessica A. Coope, The Martyrs of Cordoba: Community and Family Conflict in an Age of
Mass Conversion (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995).
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sources for further context. Employing language that was on scholars’ minds then, he saw a
virtual apartheid in Córdoba during the 850s.12 Building upon this, Kenneth Baxter Wolf offered
a more nuanced account, noting that these Christians sought to redefine the meaning of
martyrdom: where early Christians had died against their will at the hands of the Romans—the
degree to which is debateable—in Córdoba they willingly met their death.13 With wonderful
concision Jessica Coope, meanwhile, explored the familial tensions of the martyrs, many of
whom had Muslim fathers and formerly Christian mothers.14 For Ann Christys, the martyrs were
a nuisance to the rest of Córdoba, Muslim and Christian alike.15
The writings of Alvaus and Eulogius form a very different source base than that which I
employ. Indeed, the Bibles which I treat here date roughly between the later ninth and the twelfth
centuries. We furthmore more have Bibles—whether Arabic translations or Latin Bibles with
Arabic marginal notes—which Mozarabs read not only in Córdoba, but also in communities in
the north and in Toledo which developed a little later than those in al-Andalus. This is a quite
important point, for many studies of the Mozarabs have looked only at the community in
Córdoba or in León in the north, for example, and they did so with very different types of
evidence for those communities. These Bibles not only illuminate the later ninth through twelfth
century world of the Mozarabs, but they also offer a relatively common source base—no two
manuscripts are exactly alike—for Mozarabs across the Peninsula.

12

Dominique Millet-Gérard, Chrétiens Mozarabes et Culture Islamique dans l’ Espagne des VIIIe-IXe siècles
(Paris: Etudes Augustiniennes, 1984). Millet-Gerard focuses upon Latin sources that give little to no evidence of
how comfortably the Mozarabs worked in Arabic.
13
Kenneth Baxter Wolf, Christian Martyrs in Muslim Spain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988).
14
Jessica Coope, The Martyrs of Córdoba: Community and Family Conflict in an Age of Mass Conversion
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995). Cf. as well Janina Safran, Defining Boundaries in al-Andalus:
Muslims, Christians, and Jews in Islamic Iberia (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2015).
15
Ann Christys, Christians in al-Andalus (711-1000) (Richmond: Curzon, 2002); Cf. as well Janina Safran,
Defining Boundaries in al-Andalus: Muslims, Christians, and Jews in Islamic Iberia (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 2013).
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In what follows, I offer four case studies in which Mozarabs appropriated the Arabic
language, Latin culture, and at times Islamic culture. Doubtless much work remains—I have only
scratched the surface here—but these examples nevertheless illuminate Mozarabs who revered
Latin culture, felt at home writing Arabic, and at times aggressively wrote of Christian theology
with phrases from the Qur’ān. The flexible framework in which they appropriated these
languages and cultures allowed them to pour over the Bible in a number of ways, reading it
spiritually, of course, but also with an interest in the meaning of words and phrases. They
likewise thought of their books as objects of value. These four examples are the tip of the
iceberg, as it were, for much work remains in studying the Mozarabs’ Arabic-annotated Latin
manuscripts especially, and indeed in how the sources which the Mozarabs wrote only in Arabic
mesh with their Arabic-annotated Latin manuscripts.
Case Study 1: Translating the Psalms into Arabic
Chapter 1 of this dissertation lets us watch a very learned Mozarab translating the Psalms
into Arabic prose in the wake of the martyr movement. In a remarkable prose prologue, this
anonymous author-translator praised God with phrases directly from the Qur’ān, and even
warned readers and singers of the Psalms to guard their hearts against demons with much the
same language as Islamic scripture does. He was, I argue, aggressively including Islamic culture
in his prologue, effectively rebutting Chrstians such as Alvarus of Córdoba who favored Latin
learning.
Futhermore, as he translated the Psalms, this anonymous Mozarab saw himself fulfilling
the Apostle Paul’s goal of spreading Christian scripture, as he even cited part of Paul’s letter to

6

the Corinthians.16 He knew that Mozarabs needed scriptures in Arabic, just as other Christian
communities in the Mediterranean World needed the Bible in Greek, Syriac, and Latin, for
example. Interpreting this a little further, we see that the Mozarabs of al-Andalus had much in
common with these other Christians. The Mozarabs were, I suggest, wholly part of a
multilingual Mediterranean Christendom.
The anonymous author-translator, moreover, drew upon Latin culture as well, as when he
put Arabic allegorical summeries before nearly every Psalm: these Arabic argumenta are very
reminiscent of Latin argumenta which circulated in Latin Psalters at roughly the same time.
Scholars such as Marie Thérèse-Urvoy, who edited these argumenta, wrote little of them
otherwise, but they hold the key to understanding how reverently the anonymous authortranslator thought of Latin culture.
All of this Arabic, Islamic, and Latin culture together shows us a very learned Mozarab at
work in the wake of the Córdoban martyr movement. He was opposed to Paulus Alvarus, it
seems, in his aggressive placement of Qur’ānic vocabulary into his translation, and yet, he
clearly owed much to Latin culture as well. Therefore, he also reminds us that Latin learning
had not died out in Córdoba in the 850s, but rather that at times it was just beneath the surface of
Arabic script.
Case Study 2: The Mozarabs’ Apocalyptic Gift
Equally important as the anonymous author-translator of the Arabic Psalms, other
Mozarabs also made Latin manuscripts that help us reinterpret the thought world of Córdoba.
For example, a Mozarabic copiest made the Seville Bible (c. 989; Madrid, BNE MS VITR 13.1),

16

Anonymous author-translator, in Hafs le Goth, Le Psautier Mozarabe, 2-3. “Fa-inna idhā ijtamaʿtum kull wāhid
min-kum ʿinda-hu mizmār wa-ʿinda-hu sharīʿah wa-ʿinda-hu waḥy…” “And truly the whole gathering, each one,
has its Psalter and law and revelation…”
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a complete Vulgate—the most popular Latin translation in tenth-century Europe—in whose
margins he put copious Arabic notes. This codex, moreover, brings us back to Simonet, for he
certainly knew of it, but he focused upon the manuscript’s colophons for dating it, rather than
upon its 200-some Arabic notes.17 Indeed, while scholars such as Simonet, E.A. Loewe, and
Pieter Van Koningsveld have focused upon the date and origin of this manuscript, I will be
drawing far different conclusions from its marginal notes.18
In the manuscript’s Book of Isaiah, a scribe (Scribe A) not only copied the Latin text but
put many apocalyptic, anti-Judaic notes in the margins: he made a separate text to read along
with the Bible. A second annotator who was not a scribe furthermore made Arabic notes in the
Book of Jeremiah that continued Scribe A’s apocalyptic, anti-Judaic thinking. In examining
these notes, I present the Seville Bible as an apocalyptic gift—it was a gift for the bishop of
Córdoba—that lets us watch Mozarabs who engaged thoroughly in Latin, Arabic, and Islamic
thought, well after the martyr movement.
These annotators indeed thought about the Books of Isaiah and Jeremiah in a manner
very reminiscent of Latin Christian biblical exegesis. Much of what Scribe A wrote in his
17

I will discuss the specifics of this colophon in Chapter 3, while here I focus upon the larger significance of the
manuscript.
18
Simonet, Historia de los Mozárabes; Van Koningsveld, The Latin-Arabic Glossary. 45. E.A. Loewe argued that
the manuscript has two distinct forms of Visigothic handwriting. The first of these dates to the ninth century. He
points, for example to “the striking compactness, the broad proportions of the shaftless letters, the arcs of m, n, and
h being low with the last stroke turning inwards, the use of the semi-colon above b and q for ‘bus’ and ‘que’, and
the poor separation of words.” Later versions of the script, Loewe argues, are tall and narrow, with the final strokes
of m, n, and h turning outward, and “a little hook or mallet-head” on the shafts of tall letters. Cf. “On the Date of
the Codex Toletanus,” in Palaeographical Papers Vol. 1, 136.
Loewe also argued that beginning in the later ninth century and certainly by 900, -ti has an elongated i when
assibilated and a normal i when un-assibilated. León, Archivo de la Catedral, MS 6, the León Bible of 920, has these
two forms of i. Loewe went even further in discussing the –ti ligature in the Seville Bible. He responded to scholars
of the medieval Bible and paleographers such as Samuel Berger, C.U. Clark and Dom De Bruyne who dated the
entire manuscript to the ninth century. He stated that the manuscript had an older part dating to the ninth century and
a newer part from the later tenth century. The manuscript thus shows Visigothic script changing over roughly a
century. Cf. Loewe, “Studia Palaeographica: A Contribution to the History of Early Latin Minuscule and to the
Dating of Visigothic Manuscripts,” in Paleographical Papers, ed. Ludwig Bieler, Volume 1 (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1972), 2-66.
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Arabic notes, for example, reads like St. Jerome’s biblical commentary on the Book of Isaiah.
Certainly, Mozarabs read Arabic exegesis from Eastern Christians, but since this scribe was
making a Latin Bible, his marginal notes likely come from a Latin source as well. He
furthermore employed an at times Islamicized vocabulary, much like the anonymous authortranslator of the Psalms. In al-Andalus, then, Mozarabs not only worked in Arabic, Latin, and
Islamic thought when they translated the Psalms, but also in this Latin Bible.
As a final point, the Seville Bible also helps us understand the last great community of
Mozarabs, which was not in Seville or Córdoba, but in Toledo, in the center of Iberia.19 This city
was the old Visigothic capital until Muslims conquered it, and when Alfonso VI conquered it
from Muslims in 1085, Mozarabs moved there from al-Andalus. When they re-located, they
brought manuscripts such as the Seville Bible with them. That they did so illuminates another
way in which Mozarabs revered Latin manuscript culture, and Toledan Mozarabs almost
certainly took in an apocalyptic, anti-Judaic message in the twelfth century as Andalusian
Mozarabs had in the tenth century.
Case Study 3: Lexical Reading in León
Looking to Mozarabic readers of the Bible, then, offers a strikingly new view of alAndalus in the wake of the martyr movement. We can see a similar picture in other parts of the
Peninsula as well. In the wake of the martyr movement, for example, at least some Córdoban
Mozarabs headed north and settled in the Duero River Valley. They thus lived on the frontier
between al-Andalus and slowly expanding Christian kingdoms, most notably that of León, where
we have a mountain evidence for Mozarabic biblical reading.20 Take, for example, the León
Bible of 960 (León, Biblioteca de La Colegiata de San Isidoro MS 2): this Vulgate Bible comes
19
20

Cf. González Palencia, Los Mozárabes de Toledo.
Cf. Cyrille Aillet, Les Mozarabes, Part 3.
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from the hand of Sanctius, who did not know Arabic but lived among Mozarabs at the monastery
of Valeránica. In making an interpretive guide for later readers of this Bible, Sanctius put
hundreds of Latin notes into this manuscript, many of which offer verses from the Vetus Latina,
an Old Latin translation of the translation of the Bible, which readers could compare to the León
Bible of 960’s Vulgate text with almost no emphasis upon spiritual understanding. This mode of
reading was much like what St. Augustine had encouraged readers to do when they came across
biblical verses which they were not sure how to interpret.
A Mozarab at Valeránica, moreover, left around 300 Arabic notes in this manuscript that
illuminate a reader working in a manner reminiscent of Sanctius. His Arabic notes largely
translate individual Latin words, rather than explain how those words apply to Christ’s life,
Jerusalem, or the Last Days. This León annotator, as I call him, read Isaiah and left copious
notes there, as well as in the Book of Revelation and other biblical books, including parts of the
manuscript whose folios lack Latin notes. While he read apocalyptic parts of the Bible, he did so
in a very different way, largely taking interest in the meanings of words and phrases, rather than
any spiritual meaning.
What we see with Scribe A of the Seville Bible and Sanctius in the León Bible of 960,
then, are two scribes making very effective paratexts, a term which describes the parts of a
manuscript besides the text itself that aided readers, including headings, chapter titles, tables of
contents, initials, and not least marginal notes. The paratext that a scribe laid out--or that
someone added to--could certainly change the way a later reader approached that book: if he saw
copious Arabic notes in the Book of Isaiah, for example, he would know that someone had
turned his mind to it, and perhaps he should do the same.21 Scribe A and Sanctius intentionally
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Gérard Genette, “Introduction to the Paratext,” New Literary History: a Journal of Theory and Interpretation Vol.
22, 2 (Spring 1991):261-72.
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offered their readers paratext in their respective Bibles, and these later readers of their
manuscripts provided additional notes that function like a paratext. Thinking about how these
scribes and annotators approached the paratext of their manuscripts is furthermore one way to
bring out their agency in creating and changing these manuscripts.

Case Study 4: Latin Exegesis in a Mozarabic Bible
The León Bible of 960, moreover, is not the only manuscript from León by which
Mozarabs engaged with scripture. Indeed, the Toledan Mozarabic Bible (Toledo, Biblioteca
Capitular, MS Cajon 2.2), a manuscript which scholars have scarely examined, offers fresh
evidence of the Mozarabs’ reading. As with the other manuscripts here, this is a Latin (nonpandect) Bible with both Latin and Arabic notes. Indeed, they certainly had Latin exegetical
works at hand as they made and read the Bible.

Most prominently, one of these annotators had

a copy of Gregory the Great’s Moralia in Iob—a biblical commentary which functioned much
like scripture—nearby as he pondered the meaning of the Book of Job. Pondering, in some
respects, does not do his reading justice, for he carefully looked up words relating to the natural
world, such as types of birds, but also thought about salvation and morality at length. In sum,
this annotator and others in the manuscript show us a Mozarab who knew Latin and Arabic
culture deeply, even if he does not deploy the Islamic vocabulary that Andalusian scribes and
annotators do.22
In this case study, we will furthermore see an annotator going against the grain of the
notes which earlier annotators had placed in the Toledan Mozarabic Bible’s margins. For while
several annotators in this manuscript clearly read Latin exegesis—at times even leaving bilingual
22

We will see other annotators in this manuscript as well.
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Latin-Arabic notes—we also have in this manuscript a reader who left one-word Arabic notes
that read nothing like the earlier marginalia. These one-word Arabic notes are imperative,
commanding readers to see, understand, and even digest biblical verses, the last of which
imperatives vividly translates the Latin metaphor of ruminatio, chewing and digesting the
Bible’s words.
Here, then, I treat the importance of Latin exegesis among the Mozarabs of León and
Toledo, where a likely Mozarab brought this manuscript after 1085. The Mozarabs’ reading of
Latin exegesis is clearer here than in the Seville Bible, and this case study of the Toledan
Mozarabic Bible furthermore shows interest in more than apocalyptic, anti-Judaic material.
Indeed, in discussing this Latin exegesis, I also treat a Latin manuscript of Pope Gregory the
Great’s Moralia in Iob, which a Mozarabic scribe annotated in Arabic, and which someone
brought to Toledo. We simply do not know if this was the manuscript that the Mozarab who
annotated the Toledan Mozarabic Bible’s Book of Job had at hand as he wrote, but this Moralia
manuscript has a clear place in a chapter on the Mozarabs’ reading of Latin exegesis.
In the Epilogue, I will conclude this dissertation with some observations on the changes
that we see in Toledan biblical culture during the twelfth and especially the thirteenth century.
Put simply here, I will suggest that Toledan readers turned increasingly to a multi-volume series
of biblical commentaries, the Glossa ordinaria, during this time. Even more so than the
Mozarabs’ Latin Bibles, these Glossa manuscripts had a fixed format, with marginal and
interlinear notes from scribes but none from later readers. We have no Glossa manuscripts with
Arabic notes in them, although Arabic-speakers certainly thrived in Toledo during the thirteenth
century. This was in part because the margins of Glossa ordinaria manuscripts, no matter what
biblical book they treated, always had margins full of notes.
12

The Mozarabs and the Mediterranean
As a recurring theme in this dissertation, we will see how the Mozarabs’ biblical reading
helped them participate in the intellectual life of the medieval Mediterranean world, a cohesive
multi-cultural region that fed all sorts of cultural exchange.23 Therefore, while the following
chapters focus upon the Mozarabs, we must remember that they can tell us much about
intercommunal relations around the Mediterranean.24 Their experiences reading the Bible were
not so different from those of Christians in North Africa or the Eastern Mediterranean, or of
Europe for that matter.25 They even employed language that Persian Muslims also invoked when
they thought about their own cultural standing vis a vis the Arab Muslims who had conquered
them.
Manuscripts do indeed help us see these cultural exchanges undergirding Mediterranean
history. It should not surprise, for example, that the earliest Arabic Gospels (9th Century) come
not from Iberia, but from the monastery of Mar Sabas near Mt. Sinai. What is more, we know of
at least one Christian, George of Mar Sabas, who carried books from Mar Sabas to Iberia when
he moved there. Juan Pedro Monferrar Sala has even demonstrated that the earliest Arabic
Gospels in Iberia had clear readings from a Greek manuscript: that is, the makers of the Arabic
Gospels in Iberia had access to Greek texts, but equally importantly, Eastern Christians (in Iberia
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Much as S.D. Gotein did. Cf. his A Mediterranean Society: The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as
Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Genizah, 5 Vols. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967-).
24
By which here I simply define as landmasses with borders on the Mediterranean, like Iberia, North Africa, Italy,
or Jerusalem.
25
Cf. Sidney H. Griffith, “The Gospel in Arabic: An Inquiry into Its Appearance in the First Abbasid Century,”
Oriens Christianus Vol. 69, No. 1: 126-67. Henri Bresc and Anneliese Nef, “Les Mozarabes de Sicilie (11001300),” in Errico Cuozzo and Jean-Marie Martin, Cavalieri alla Conquista del Sud: Studi sull’ Italia Normana in
memoria di Léon-Robert Ménager (Rome: Editori Laterza, 1998). Mayte Penelas has explored the links between
Iberia and North Africa. See Kitāb Hurūšiyūš (Traducción árabe de las “Historia adversus paganos”de Orosio),
Ed. Mayte Penelas (Madrid: CSIC, 2001); Hanna E. Kassis, “Arabic-speaking Christians in al-Andalus in an age of
turmoil (fifth/eleventh century until A.H. 478/A.D. 1085),” al-Qanṭara Vol. 15, No. 2 (1994): 401-22; P.S. van
Koningsveld, “Christian-Arabic manucripts from the Iberian Peninsula and North Africa: a historical interpretation,”
al-Qanṭara Vol. 15, No. 2 (1994):423-51.
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and elsewhere) lived among Mozarabs and Latin-Romance-speaking Christians.26 For both
Mozarabs and Eastern Christians, Arabic became an everday language, and both groups
needed—indeed craved--scriptures in that language. Both groups furthermore had to come to
terms with Islam: as a political power, as a rival religion, and as a source of advanced philosophy
and science.27
Without doubt, the Mozarabs’ making and close reading of Arabic manuscripts merits
comparison with Eastern Christians, yet we still know little about the basic details of the
Mozarabs’ Bibles.28 This dissertation fills in these details, while also making clear that these
Iberian Arabic-speaking Christians actively participated in Mediterranean intellectual life. At the
same time, they also owed much to Latin thought—Christianity was a Mediterranean religion-although scholars have paid less attention to this than to their deep understanding of Arabic and
Islamic culture.29 I am thus connecting the Mozarabs not only with Christians across the
Mediterranean, but also and much more firmly with Christians from across the Pyrennees.

26

Juan Pedro Monferrar Sala, “Traductalogia Muzarabica: Notas a Propósito de un fragment del Codex Arabicus
Monachensis Aumer 238,” Meridies Vol. 5-6 (2002):29-50; on the Arabic Gospels, see as well Daniel Potthast,
Christen und Muslime im Andalus: Andalusische Christen und ihre Literatur nach religionspolemischen Texten des
zehnten bis zwölften Jahrhunderts (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2013).
27
Dimitri Gutas, Greek thought, Arabic culture: the Graeco-Arabic translation movement in Baghdad and early
ʻAbbāsid society (2nd-4th/8th-10th centuries) (London: Routledge, 1998), illuminates the interplay between
Muslims and Eastern Christians.
28
Thomas E. Burman, Religious Polemic and the Intellectual History of the Mozarabs, c. 1050-1200 (Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1994), offers another example of the close ties between Eastern Christianity and the Mozarabs; Luis A. García
Moreno, “Elementos de tradición bizantina en dos Vidas de Mahoma mozárabes,” in Bizancio y la Península
Ibérica: de la Antigüedad a la Edad Moderna, ed. Immaculada Pérez Martín y Pedro Bádenas de la Peña (Madrid:
CSIC, 2004):247-71.
29
Thomas E. Burman, Religious Polemic and the Intellectual History of the Mozarabs, and Cyrille Aillet, Les
Mozarabes, have explored the links between the Mozarabs and Latin Culture, but much work remains. The
numerous scholars in the Biblia Arabica project in Munich, Tel Aviv, and elsewhere have further taught me that
Eastern Christians and Jews living in the Islamic world had similar approaches to manuscripts as the Mozarabs did.
That is to say, scholars such as Juan Pedro Monferrar Sala, Camilla Adang, and Miriam Hjälm are doing
Mediterranean history without calling it so: they simply know that scholars who study minority communities in the
Islamic world have much to say to each other. To that end, I am grateful to have shared my research with them, and
while I am still digesting all that I learned at the project’s annual meeting, nevertheless much of what follows ties in
quite strongly with the group’s ongoing conversations.
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Let me conclude, then, by saying again that the Mozarabs’ appropriation of Latin, Arabic,
and Islamic culture fits well in the growing field of Mediterranean studies. Many scholars now
treat the Mediterrean as a cohesive region in which goods, languages, and people of all sorts
moved freely. Yet much work remains in understanding the Mozarabs themselves, especially
when we have only really begun to look at their manuscripts, even though these books show us
strong links between the different religious groups in the Mediterranean world. In writing such a
detailed analysis of the Mozarabs’ bookmaking and reading, I place them more firmly in the
Mediterranean world than Simonet, Van Koningsveld, Ann Christys or Aillet did.
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Part One: Mozarabic Translators, Scribes, and the
Bible from al-Andalus to Toledo
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Chapter 1: Reading and Translating the Psalms in Medieval Córdoba
The earliest evidence for Mozarabic biblical study comes from ninth-century Córdoba, a
city of great learning. It was at that time the most advanced city in Europe, where a line of
independent Muslim military commanders ruled while the Muslim ʿAbbasid dynasty oversaw
much of the Islamic world from Baghdad. In 929, with the ʿAbbasid dynasty still held power,
one of these Córdoban rulers, Abd al-Raḥman III, declared himself Caliph, the religious and
political leader of the Islamic world. He thereby made Córdoba a rival to the Islamic heartlands
in the East.
Although its mosque and its palace complex, the madinat al-Zahrā’, best testify to
Córdoba’s power, its intellectual wealth also captivated medieval Christians.30 For Córdoba’s
Mozarabs, life was rich, even while living under Muslim rule. Muslims and Christians lived
peaceablely most of the time, but Muslims also made clear that Christian religious life was below
their own, as when they joined the Church of St. Vincent to the city’s largest mosque.31 The
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On madinat al-Zahrā’, see Manuel Acíen Almansa, “Madīnat al-Zahrā’ en el urbanismo musulmán,” Cuadernos
de Madīnat al-Zahrā’ 1 (1987): 11-26; Antonio Vallejo Triano, “Madīnat al-Zahrā’: Transformation of a Caliphal
City,” in Glaire D. Anderson and Miriam Rosser-Owen, eds., Revisiting al-Andalus: Perspectives on the Material
Culture of Islamic Iberia and Beyond (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 3-26. María Rosa Menocal, The Ornament of the World:
How Muslims, Jews, and Christians Created a Culture of Tolerance in Medieval Spain (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 2002), 79-100 offers a very accessible introduction to the splendor of the Córdoban Caliphate. Stanley
Lane-Poole, The Moors in Spain (London: T. Fisher Unwinn, 1888), is representative of nineteenth-century authors
who emphasized the exotic at medinat al-Zahrā’: “The Slav pages and eunuchs were three thousand three hundred
and fifty, to whom thirteen thousand pounds of flesh meat were distributed daily, some receiving ten pounds each,
and some less, according to their rank and station, exclusive of fowls, partridges, and birds of other sorts, game and
fish” (141); “The quiet flow of the Guadalquivir was a constant delight to the inhabitants; for the Eastern (and the
Moors of Spain were Eastern in everything but longitude) loves nothing better than a view over a rippling stream”
(135). The scholarship on Orientalists is enormous: see especially Karla Mallette, European Modernity and the
Arab Mediterranean: Toward a New Philology and a Counter-Orientalism (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2010).
31
Jean-Pierre Molénat, “La place des chrétiens dans la Codoue des Omeyyades, d’ après leurs églises (VIII e-Xe),”
Al-Qanṭara 33:1 (2012): 147-68.
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Muslim call to prayer as well drowned out Christian bells.32 Christians were inferior, but could
practice their religion.
Occasionally, some outbreaks of violence boiled over in Córdoba, like the so-called
martyr movement of the 850s, when nearly fifty Christians sought death by publically slandering
Muhammad in Arabic. The sources for this best-known episode involving Córdoba’s Christians,
the writings of the layman Alvarus of Córdoba and the martyred monk whose vita he wrote,
Eulogius of Córdoba, present thorough difficulties for understanding the life and circumstances
of Córdoba’s Mozarabs, not least their intellectual life, with both authors slandering the Arabic
language and Islam. Alvarus, moreover, famously decried the lack of Latin learning in Córdoba,
where Arabic books had become all the rage:
“What pain (heu pro dolor), the Christians do not know their own religion (legem) and
the Latins do not heed their own language, so that among the whole gathering of
Christians hardly one in a thousand is found who is able to dictate (dirigere) a greeting to
a brother properly, and he who explains the Chaldean ostentation of words is found
without number among the many crowds…” 33
His quote is certainly problematic, and reads very differently than the Psalm translation of an
anonymous author-translator upon whom I focus in this chapter. For while the martyr movement
has captured the interest of scholars and deeply shaped how they have understood Christian life
in Córdoba, we nevertheless have more than Alvarus and Eulogius’ writings to tell of the rich
learning of the Córdoban Mozarabs. Indeed, as I argue at length in this chapter, the anonymousauthor translator of this Arabic prose Psalter translation offers a firm rejoinder to Alvarus’
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Norman Daniel, Islam and the West: The Making of an Image (Oxford, One World: 1993), 233; Olivia Remie
Constable, “Regulating Religious Noise: The Council of Vienne, the Mosque Call and Muslim Pilgrimage in the
Late Medieval World,” Medieval Encounters 16 (2010): 64-95.
33
Alvarus of Cordoba, Albari Indicululus Luminosus, ed. Juan Gil, CSM, 1:314-5. “Heu pro dolor, legem suam
nesciunt Xpiani collegio et linguam propriam non aduertunt Latini, ita ut omni Xpi collegio uix inueniatur unus in
milleno hominum numero qui salutatoris fratri possit ratjionauiliter dirigere litteras, et repperitur absque numero
multiplices turbas qui erudite Caldaicas uerborum explicet pompas…”
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lament, because he shows us the Mozarabs’ deep affinity for Latin, their immersion in the Arabic
language, and their willingness to employ vividly Islamic phrases in Christian contexts.
His Psalter is the earliest attestable Arabic translation of the Bible from Iberia. This is,
more importantly, the strongest case we have of a Mozarab employing phrases from the Qur’ān,
with these phrases making clear the Mozarabs’ willingness to bring Islamic thought into their
worship. He did so in a prologue to his Psalms, that is, as an author, rather than as a translator:
for this reason, I call him the anonymous author-translator. Yet while he knew Qur’ānic phrases
and how to fit them to Christian contexts, he also followed his Latin translation of the Psalms
closely: so that in opposition to Alvarus’ lament, he could not not only read that language, but
also revered Latin culture. The Arabic summeries or argumenta at the head of each Psalm, for
example, mimic the Latin argumenta in contemporary Latin Psalters. We have only begun to
understand the importance of these argumenta, but this much is clear: we cannot understand this
prose translation without them, just as we cannot understand the Mozarabs’ intellectual life
without treating their debt to Latin, Arabic and Islamic culture.
An Arabic Prose Prologue to the Psalms
Two late medieval manuscripts bear witness to the anonymous author-translator’s Arabic
Prose Psalter: Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana MS. Ar. 5 and London, British
Library, MS. Add. 9060, hereafter the Vatican and British Library Psalters34 The two
manuscripts of his translation have many variants, making it difficult to know which manuscript
best shows his original work. For this reason and for convenience, what I deem the work of the
anonymous author-translator follows Marie Therésè-Urvoy’s edition for his prose prologue, and
34

Eric Reiter’s discussion of a reader-author has helped me think about the anonymous author-translator. See his
“The reader as author of the self-produced manuscript: reading and rewriting Latin Theology in the late Middle
Ages,” Viator 27 (1996): 151-69.
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the Vatican Psalter for the text of the prose Psalms, which she did not edit. While this method
poses problems, Cyrille Aillet nevertheless also employed the Vatican Psalter for the prose
Psalms’ text.35

Table 1: Manuscripts of the Anonymous Author-Translator and Ḥafṣ ibn Albar’s
Translations
Manuscript

Prose Prologue

Verse Prologue

Argumenta

BAV MS. Ar. 5
(s. xiii)
BL MS. Add.
9060 (s. xiii?)

X

X

X

X (for some
Psalms)

Version of
Psalms
Prose
Prose

What little we know of the anonymous author-translator nevertheless helps us understand
the Mozarabs’ thought world better. Most importantly, he had a deep understanding of Arabic,
the Qur’ān, and Latin, with which linguistic skill he completed his translation in Córdoba before
889.36 He thus likely lived through the martyr movement during the 850s.37 His life, what we
can gather from his translation at least, thereby offers a clear window into Córdoba in the years
after the martyr movement. These prose Psalms complicate our understanding of Córdoban
Christians attitudes to Latin, Arabic, and Islam, in the way they show a Mozarab bringing all
three intellectual traditions together to a far greater degree than many scholars have realized.
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Cyrille Aillet, Les Mozarabes, 186. I have also studied BL MS. Add. 9060 in situ.
Ḥafṣ’ poetic translation, which he finished in 889, improved upon the prose translation’s style, so the earlier
translation must predate 889.
37
On the martyr movement, see among others Francisco Javier Simonet, Historia de los Mozárabes; Dominique
Millet-Gérard, Chrétiens mozarabes et culture islamique dans l’ Espagne des VIII e-IXe siècles (Paris: Études
Augustiniennes, 1984); Kenneth Baxter Wolf, Christian Martyrs in Muslim Spain (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988); Jessica A. Coope, The Martyrs of Cordoba: Community and Family Conflict in an Age of
Mass Conversion (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995).
36
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As I move into a discussion of the prose prologue, I should note that not all Arabic words
are particularly Islamic. This is especially important because Mozarabs drew upon the writings
of both Arabic-speaking Eastern Christians (the term Mozarab refers to Arabic-speaking
Christians in Iberia) and Muslims who shared some religious vocabulary, with no further
significance.38 When the Mozarabs translated evangelium (gospel) as al-injīl, for example, they
employed a term common among all Muslims and Christians. To cite three examples, Arabicspeaking Christians of the eastern Mediterranean employed it, and it is in both the Qur’ān and
the Muslim polemicist Aḥmad Ibn Ḥazm’s (d. 1064) refutation of Christian scripture.39 Al-injīl
thus offers a good example of shared vocabulary that tells us very little about the Mozarabs’
intellectual life.
What we see in the prose prologue goes further than this: it demands our attention
because few Christian texts have Islamic vocabulary, including entire Qur’ānic phrases, in a
Christian framework more so than it does. When praising God, the anonymous author-translator
did so in Qur’ānic language, just as he did when professing Christ’s divinity, a particularly
striking point, since for Muslims Christ was a human prophet. In making this Psalter, then, and
especially in writing his prologue, he actively and aggressively engaged with Islam and its
accompanying culture, which simultaneously attracted and repulsed him, but as we will see, in
other places in his translation he made clear his reverence to Latin culture as well.
Indeed, for all the theological arguments in which they engaged, the Mozarabs and
Muslims both knew they worshipped the same God. It only makes sense, then, that they praised
him similarly. In addition to the Trinitarian basmalah, the anonymous author-translator also
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Thomas E. Burman, Religious Polemic and the Intellectual History of the Mozarabs, 95-124.
Ibn Hazm, Kitāb al-faṣl fī al-milal wa- al-ahwā’ wa- al-niḥal (Baghdad: Maktabat al-Muthanna, 1964).
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professed his love of God through the common Islamic phrase “wa- al-ḥamd lil-ilah rabb alʿālamīn,” or “praise be to God, Lord of the worlds,” which is in many ṣuras.40 In the prose
prologue, it comes as the author-translator writes of how the Psalms foretell of Christ’s
crucifixion and resurrection—many of the argumenta also frame the Psalms in this way--both of
which Muslims denied.41 Here the author-translator fit overtly Islamic praise of a non-triune
God to Christ, who was for Muslims a human prophet. Surely, this Mozarab knew how to
deploy Islamic language, masking subtle polemic and Latin theology underneath overt Islamic
praise.
Another even more telling bit of this praise closes the prologue: “and God is mostknowing and most just, he has no partner, and he is Lord of the Great Throne. The sources
(maṣādir) are complete, praise be to God, Lord of the Worlds.”42 The Qur’ānic language here is
certainly worth close analysis. In Qur’ān 9:129, God states: “Now, if they turn away (O
Muhammad) say: God suffices for me. There is no God save Him. In Him I have relied, and He
is Lord of the Tremendous Throne.”43 Qur’ān 23:86, praises God in a similar way: “Say, who is
the Lord of the Seven Heavens and the Lord of the Great Throne?”44 Qur’ān 13:36 teaches that
God has no partner (sharīk): “Say, I am commanded only that I serve Allah and ascribe unto Him
no partner.”45 For Muslims, this last phrase denies Christ’s divinity, yet the author-translator of
the prologue had no difficulty employing the phrase “lā sharīk la-hu (he has no partner)” in
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Hafs le Goth, Le Psautier Mozarabe, 11.
Hafs le Goth, Le Psautier Mozarabe, 11. “Wa-ʿajā’ib allah fil-zabūr maktūbah wa-qaltu al-masīḥ wa-qiyām-hu”
“And the miracles of God are written in the Psalter and the death of the Messiah and his rising”
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Ibid., 13. “wa- allah aʿlam wa- aḥkam lā sharīk la-hu wa- huwa rabb al-ʿarsh al-ʿaẓīm. Tammat al-maṣādir wa- alḥamd li-lah rabb al-ʿālamīn.”
43
Qur’ān 9:129. “fa in tawallū ifqul ḥasibā allah lā ilah ilā huwa ʿalayhi tawakkaltu wa- huwa rabb al-ʿarsh alʿaẓīm.” In translating the Qur’ān I follow the English translation of Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall, which I have
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Qur’ān 23:86. “qul man rabb al-samawat al-sabʿa wa- rabb al-ʿarsh al-ʿaẓīm”
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praise of a triune God. That is, he manipulated the Qur’ān’s language, perhaps even combining
several verses of that scripture so that it fit the Mozarabs’ liturgical needs.
The anonymous author-translator, moreover, said similar things of Christ: “the word who
created the heavens and the Earth and that which is between them.”46 In the Qur’ān, a
thoroughly non-Trinitarian God appears as the creator of the “Heavens and the Earth and that
which is between them.”47 The anonymous author-translator, who likely knew this, took a
Qur’ānic description of God and applied it to Christ, who in the Qur’ān is a human prophet, and
the Son of Mary rather than God. Clearly, this very learned Mozarab moved easily between
Latin, Arabic, and Islamic thought. While the evidence for this is strong, scholars had long
thought of the Mozarabs as Arab and Islamic in all parts of their life except religious practice.48
Unfortunately, pinning down the source(s) from which the author-translator learned these
phrases poses problems. He could have simply heard Muslims praising God, for he lived in the
medieval Muslim world. Yet let us not write off the chance that he learned from the Qur’ān or
other Arabic books as well. Muslims in ninth-century Cordoba, the translator’s home, knew well
the Islamic sciences, including Qurʾānic study.49 Indeed, Christians in that city eagerly read
Arabic texts, although we cannot pinpoint a specific manuscript with which the author-translator
worked. Even so, however, the prologue demonstrates his Islamic vocabulary. Phrases such as
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“Lord of the Worlds” or “Lord of the Great Throne” prove that Mozarab intellectuals actively
brought Islamic culture into their religious writings during the height of Muslim rule at Córdoba,
even as they made clear that they thought of God differently than the majority of the city did.
The above phrases are ubiquitous in the Qur’ān, but at least one part of the prologue
really marks the anonymous author-translator’s learning. Saul and the Israelites, the authortranslator notes, had chanted the Psalms “to expel from him the spirits (al-jinn) and the evil
whisperings (al-wasāwis) which are is in his heart.”50 The “whisperers” here, al-wasāwis, is the
plural form of a Muslim name for Satan, al-waswās. They tempt as well in Ṣura 114, the last in
the Qur’ān: “I seek refuge in the heart of mankind… from the evil of the sneaking whisperer (alwaswās), who whisperith in the hearts of mankind, of the Jinn and of mankind.”51 Now, many
Christian Arabic texts employ al-shayṭān for Satan, while the Qur’ān itself also calls him iblīs.
For the author-translator to write the much rarer al-wasāwis is quite stunning. He astutely did so
only once in the prologue, likely because the word infrequently dots the Qur’ān.52 In addition to
Ṣura 114, where the noun al-waswās appears, Qur’ān 7:20 and 20:120 have a verbal form of this
root.53 Indeed, what is perhaps most remarkable is the chanting of scripture to protect one’s
heart from evil in both the Arabic Psalms and the Qurʾān.
This shows beyond doubt that the author-translator was aggressively active in putting
Islamic phrases into his translation. Much like when he referred to Christ as “the word which
created the heavens and the Earth and that which is between them,” he here fit a Qur’ānic phrase
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to Saul, stories of whose just rule edified Christians. As a rare word, al-wasāwis furthermore
goes well in a prologue, where the author-translator and other many medieval authors flaunted
their linguistic skill. Indeed, the deployment of Islamic language, and the bending of it to
conform to the Mozarabs’ spiritual belief, marks the anonymous author-translator’s intellectual
prowess.
In sum, the prose prologue illuminates the religious vocabulary of the Mozarabs. These
Islamic words and phrases show the Mozarabs’ willingness to praise God much like Muslims
did. The anonymous author-translator deploys Islamic vocabulary so precisely, and in such
similar ways as the Qur’ān, that it is difficult to read the evidence otherwise. Yet also of
foremost importance for the author-translator was making Islamic language, rather than simply
Arabic, fit the Holy Trinity, in which Muslims did not believe. This prologue, finally, is a fine
example of the Arabophile culture that Alvarus of Córdoba railed against, although as we will
see, the anonymous author-translator also owed much to Latin learning.
From Córdoba to a Mediterranean Christendom in the Prose Prologue
Quite strikingly, the anonymous author-translator lets us watch the mixing of Latin,
Arabic, and Islamic culture in the wake of the martyr movement. Yet he thought not only of the
Mozarabs’ place in Córdoba, but also in Christendom as a whole. Certainly, the anonymous
author-translator knew well that Christians like himself had helped spread the religion in many
langauges. Indeed, a heading for part of his prologue reads: “all of the nations (al-shuʿūb) pray in
the Psalms.”54 This offers evidence that the Mozarabs referred to themselves as a distinct nation
(shʿab or shʿib). While shʿab or shʿib can take on a variety of meanings, including people, tribe,
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or race, what is most important here is that the Mozarabs viewed themselves as different both
from Latin Christians and from Muslims.
In thinking about these different nations, moreover, the anonymous author-translator
linked the Arabic Psalter to Paul’s preaching. He wrote: “the Apostle related to us…that they
prayed to their Lord in a language which they knew, the Greeks in Greek, the Syrians in Syriac,
and the ʿajamīyah in Latin, in order that all the languages acknowledge the command of God.”55
He knew well that the Mozarabs needed Arabic texts, much as Syrian-speaking Christians did
Syriac works. For him, Hebrew was the root language of the Psalms, but by his reasoning, if
Christians had already translated the Psalms from Hebrew into Latin and other languages, then
he could render them in Arabic. The end goal was the same as Paul’s, the spread of Christianity:
“And therefore the Christians pray in the eastern places of the world and its west, with their
bishops, and their kings and their patriarchs and their monks, and the gathering of their men from
the Franks and the Arabs and the Syrians who believe in the messiah, all their prayers are with a
Psalter translated from Hebrew into many languages: Greek and Latin and Syrian and Hindi and
Arabic, and many other tongues.”56
Like many other medieval and modern Christians, the Mozarabs absorbed the Bible through
translation. Pushing this interpretation further, we see that the anonymous author-translator’s
defense of his translation illuminates how he knew the Mozarabs’ Arabophile culture made them
different from—not better or worse than-- Latin Christians. Yet equally importantly here, he and
other Mozarabs read in Arabic and Latin, and even their Arabic writings owe much to Latin
exemplars.
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In the above description of a multilingual Christendom, one word stands out: indeed, both
the anonymous author-translator referred to al-ʿajam, a term with a basic meaning of “the
barbarians.” In Iberian sources, al-ʿajam are either Mozarabs--Muslims called them such--or
Latin Christians.57 This was not necessarily hostile, especially when Arabic-speaking Mozarabs
called Latin speakers al-ʿajam. For as Travis Zahdeh has pointed out, this word slowly lost its
pejorative meaning after the Arab conquest of Persia.58 Certainly, the anonymous authortranslator had this non-pejorative meaning in mind, for Latin was not foreign to him, but he quite
clearly thought of Latin Christians differently than Mozarabs.59
He, moreover, owed much of his learning to Latin books. The anonymous authortranslator pored over a Latin Psalter as he made his translation, indeed, he saw himself doing
Paul’s work. On a broader level, this deep Latin learning drove the Mozarabs to approach books,
theology, and translation much like other Christians had done before, even as the Mozarabs
incorporated Islamic thought into their worship. The Arabic Prose Psalter illuminates the ways
in which Córdoba’s Mozarabs thought about religion and language, indeed, how they meshed the
two. Arabic for them was a “metropolitan language,” to borrow the phrase of Karla Mallette.
Speakers of these languages moved rather easily across the Mediterranean World.60 The
anonymous author-translator was thinking not only of the Mozarabs’ place in medieval Córboba,
then, but also in a Christendom which had blossomed through linguistic diversity.
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Translating the Psalms into Arabic Prose
In the prose prologue, the anonymous author-translator taught the spiritual importance of
the Psalms though rich Islamic vocabulary, as well as the importance of preaching these songs in
Arabic. Yet what makes this even more interesting is the anonymous author-translator’s
reverence for Latin culture as well. We can see this perhaps most clearly in the way he
translated the Psalms faithfully from Latin into Arabic. 61
This Prose Psalter, even with all its Islamic vocabulary, is an Arabic copy of a Latin
Psalter. When the anonymous author-translator made this Arabic scripture, there were several
Latin versions of the Psalms from which to choose. The most popular of these in early medieval
Iberia was the so-called Mozarabic Psalter, a Latin version which translated the Greek Septuagint
version of the Psalms. The Vetus Latina Hispana, the most common version of the Bible (as
opposed to a Psalter) in early medieval Iberia, also had this Mozarabic version of the Psalms.
The Vetus Latina Hispana and the Mozarabic Psalter circulated in Iberia long after reforms in the
Carolingian kingdom (ca.800) made St. Jerome’s Vulgate the standard Latin Bible in Iberia and
northern Euorpe.62 That is, while the anonymous author-translator doubtless had access to a
Vulgate version of the Psalms, he followed the Vetus Latina Hispana.
When we look closely, we see that Vatican Psalter, one manuscript of the prose Psalms,
renders the Mozarabic Psalter’s Latin very literally. Psalm 1 makes this very clear: “ṭūbā lilrajul alladhī lam yasluk fī mu’āmarat al-munāfiqīn wa- fī ṭarīq al-khātīn lam yaqim.” This maps
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precisely onto the Latin: “Beatus vir qui non abiit in consilio impiorum et in via peccatorum non
stetit,” or “Blessed is the man who does not enter the advice of the impious and does not stand on
the path of sinners.”63 Not only are the meanings of the Latin and Arabic versions the same, but
the Arabic syntax mirrors the Latin’s exactly. For example, the verbs lam yasluk and non abiit
have exactly the same position in their sentences, as do lam yaqim and non stetit.

This shows

the method by which the author-translator worked, but also how especially diligent readers of the
Psalms could move between the two languages as they engaged the text.

Table 2 : Latin Versions of the Bible and Psalter
Author
Anonymous Author(s)
St. Jerome

Version of Bible
Vetus Latina Hispana
Vulgate Bible

Corresponding Psalter
The Mozarabic Psalter
Psalterium ex hebraico

In contrast to the anonymous author-translator, Ḥafṣ ibn Albar translated the opening of
Psalm 1: “the man thrives who does not go // on the way of the people of sin who do wrong //
and [the man thrives] who does not stand upon the path of the sinful // and who does not sit
amongst the darkness.”64 He employed poetry and different words, opening this first Psalm with
the fourth-form of the root f-l-ḥ, meaning to be blessed, rather than the ṭ-w-b root in the Arabic
prose Psalms, which means largely the same thing. Where the anonymous author-translator
rendered via peccatorum as tarīq al-khāṭīn, Ḥafṣ had sabīl al-athamah. Where the Prose Psalms
has mu’āmirat al-mu’nāfiqīn for consilio impiorium, the consel of the unjust, Ḥafṣ has ra’y ahl
63
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al-jurm, “the command of the people of sin.” While both of these Arabic renditions emloyed an
idafa construction—x of y--to render the Latin genitive case, Ḥafṣ goes further from the Latin
translation than the anonymous author-translator does in writing of the “command of the people
of sin.” Perhaps Ḥafṣ envisioned these people in opposition to the ahl al-kitāb, the “People of
the Book,” a Muslim term for those of the Abrahmic religions.65
The anonymous author-translator, then, approached his project differently than Ḥafṣ did
his own. Indeed, Psalm 63 offers conclusive evidence his prose Psalter followed the so-called
Mozarabic Psalter. This opens: “Exaudi Deus orationem meum cum deprecor a timore inimici
eripe animam meam.” The Vulgate is quite different: “Audi Deus vocem meam loquentis a
timore inimici serva vitam meam.”66 The Arabic in the Vatican Psalter follows the Mozarabic
Psalter, stating: “Istajib ya allah ṣalatī fī ḥarnī wa- min khauf al-ʿadū anjī nafsī.”67 While the
Arabic fourth-form imperative anjī fits either eripe (Vetus Latina) or serva (Vulgate), the word
ṣalatī, meaning “my prayer,” goes far better with orationem meam than vocem meam, as does
nafsī, my soul, with animam meam, rather than vitam meam, my life, in the Vulgate.
Furthermore, the Vatican Psalter has Latin marginal notes offering incipits to the Arabic Psalms.
Psalm 63’s marginal notation has “Exaudi orationem meam.”68
In Psalm 63 and elsewhere, moreover, this translator moved very carefully between two
very different languages. When translating a timore inimici eripe animam meam, “rescue my
soul from the fear of the enemies,” for example, the author-translator perfectly captured the sense
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of the ablative construction a timore inimici, rendering it as “min khauf al-ʿadū.”69 Now, a literal
translation often reads awkwardly in comparison to a translation ad sensum. Yet the Vatican
Psalter nevertheless witnesses the anonymous author-translator’s precision and care. Cyrille
Aillet has recently made this point: “The literal character of the translation, piercingly critiqued
by Ḥafṣ [ibn Albar, a later translator of the Psalms], reveals therefore an obvious prejudice of
faithfulness to the source.”70 Phrased differently, the author-translator, in creating a working text
which drew from a Latin Psalter, reverently moved between the Latin Psalter and his own
translation.71 As Aillet further noted, the author-translator also “occasionally seems to have
compared the Vetus Latina Hispana [la traduction hispanique] to that of St. Jerome, if one
believes certain semantic choices and lexical relations of the Psalterium ex hebraico of the
Vulgate.”72 Yet this is to my mind uncertain: Aillet argues that a phrase at the end of Psalm 1,
“majlīs al-mufsidīn,” “the temple of the rotten ones,” fits the Vulgate’s “cathedra derisorum,”
the “temple of the mocking ones,” better than the Mozarabic Psalter’s “cathedra pestilentiae,”
the “temple of the diseased one.” It is true mufsidīn and derisorum (Vulgate) are both plural, but
the Arabic is closer to pestilentiae (The Mozarabic Psalter) in meaning. At the very least, then,
the anonymous author-translator followed the Mozarabic Psalter for the majority of the
translation.
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Table 3: Arabic Versions of the Psalms
Author

Latin Psalter from which the author
translates

Anonymous Author-Translator (Arabic Prose
Psalter)
Ḥafṣ ibn Albar (Versified Arabic Psalms)

The Mozarabic Psalter (w/ occasional readings
from the Vulgate/ Psalterium ex hebraico)
Psalterium ex hebraico

The anonymous author-translator thus delved deep into Latin and Arabic, as well as
Islamic thought as he translated. This is an illuminating contrast, in that this unknown Mozarab
knew how to deploy Islamic, indeed at times Qur’ānic, phrases in very Christian contexts, all the
while following the Mozarabic Psalter’s Latin when he shifted from writing his prologue to
translating the Psalms. All of this linguistic skill and cultural awareness helped him create a
Psalter which Mozarabs could read and listen to, but from they could also absorb very Islamic
language which taught Christian theology.
Latin and Islamic Culture in the Argumenta of the Prose Psalms
Mozarabs like the anonymous author-translator furthermore intrepreted these Arabic
Psalms much like Latin Christians did. Indeed, the anonymous author-translator, like many
Medieval Latin scribes, knew that he needed a strong interpretative framework to teach the
spiritual significance of the songs he had just translated. We know this because the Arabic prose
Psalter manuscripts have Arabic argumenta divulging the Psalms’ allegories. All the Psalms in
the Vatican Psalter and the Biblioteca Ambrosiana manuscript of Ḥafṣ ibn Albar’s translation
have these argumenta, while the British Library Psalter, the other family member, has them for
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some Psalms.73 These argumenta indicate the Psalm’s author—David, for example-- and
generally how a reader / listener can understand the rise of the Church (al-bīʿah) or lessons from
Christ’s life in that song. Indeed, these Arabic argumenta without doubt follow the Latin
argumenta that became part of contemporary Latin Psalters. This merits a closer look because
the Arabic argumenta again illuminate Arabic, Islamic, and Latin culture in the Mozarabs’
worship.74
These Latin and Arabic argumenta formed an integral part of their Psalters’ paratexts, the
parts of a manuscript beyond the text itself. The anonymous author-translator, for all of his
Islamic vocabulary, framed his Psalters with a very Latin paratext, part of which—the
argumenta—he translated into Arabic. As we will see in later chapters, Mozarabs across the
Peninsula knew just how important a paratext was in laying this material out for readers. This
attitude toward the paratext, moreover, helps us see the links between the Mozarabs Arabic
scriptures treated here, and the Arabic-annotated Latin Bibles in the following chapters.
The best proximate source for the Latin argumenta in Iberia is Cava dei Tirreni,
Biblioteca della Badia, MS 14.1, which I hereafter call the Cava dei Tirreni Bible. A ninthcentury Leonese scribe named Daniela manufactured this pandect Bible (one with all the
canonical biblical books), although someone later brought it to Italy. Teófilo Ayuso Marazuela
edited its Latin argumenta, but to my knowledge, nobody has put them alongside the Arabic
argumenta.75 The Arabic argumenta follow the Cava dei Tirreni Bible’s Latin argumenta
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closely, and while we have no evidence that this Latin manuscript from northern Spain supplied
the Latin argumenta from which the anonymous author-translator worked, nevertheless this
remains important. Indeed, this relatively new evidence from the argumenta confirms that even
as the anonymous-author translator aggressively adding Islamic influences to his Psalter, he
nevtheless had strong ties to Latin culture as well.
The Latin argumenta in the Cava dei Tirreni Bible, moreover, form only one Latin group
of these teaching tools. While the Arabic argumenta largely match that Bible’s Latin argumenta,
in other places in medieval Europe Christians learned largely the same message through different
families of Latin argumenta. For example, Martin McNamara has argued for at least six
different groups of tituli (argumenta) which scribes and readers circulated in Ireland.
Unsurprisingly, all these families frame the Psalms as Christological, but the tituli or argumenta
of St. Columba are especially so. This is unsurprising, as J.N. Hillgarth furthermore pointed to
the strong links in early medieval religious life between Ireland and Iberia. I, in turn, am not
arguing for links between Ireland and Iberia here, but rather further confirming that the
Mozarabs took strong interest in Latin culture.76 Indeed, the message in these argumenta relates
to the Apostles’ vision of an inclusive Christendom, and as we will see, to what the anonymous
author-translator discussed in his prologue: different nations (al-shuʾūb) taking up the same
Christological message in their own languages.
We thus have all the tools to compare the Latin and Arabic argumenta, even if the Latin
manuscript with which the anonymous author-translator worked escapes us. This lost
both Latin and Arabic in studying the Mozarabs. Yet nor did Francisco Javier Simonet treat them in his Historia de
los Mozárabes, or Pieter Van Koningsveld in his study of a Latin-Arabic glossary, or Cyrille Aillet in Les
Mozarabes.
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manuscript hardly poses a problem for the larger picture, in which we get to watch a Mozarab
who knew the importance of both Latin and Arab-Islamic thought in making an accessible yet
learned Psalter. Put simply, we cannot understand the anonymous author-translator and his
project unless we acknowledge, or rather pour over, these Arabic argumenta and their Latin
precedents.
When we look closer, we see that both the Latin and Arabic argumenta treat the Psalms
as the telling of Christ’s life. In Psalm 1:3, for example, readers and listeners learned of a tree in
the ground, which will later blossom. 77 The Latin argumentum in the Cava dei Tirenni Bible
thoroughly explains this tree, and indeed the Psalm, Christologically: “this Psalm is generally for
all the saints, and speaks especially on Joseph who buried the body of the Lord.”78 When the
body of the Lord, the tree or seed in the ground, returns it will bear fruit. The Arabic
argumentum too interpets the Psalm as “a prophecy concerning the Messiah” that likewise stands
for “Joseph of Arithemea, who buried the body of the Messiah.”79 In this case, the Arabic
follows the Latin closely but not exactly, much as the text of the Arabic Psalms renders the Vetus
Latina text faithfully.
Psalm 2 opens altogether more chaotically with nations plotting against one another and
against the Lord.80 The Latin argumentum makes clear that Latin versions of the Bible foretold
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these events as an uprising against Jesus Christ, while Jews believed the song concerned King
David in the past.81 The Arabic argumentum builds upon the Latin: “the voice of the Apostles
about Pilate, Herod, and the crowd of the Jews.”82 More explicitly than the Cava dei Tirreni
Bible, the Arabic names Herod, the crowd of Jews whom in Christian eyes had eagerly
condemned their Lord, and Pilate who washed his hands clean of the matter. Broadly speaking,
the prose prologue thus illuminate the anonymous author-translator’s knowledge of the Qur’ān,
but these argumenta—while they too make clear his understanding of Islamic scripture, as we
will see--also strongly suggest that he and other Mozarabs imbued themselves with Latin
exegesis, even if they translated it into Arabic.
Psalm 16, among others, again shows similar thinking in the two sets of argumenta. In
this song, King David prays that God keep him safe from his enemies who have captured him.83
This again offered ample material for Christians reflecting allegorically upon Christ’s life and
death. The Cava dei Tirreni Bible does precisely this: “the Church in persecutions and Christ in
his passion.”84 Certainly, Christians believed the Church was an embodiment of Christ, so it
only makes sense that they thought the Psalm fit both Christ and the Church which grew from his
teaching. The Arabic argumentum comes to much the same conclusion, albeit with different
phrasing: “the voice of the Messiah concerning his death and his dispersion of the Jews, and the
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Church after its conquest.”85 The Arabic specifically names the Jews here, while the Latin does
not, and the church is more triumphant in the Arabic than in the Latin, but nevertheless the same
message pervades here. Indeed, these argumenta help us talk about the Mozarabs’ Bibles across
Iberia, because they appear not only in these Arabic Psalms—which circulated all over Iberia—
but also in Latin Bibles from León, such the Cava dei Tirreni Bible.
The above examples frame the Jews as the enemies of Christ and his church. Yet nothing
about this anti-Judaic material is uniquely Iberian, as it fits rather well with intellectual trends
across Latin Christendom. While the Visigothic kings of the sixth and seventh centuries
admittedly enacted harsh laws against the Jews, what undergirds the argumenta is a strand of
early medieval anti-Judaism that informed Christians across Europe.86 Certainly, the allegories
here tell readers and listeners about the world of ninth and tenth-century al-Andalus, but more
importantly for our purposes, the author-translator of the prose Psalter offered a common
understanding of the Psalms which he had read in a Latin manuscript. That is, even though these
Mozarabs in Córdoba likely saw Jews around them, they understood Judaism and its relationship
to Christianity through the Bible.
Now, not all these polemical argumenta target the Jews alone. Psalm 10, where God
punishes sinners with fire and sulfer, offers an excellent example.87 The Latin argumentum in
Cava dei Tirreni Bible casts this as revenge against the Church’s persecutors, with no mention of
Jews or Judaism.88 The Arabic, meanwhile, denounces “evil-doers (al-shurār)…” while also
offering “a prophecy on the coming of the Messiah on the Day of the Resurrection,” again
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without naming the Jews. Along these general lines of persecution, Late Antique authors such as
Tyconius, who had written a series of rules for interpreting scripture, argued that the Church
would suffer through a series of persecutors. These included the polytheist Roman Emperor
Diocletian, who indeed had killed at least some Christians in the third century. The Book of
Revelation made clear to Christians like Tyconius that this ongoing violence would eventually
usher in the Last Days. As thoroughy medieval Christians, the Mozarabs partook in something
quite like this worldview, in which Jews were a significant enemy but not the only one worthy of
polemic.
Psalm 35 too offered ample material for targeting other enemies of Christendom. Here,
David asks for protection from his enemies and their words. The Latin argumenta here states: “a
prophecy on the spirit concerning Judas and the Jews or the philosophers, and it speaks on the
Gentiles to be saved through grace.” The Arabic again follows nearly exactly: “A prophesy on
Judas Iscariot and the Jews and philosophy of the world.”89 In this case, the Arabic argumentum
likely reminded Mozarabs that they should not seek worldly things like philosophical wisdom (as
opposed to religious learning), but as we will see later, some Mozarabs who read the Bible were
eager to understand God in philosophical terms. The evidence here suggests that the anonymous
author-translator and other Mozarabs had no single philosopher or branch of philosophy in mind,
yet this shows him copying the Latin faithfully and indeed seeing enemies of Christ all around
him, with philosophers standing in for those who live a worldly, un-religious life.90
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We have, then, argumenta in Arabic and Latin which focus primarily but not exclusively
on anti-Judaic material. Indeed, the Psalms as a whole taught the meaning of Christ’s life, and
when teaching about his passion, medieval Christians blamed the Jews. Furthermore, these
argumenta also cast the Church as long-suffering through persecutions, whether Roman or
otherwise, which would only end on Judgment Day. The Mozarabs adhered to this common
belief as Latin Christians did. In understanding Christ and the Church’s suffering, they also
learned how he would redeem their sins. All of this suggests that the anonymous authortranslator did not blindly copy the Arabic argumenta into his manuscript, but rather that he did
so deliberately because he knew how effectively they would help Mozarabs spread a very Latin
Christian message that rang out across Iberia.
As in the prose prologue, moreover, he again deployed a shared Christian-Muslim
religious vocabulary in these argumenta. In Psalm 49, a Song of Asaph, God warns Israel to
heed his commands.91 Here the Latin argumentum teaches that this is “the voice of the Father
concerning the Son and the apostles.” The Arabic is altogether more apocalyptic: “the voice of
the apostles on the coming of the Messiah, the second coming.”92 While God does not speak in
the Arabic argumentum, in his place are the apostles, who here are al-hawariyūn, just as in the
Qur’ān. In other Arabic argumenta, meanwhile, Mozarabs learned of the “day of the
resurrection,” yaum al-qiyāmah, a common Islamic term for the Last Days.93
Even more strikingly, Psalm 90 employs Islamic vocabulary to reinforce a major message
of the Arabic prose prologue: that one can ward evil away through chanting the Psalms. This
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Arabic argumentum fits the prose prologue so well that the anonymous author-translator may
have written it himself, rather than copied it from a Latin exemplar.94 God is protective in Psalm
90, keeping evil at bay from the temple (tabernaculo).95 The Cava dei Tirreni Bible lacks an
argumentum here, but the Arabic on its own is illuminating: “a prophecy concerning the just
ones and of the Messiah whom Satan (iblīs) tested. And the prophecy tells that Iblis has to test
him and measure him by compelling him three times to his face, by food and desire and
grandeur. [It is also] the voice of the Church concerning its enemies, the spirits (al-jinn) who
whisper evil in the dreams of mankind.”96
This without doubt links the Psalm to the temptation of Christ, and it does so through rich
Qur’ānic imagery. Al-jinn, for example, are spirits who do both good and evil in the Qur’ān,
although here they are clearly evil. Iblīs, a Muslim name for Satan, also has a clear place in
Islamic scripture. Yet what is most striking is the way this argumentum fits perfectly with the
prose prologue: here we can further watch the prose prologue’s message meeting Mozarabs’ eyes
and ears. There, he wrote that one could expel al-jinn and the evil whisperers (al-wasāwis)
through chanting the Psalms. Satan, the evil whisperer, al-waswās in the singular, appears in the
last surah of the Qurʿān, again in the context of tempting Muslims’ hearts. Here, the jinn
whisper evil, with a verbal form of the same root which gives waswās.
This Arabic argumentum, then, does at least three things. First, it perfectly captures the
anonymous author-translator’s shared Muslim-Christian vocabulary. Second, it reinforces the
prologue’s message that chanting the Psalms wards off evil, just as the Qur’ān does for Muslims.
Third, it, like many other argumenta, brings Christ’s life to the forefront of Mozarabs’ minds,
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which here can ponder the spiritual significance of Christ’s triumph over his temptations.
Clearly, he followed Latin argumenta for many of the Psalms, and although the Cava dei Tirreni
Bible lacks this argumentum in Latin, the Arabic argumentum reads like the sixth-century
commentator Cassidorus’ exposition on Psalm 90.97
Psalm 109’s Arabic argumentum, in turn, deserves mention alongside Psalm 90’s, for its
Qur’ānic phrasing pushes the limits of Christian theology. In this Psalm, God has his Lord—
Christ in Christian interpretations—seated at his right side.98 Yet where in the Vatican Psalter
the argumentum for Psalm 109 treats “the Messiah, Son of God,” the British Library Psalter and
the Ambrosiana manuscript of Ḥafṣ ibn Albar’s translation both call Christ “the Messiah, Son of
Mary.” All three manuscripts also note Christ’s “kingdom, his episcopate (usqufītihi) and his
guardianship and his throne at the right hand of the Father.” 99 To call Christ the Son of Mary
rings Islamic, for the Ṣūra Mary, the Qur’ān’s 19th, helped Muslims argue against Christ’s divine
nature. Qur’ān 19:37 goes so far as stating that those who believe Christ to be God’s son, rather
than a human son of Mary, will perish in the Last Days.100 Al-masīh ibn maryam is a phrase
unlike many of the previous examples of Islamic vocabulary in the prose prologue. Here the
anonymous author-translator, or perhaps a later scribe, is not praising Christ with Islamic
language, but rather referring to him in Islamic language that goes against Christian theology.101
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To my mind, this effectively sums up cultural life among the Mozarabs: we have many
argumenta where Mozarabs could partake in the almost timeless Latin Christian tradition of
arguing against Judaism, but at times they were so comfortable thinking of Christ in an Islamic
fashion that they could also write things which could sound heretical to Christian ears. Mozarabs
like the anonymous author-translator were so attuned to their religious landscape—Christian,
Muslim, and Jewish—that they had few qualms saying or writing of Christ’s human and divine
nature very differently from Christians of the Pyrennees. Yet at the same time, they frequently
employed an invocation at the head of their texts stating, “in the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, one God” which cleary took aim at the Muslim basmalah beginning nearly every
Islamic work: “In the name of the God, the merciful, the compassionate.”102 Perhaps the best
way to think of the Mozarabs, then, is as a thoroughly Christian group who could invoke all sorts
of Latin Christian and Islamic-tinged messages about God when they saw fit.
In conclusion, whatever their differences in content, nevertheless all these argumenta
guided readers spiritually. Translating the Psalms into Arabic alone did not suffice. That is to
say, the anonymous author-translator created a framework that helped readers understand their
Arabic Psalters. The argumenta formed part of the translation’s paratext.103 He and the copyists
of his work knew that an effective paratext would make the reading more palatable. Indeed, the
Arabic argumenta are largely translations from a Latin Psalter, further showing how closely the
anonymous author-translator modeled his translation on the Vetus Latina Hispana. Even if the
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exact Latin Psalter which informed this translator escapes us, he quite clearly had a Latin text at
hand and a deep understanding of Latin manuscript culture. Therefore while not every Latin
Bible with which the Mozarabs worked has Latin argumenta, the Cava dei Tirreni manuscript
and the Toledan Mozarabic Bible nevertheless do.104 With this in mind, the argumenta make
clear a common approach to biblical reading among different populations of Mozarabs, in both
al-Andalus and León.
Furthermore, in copying the Vetus Latina Hispana Psalms, the anonymous authortranslator carried on a strain of anti-Judaic thought that undergirded Christian religious life.
Indeed, these Arabic and Latin Psalms educated Chrstian listeners and readers on how Christ
would redeem them and punish his enemies, whom contemporary Christian thinkers most often
cast as the Jews, but also as other groups like polytheists or philosophers. These Arabic
argumenta furthermore illuminate how the Mozarabs thought about the Psalms’ place in their
own worship. They felt at home deploying Islamic vocabulary as a way to understand Latin
theology, but clearly still revered Latin books, and, not least, cast the Jews as enemies of
Christendom just like other medieval Christians.
Why a Self-Styled Jerome Reworked the Prose Psalms
The anonymous author-translator’s Arabic Prose Psalms brilliantly illuminate the
Mozarabs’ mixing of Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture, in ninth-century Córdoba no less, a time
and place when Latin culture had supposedly faded. Yet this was not the only translation of the
Psalms in medieval Iberia. Indeed, Ḥafṣ ibn Albar, quite possibly the most learned Mozarab on
record, reworked a prose version of the Psalms—quite likely the Vatican manuscript’s—into
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Arabic verse.105 He did so in the year 889, or, less likely, 989.106 D.M. Dunlop, writing in the
1950s, argued that Ḥafṣ recorded the date of his work by writing letters that had numerical valueṭa’ equaled 9, fa’ 80, and ẓ 900- for 989. Others, including Aillet, have argued that in Maghribi
script, in which Ḥafṣ would have written, the numbers add to 889. Complicating all of this
further is’ dedication of his work to the bishop Valens, who is likely bishop Valentius of
Córdoba,whose episcopate, 862-64, does not match either 889 or 989.107 I discuss Ḥafṣ here
because he left a clear record of his movement between Latin and Arabic in a verse prologue (not
the prose prologue), and indeed, because he too knew the importance of the prose prologue and
the argumenta. 108

That is, while scholars have focused upon his criticism of the Prose Psalter’s

style, nevertheless even this critic knew that the anonymous author-translator had effectively
melded Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture.109 He therefore actually owed much to this earlier
translator.
Without doubt, Ḥafṣ was very learned, and very deliberate in how he worked, for he laid
out his principles of translation in a verse prologue which followed the prose prologue. In this
fascinating moment, we can watch someone moving between two very different languages, but
also explaining how he did so. Ḥafṣ states that a translator must flexibly shape these two
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languages because of their different grammars: “in one language there are things that do not have
a name in another, and every statement (qawl) when translated becomes different from [the
original statement].”110 In a jab against the earlier prose translation, almost certainly the Vatican
Psalter, he wrote: “that which moves word for word [from Latin] into Arabic is less than
wondrous.”111 In his mind, Ḥafṣ also captured more accurately the Vulgate’s spiritual quality,
where the prose Psalter had “subjugated the sense” of the scripture.112
Ḥafṣ furthermore fashioned himself in the mold of one of Christianity’s most famous
translators. For while he worked alone, he strikingly followed in the footsteps of Jerome, who
was “preferred in his knowledge (ʿilm), and the interpreter of the Torah and Gospel, and these
two are the letter and the interpretation.”113 That Ḥafṣ knew the importance of translation in
Christian history is hardly surprising, for translators like St. Jerome helped create Latin
Christendom through their texts, as Thomas Burman has argued.114 In this regard, Ḥafṣ and his
project are not so distant from the anonymous author-translator, who worked from the Vetus
Latina Hispana but also owed much of their learning to Latin book culture.
Similar to Ḥafṣ and Jerome, the anonymous author-translator had seen himself doing
Paul’s work. To justify their translation, both Ḥafṣ and the anonymous author-translator had
turned to Christian authorities who had known well the importance of spreading Chrirstianity in
different languages. Pushing this interpretation a little further, we see that Ḥafṣ was not so
different from the anonymous author-translator, although scholars have worked with the verse
110
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Psalter far more than the prose. We should think of the two translators together, as Mozarabs
who seamlessly blended Latin thought, the Arabic language, and Islamic culture.
Indeed, for all Ḥafṣ derided the prose Psalms, he nevertheless put both the prose prologue
and the Arabic argumenta in his new translation. A Mozarab working from the beginning of this
translation, moreover, would even see the prose prologue before Ḥafṣ’ own verse prologue.
Futhermore, when we follow Ḥafṣ own words, we see that his quarrel was not with the prose
Psalter’s mixing of Latin, Arabic, and Islamic thought, but rather strictly with its prose format.
Both the prose prologue and the argumenta aided readers in understanding the meaning of these
songs, so Ḥafṣ quite simply kept them. Yet scholars like Marie Thérèse-Urvoy have paid less
attention to his work with these parts of the earlier prose translation than to his stylistic
improvements to the Psalms themselves.115
With regard to why Ḥafṣ versified the Psalms, we should remember that he clearly knew
that his Mozarabic audience would read and sing the Psalms. This was an emotional moment in
which singers and listeners poured out Christian feeling. His verse prologue says as much, as he
states that the Psalms are “the sweetest chanting in the ears.”116 Creating this spiritual response
was just as important as capturing the meaning of the individual words, if not more so. If we
push this point a little further, we can suggest that he wanted the chanting of the Psalms to
contrast with the Muslim recitation of the Qur’ān, or with the adhan, the ubiquitous Muslim call
to prayer. Since the prose Psalms did not capture this emotional effect, Ḥafṣ recast them in the
rajaz meter, which was very compatible with Latin Iambic meter, or in his phrasing, the meter of
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the ʿajam.117 This word, which literally means “the barbarians,” was a common Muslim cultural
name for Latin Christians and Mozarabs. Ḥafṣ clearly has Latin culture in mind, yet al-ʿajam did
not have negative connotations here.118 When Ḥafṣ employs it, he signals that he thinks of the
Mozarabs and Latin Christians as different groups.
All of this means that the anonymous author-translator, the focus of this chapter, belongs
alongside Ḥafṣ ibn Albar in discussions of Mozarabic intellectuals. Indeed, much of the
evidence for Ḥafṣ’ work with Islamic culture comes from prose prologue and the argumenta,
which he took from the Prose Psalter. In general, moreover,we have relatively few Arabic
Psalter manuscripts from Iberia, but there are two manuscripts of the prose translation and one of
Ḥafṣ’ translation. Ambiguous citations (fil-zabūr, in the Psalms) also dot a tenth-century
manuscript of the Moralia in Iob, marking verses of the Psalms that Pope Gregory the Great, the
Moralia’s author, quoted to help his readers understand the Book of Job better.119 While
determining which version of the Psalms these citations refer to remains difficult, with much
more certainty, however, we can say that both the prose and verse translations help shape our
understanding of religious life among the Mozarabs.
Arabic, Latin Learning, and the Martyrs of Córdoba
When Ḥafṣ ibn Albar put the prose prologue and argumenta in his translation, he, like the
anonymous author-translator, fused Latin Christian, Arabic, and Islamic thought. Both thus
commanded Qur’ānic vocabulary and carefully translated between two very different languages,
albeit with different methods of doing so. The anonymous author-translator created a very
117
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readable translation mimicking the Vetus Latina Hispana, while Ḥafṣ took the Latin Vulgate and
followed in Jerome’s footsteps. Yet just as important is how these Psalters together add to our
broader understanding of attitudes toward Latin and Arabic culture in ninth-century Córdoba.
Saying this is quite bold, for scholars have tended to focus upon the writings of Eulogius of
Córdoba, Alvarus of Córdoba and others whose writings Juan Gil edited.120
These Arabic Psalm translations are furthermore quite reliable and complete, more so
than other, later fragmentary Arabic sources like the Mozarabs’ religious polemics against Islam.
They are all the more important because the Psalms were a cornerstone of Christian intellectual
and spiritual life. The early medieval readers of both the prose and verse Psalms likely sang
them aloud, and Mozarabs doubtless listened to these songs.121 As Philippe Roisse has
demonstrated through his editing of an Arabic liturgical calendar, the Mozarabs read at least
some Arabic scripture aloud during their liturgy, although as we have now seen, their Psalters, a
key part of the liturgy, owed much to Latin culture as well122
All of this mixing of Latin, Arabic and Islamic culture contrasts with Paulus Alvarus’
statement that Latin learning had died out in ninth-century Córdoba, with which I opened this
study.123 According to Alvarus, Arabic had become the dominant literary language among
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Christians, while Latin poetry had nearly disappeared. His statement is illuminating, but quite
problematic since he did not make clear the intellectual debt which Mozarabs like the
anonymous author-translator and Ḥafṣ ibn Albar owed to the Latin Bible and to people like St.
Jerome. Therefore, while Alvarus tells us of an earlier, broader interest in Arabic books, stating
that learned Christians “most eagerly sought Chaldean volumes with a noble Arabic loftiness,”
Latin culture did not die off in Córdoba.124 To put this in theological terms which many
Mozarabs would have understood, the outward appearance of learning—its form—had changed
into Arabic, but much of the inner substance had clear Latin roots.125
Among those favoring Arabic learning at Córdoba were some members of the clerical
elite. Most prominently, Ḥafṣ ibn Albar dedicated his translation to Valens, the city’s bishop
from 862-64.126 Valens worked alongside Abbot Samson, another Latin writer in the city.127
Marie-Thérèse Urvoy has also argued that Ḥafṣ likely was responding to the lament of Alvarus,
with whom bishop Valens had corresponded, although Ḥafṣ himself wrote that he was making a
new Arabic translation strictly to improve upon the prose Psalter.128 I would furthermore qualify
that the anonymous author-translator had answered Alvarus’ call before Ḥafṣ did. Certainly,
whole gathering of Christians hardly one in a thousand is found who is able to dictate (dirigere) a greeting to a
brother properly, and he who explains the Chaldean ostentation of words is found without number among the many
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Alvarus’s comments make clear that Christian Arabophiles abounded in the the city, and that
Alvarus blamed them for ushering in the downfall of Latin culture there. He, Eulogius of
Córdoba (another champion of the martyrs), Abbot Samson, and others stand apart from the
author-translator of the Prose Psalms, Ḥafṣ ibn Albar, and bishop Reccemundo, who translated
the so-called Calendar of Córdoba under the Arabic pen name Rabi ibn Zaid in the mid-tenth
century.129
Alvarus, his lament, and his fear of Arabic learning all tie in closely with the martyr
movement of Córdoba. He made the martyrs into heroes, although he himself did not join those
roughly fifty Christians in seeking death from the Muslim government. This is indeed a
watershed moment in the history of the Mozarabs, but only in part because these Christians
sought their death. Equally importantly, it has informed scholarly writing on the Mozarabs.
Francisco Javier Simonet, whose late nineteenth-century Historia de los Mozárabes remains
essential, made these martyrs the bearers of Christian, Visigothic traditions during what he
deemed Muslim persecution. In the 1983 four-volume reprint of Simonet’s meticulous reading of
the Latin and Arabic sources—something few scholars now do—, his at times fauning treatment
of the martyrs fills nearly an entire volume.130 With nationalistic fervor, he wrote: “Córdoba was
one of the principal battlegrounds of the war of extermination that the Muslims made against
Christianity.”131 In contrast, much more recently Ann Christys has labeled the martyrs “a group
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of extremists whose actions were at best an embarrassment to the church in Cordoba.”132 As the
martyrs slandered Muhammad publicly until their death, other Christians did their business in
Arabic and read Arabic texts. The prose and verse Psalms illuminate a Mozarabic community at
home with Arabic and at times Islamic thought, but also Latin learning. So too do the Arabicannotated Latin Bibles which I treat in the following chapters.
The martyr movement, moreover, did not stop Andalusian Christans from making books,
a very reliable source for the Mozarabs’ thought world in al-Andalus. Rather than living a
stunted intellectual life, Mozarabs took up the Arabic and Islamic culture around them, as well as
Latin books. In sum, these translations are a more important source base for Mozarabic life at
Córdoba than the writings of Alvarus of Córdoba, yet we downplay their significance because
they illuminate a messier intellectual history than his Latin writings. We furthermore cannot
truly understand the Mozarabs or their books without delving into both Latin and Arabic
evidence.
Conclusion
Like many other medieval religious or ethnic minorities, the Mozarabs of mid-ninth
century Córdoba had a very dynamic intellectual life.133 The Arabic Prose Psalter let us watch a
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tremendously learned Mozarab who deployed Qur’ānic phrases in Christian contexts, knew
Arabic very well, and yet rooted himself in Latin thought. Without explicitly saying so, the
anonymous author-translator rebutted Paulus Alvarus’ lament that few remained in Córdoba who
knew Latin letters: they wrote in Arabic, but their figurative debt to Latin books and Jerome, for
example, make clear that Latin learning was still on their minds.
In rendering the Arabic Psalms, he partook in wonderfully medieval intellectual life: he
read and wrote across religious boundaries, for example, and he clearly knew how to make books
that guided their readers or listeners to a deep understanding of Christ’s life. For scholars of the
medieval world or of manuscripts in particular, this should sound familiar, but it bears repeating.
This before the printing press helped standardize editions of books in Europe, and he knew that
he needed to do more than translate the Psalms, but also interpret them and guide his readers. In
this regard, the Arabic argumenta have enormous importance for our understanding of the
Mozarabs and their books. While rich in Islamic vocabulary, they also concretely show the links
between the Arabic Prose Psalms and the Vetus Latina Hispana. These Arabic argumenta,
moreover, helped many other Mozarabs learn the allegorical importance of Christ’s life, in a
manner much as Latin Christians did.
So, rather than completely disappearing, Latin culture in Córdoba at times lay just
beneath Arabic script. As we will see, Mozarabs also continued making Latin manuscripts as
well, but when literally manufacturing his Arabic Psalter, the anonymous author-translator
tapped into a long-standing Christian need for translations of scripture. He put the Mozarabs on
par with Latins, Greeks, Syrians and others who wanted to preach the Gospels. Yet he also made
clear that the Mozarabs were different from both Latin Christians and Muslims, even as they
drew upon the intellectual traditions of both. This delicate balance between Latin Christian,
52

Arabic, and Islamic culture played out constantly in the Mozarabs’ books, much to Paulus
Alvarus’ chagrin.
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Note 1: Visigothic Handwriting and Heritage in the Mozarabs’ Books
The Arabic-annotated Latin manuscripts that I discuss in the following chapters all have
similar Latin handwriting. That is, Mozarbs in both the north and south made Bibles in the
Visigothic uncial script between the ninth and twelfth centuries.134 Visigothic codices, that is,
manuscripts with Visigothic script, have some general characteristics. An a with an open-top
and a t with the bow bent down in front of the ascending stroke of the letter appear in all forms
of Visigothic script. It also has an abbreviation for the preposition per (through), in which a
squiggly line representing –er goes through the descending-stroke of p. In other Latin scripts,
this symbol abbreviates the preposition pro (for).135
The Mozarabs’ Latin books are easy to spot through their Arabic notes.136 That is, all
Mozarabic codices are Visigothic, but not all Visigothic codices are Mozarabic. When we think
of Mozarabic codices as Latin manuscripts with Arabic notes, it makes who these Mozarabs
were relatively unimportant. What they wrote in their Latin books is far more important, for
example, than whether these Mozarabs were Muslims who converted to Christianity, or
Christians who learned to speak Arabic: questions that Míkel de Epalza, Richard Hitchcock,
Cyrille Aillet and many others have tried to answer. Surely, there were Mozarabs from these
different backgrounds, yet without doubt, all of these Mozarabs also worked with similar Latin
Bibles, whose Arabic notes stand out.
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The Mozarabs’ writing in the Visigothic script furthermore demonstrates their affinity for
a book culture that pre-dated the Islamic invasions of the eighth century.137 Mozarabic scribes
almost certainly knew of other scribal hands, yet chose to employ Visigothic. We can surmise
this from the numerous dealings they with learned non-Iberian Christians. Catherine Brown has
discussed how Taio of Saragossa voyaged to Rome in 642, before the Muslim invasions, in
search of a complete copy of Pope Gregory the Great’s Moralia in Iob.138 Charlemagne, the
Frankish king responsible for making standard the Carolingian script in what is now Western
Europe, made the Visigoth Theodulf bishop of Orleans. Furthermore, the Leonese scribe Daniel
made a Bible now at Cava dei Tirreni, Italy. If he did not bring it from León to Italy, another
Mozarab did. Luidprand of Cremona, meanwhile, worked in the court of the Holy Roman
Emperor Otto I and as an envoy to the Muslim Caliph in Córdoba. We thus have many contacts
between Iberia and other Christian kingdoms, and yet little change to the Visigothic script.139
The Mozarabs wrote in Visigothic script until roughly the twelfth or thirteenth century.
All of the codices from León and al-Andalus in this period have it.140 We only have Iberian
codices with the northern European Protogothic script after Alfonso VI’s conquest of Toledo in
1085, that is, after he promptly set aside land for Frankish nobles and set Bernard of Sedirac as
archbishop. Bernard, who had been at the important Leonese monastery of Sahagún, also had
strong ties with the monastery of Cluny, which was busily expanding its influence from France
137
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all across Latin Christendom. This growth of French intellectual influences, including their
script, ushered in the demise of Visigothic script.
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Chapter 2: The Seville Bible Apocalypse in al-Andalus and Toledo
As it turns out, Paulus Alvarus was doubly wrong in his lament that Latin learning had
died out in Córdoba. For not only did the anonymous author-translator show his Latin learning
as he translated the Psalms into Arabic, but Andalusian Mozarabs in general also kept
manufacturing Latin Bible manuscripts.141 Indeed, we know they are Mozarabic because scribes
and annotators filled their folios with Arabic notes. With cautious paleographical analysis, for
example, determining how someone held a pen as they wrote, we can watch Mozarabs making
Latin manuscripts with Arabic marginal notes, something that allows us to see how they valued
both languages.142
Even more than in the Arabic Psalms, we see in these Latin Bibles real Mozarabs at
work. For while no one should doubt that the anonymous author-translator or Ḥafṣ ibn Albar
was a Mozarab, the manuscripts of their translations come from the later Middle Ages. In
contrast, these Arabic-annotated Latin Bibles securely date between the tenth and twelfth
centuries. Making these Bibles was an enourmous investment in time and resources; studying
them now as well taxes the mind with a far messier, more detailed intellectual history than
scholarship from critical editions of sources, which are at a very real level the creations of their
editors.
Most importantly, the content of these Arabic notes offers concrete evidence of
individual reading practices. Indeed, the Arabic and Latin notes in the Mozarabs’ Latin Bibles
often feel cohesive, in that they many times treat the same material. Broadly speaking, these
141
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notes show us Mozarabs defining Latin vocabulary, meditating upon the significance of Christ,
reflecting upon the enemies of Christendom, and, at times, they help us see the biblical
commentaries that Mozarabs read in order to understand the Bible better. Just as we cannot
grasp the Arabic Psalms without looking at their argumenta which framed them, we cannot
know the Mozarabs’ Latin Bibles without diving into their margins.
As I will argue in this chapter, we will see at least one scribe doubling as an annotator,
with the larger significance being that he knew that his Arabic notes, as part of the paratext,
would complete his project. This scribal-annotator, Scribe A, set a pattern for reading Madrid,
BNE, MS VITR 13.1, the Seville Bible, in an apocalyptic way from its very beginning. 143 We
know this because the apocalyptic, anti-Judaic Arabic notes of a later annotator in the
manuscript’s Book of Jeremiah bolster Scribe A’s notes in the Book of Isaiah so well. This
chapter, then, is about Arabic (and Latin) notes, but even more so about the scribes and
annotators who made them and thus participated in Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture.
Furthermore, while this tenth-century Latin pandect Bible—one with all the canonical
books—had Andalusian readers, a Mozarab also brought it to Toledo in the years after 1085, so
that it also informed the last great community of Mozarabs in Iberia. In following the path of
these Mozarabs from al-Andalus to Toledo, I argue that through the Seville Bible’s illuminations
and its Arabic notes, its scribes encouraged later readers—Andalusian and Toledan--to reflect
upon the punishment awaiting the Jews during the Last Days. These few illuminations and many
Arabic notes put forth a brand of apocalyptic, anti-Judaic thinking that rings true with early
medieval exegesis in northern Europe.
143
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After having made my core argument that this was a specifically apocalyptic Bible, I
then will show how it adds to our understanding of religious polemic among the Mozarabs.
Much of this scholarly literature has treated Mozarabic polemics against Muslims, the sources
for which have many problems. The most reliable of these, the Liber denudationis, a Latin
translation of a lost Arabic source, has only one early- modern manuscript.144 We have an earlier
source for Christian polemics against Islam, in Alvarus’ Indiculus luminosus, but he was hardly a
supporter of the Mozarabs: indeed, he wrote against them. Put simply, the notes in the Seville
Bible form perhaps the most reliable witness to Mozarabic polemic—against any religion—that
we have, and they furthermore fit with the argumenta which shaped how Christians learned the
Psalms. I will not discuss the Arabic Psalms here, but we should bear in mind how well the antiJudaic, apocalyptic polemic there fits with the Seville Bible.
Prophetic Illuminations in an Apocalyptic Gift in Seville
As is the case in other Latin and Arabic manuscripts from Iberia, the scribes of the
Seville Bible divulged much information in colophons, including its date of completion: 988.145
Yet who commissioned the Seville Bible offers a thorny problem. The opening lines of its Latin
colophon name Servandus, a Sevillian who was later bishop of Écija, and his friend Iohannes,
who was a priest in Cartegna and became bishop of Córdoba, where Servandus gifted him the
book.146 Someone then brought the manuscript to Toledo after 1085. It stayed there until the
Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid acquired it. A damaged Arabic colophon, meanwhile, refers only
to the manuscript’s time in Écija and Seville, rather than Córdoba and Toledo. It
names“Shalbaṭus the unworthy bishop of Astygia (Écija),” the reading of Casiri, or in Francisco
144
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Javier Simonet’s nearly-identical transcription, “Sylvatus the unworthy bishop of Écija,” who
sent the manuscript to the Cathedral of Santa María in Seville.147 Simonet argued that this
Sylvatus was Servandus from the Latin colophon, who was bishop of Écija in the 950s, and there
is little reason to doubt this.148 In a more radical reading of these Latin and Arabic colophons,
Pieter Van Koningsveld stated that a later scribe copied them from an earlier, original lost
manuscript, with the Seville Bible, as we have it now, dating to the twelfth century. No evidence
supports this argument for a lost manuscript, other than flimsy paleographical analysis, and the
colophon clearly states that the Bible went to Seville in 1026 of the Spanish Era, or 988 CE.149
To make this tenth-century apocalyptic gift for the bishop/cathedral of Seville, moreover,
its scribes needed a massive amount of parchment. It measures 430 x 230 mm, large enough to
make reading it while sitting down difficult. It has text in three columns of 63 to 65 lines with
brown and black ink.150 Although it has a uniform format, Manuel C. Díaz y Díaz has argued that
four scribes worked on it.151 Scribe A copied folios 1r-54r and 103r-261r, Scribe B 55r-102r,
Scribe C 261v-323v, and Scribe D 324r-375. His argument for four scribes draws upon
letterforms and abbreviations for evidence. For example, Scribe B, working with Fols. 55r-102r,
did not abbreviate–ue and –us endings, as in q(ue) and omnib(us), with a semi-colon(q;, omnib;).
With this in mind, even in the work of one scribe, however, we find slight variation. The letter
spacing on Folio 105v appears wider than that on 200r or 260v, for example, although all come
from Scribe A. This is not to argue against Díaz y Díaz, but rather to remind us that these scribes
lacked the uniformity of a printing press when they copied the Bible.
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Even more than its relatively famous colophon or paleography, the manuscript’s
illuminations offer evidence that it was a specifically apocalyptic Bible. Indeed, the Seville
Bible has few of these—none in bright color—but they put forth an apocalyptic message that
dates to the manuscript’s very making. Later readers would likely see Micah, Nahum, and
Zachariah, who prophesied Christ’s coming, as the most striking decoration in the manuscript.
The prophets stare out at readers in place of ornate initials—which are lacking throughout-- in
these respective biblical books.152 These illuminations, together with the Arabic notes which I
will focus upon, encouraged readers to approach this manuscript in a thoroughly apocalyptic
manner. Whether an illuminator made these before or after Scribe A’s notes on the Book of
Isaiah, which I discuss next, is uncertain, but both the illuminations and that set of notes come
people who helped make the manuscript, not later readers.
These prophets are certainly visually jarring. For example, Micah fills roughly half of the
left-hand column, with his hands pointing to the middle column of text.153 As an aside, he wears
a turban, almost certainly demonstrating how Mozarabs dressed. A red and blue-ink gloss
confirms how the makers of the manuscript thought their readers should interpret this prophet:
“the Prophet Michah gathered the anger of the Lord to Samaria. On account of it, he denounced
the use of idols of the destructions of the peoples of Israel that were going to come, in the place
where Christ was born.154 That is, readers of this gloss, which comes from Isidore of Seville’s
De ortu et obitu patrum, would ideally absorb this Christian belief in God’s anger towards the
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Jews and his punishment awaiting them during the Last Days. 155 This is largely the same
message which the manuscript’s scribes and annotators put into the marginal notes.
The prophet Zacharias is equally large.156 Hard at work, he sits as a scribe writing a
book, most likely his prophecy of Christ’s arrival, which dovetails nicely with the Book of
Michah and the manuscript’s notes. The Prophet Nahum, meanwhile, holds a sign that reads:
“Incipit Naum Liber.”157 The Isidorian preface to this book, much like that of Micah, reminds
readers that this prophet called for the destruction of idols in Jerusalem, then proclaimed peace,
here allegorized as Christ, after he rid the city of them: “Nahum who is the consoler for
destroying the idols of the nations, pronounced, ‘this is not the city of blood, Jerusalem,’ after
whose destruction you will announce the feet as peace, that is, he proclaimed the coming of the
savior.”158
These three prophets joltingly thus appear in the middle of the codex, almost without
warning, but they nevertheless make clear that readers should think about the significance of the
apocalypse, prophecy, and anti-Judaic polemic. In this way, they are much like Scribe A’s
Arabic notes , which, as I discuss, he wrote in the Book of Isaiah. A later reader working
through the manuscript would almost certainly know the importance of apocalyptic prophecy in
this Bible, since these illuminations and the Arabic notes carry that apocalyptic feeling so well.
That is, we cannot understand these illuminations or the Arabic notes on their own, since they
together strengthen the message of the Bible.
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I suggest, however, that the most important illumination marks the Book of Daniel: a key
book in a manuscript geared toward apocalyptic thinking, for learned Christians did not doubt
that Daniel foretold the events in the Book of Revelation which they eagerly awaited.
Interestingly, rather than of Daniel, here the illumination is of a bird with a fish, a design that has
nothing to do with that prophet but which other Visigothic manuscripts have.159 This bird,
however, had a powerful message to “read the history of Daniel” in Arabic across its neck.160
Here again, a Mozarabic illuminator—someone who helped make the manuscript, just as Scribe
A did--encouraged later readers to work through one of the Bible’s most apocalyptic texts.161
Like many of the Arabic notes, this bird’s-neck message dates to the manuscript’s
making. If this Mozarabic illuminator was not also a scribe, he nevertheless tucked away an
Arabic note for Mozarabic readers who would absorb one of the Bible’s most prophetic books in
Latin. This in turn reminds us that while Mozarabs did perform at least some of their liturgy in
Arabic, they also took part in a long-standing Visigothic, Latin book culture in which the Bible
was the book par excellence.162 It also not least sheds light on the Christian culture that Míkel de
Epalza and Richard Hitchcock have argued was in decline in the tenth century, although neither
of them looked to this manuscript for evidence.
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An illuminator made a similar fish and bird motif in Toledo, BCT MS 35.3, a missal dating to eleventh or
twelfth-century Toledo. This codex of the Church of Saint Ollalia also has Arabic notes, offering clear evidence of
Mozarabs’ reading. This instance lacks a scribal intervention like the one we see in the Seville Bible’s fish and bird,
yet nevertheless furthers this discussion about Mozarabic scribes. The Toledan fish and bird demonstrates common
ground in Mozarabic manuscript production across different Iberian regions. A scribe or illuminator from these
regions could likewise work easily in these areas because of relatively uniform manuscript page layout.
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John Williams states that the Arabic reads, “the beginning of the Book of Daniel” but this reading seems
unlikely. A dot appears above the letter that Williams sees as ba (ibada- the beginning), when it should rather be qaf
(iqrā’ - read). Cyrille Aillet furthermore sees “read the history of Daniel.”
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Cf. Chapter 4; Aillet, Les Mozarabes, 148, notes that the canon tables in the Seville Bible and the León Bible of
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Annual of Medieval Studies at CEU 8 (2002):202-21.
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Scribe A Completes His Gift
Now, not just the Seville Bible’s illuminators, but also its scribes actively put forth antiJudaic, eschatological material. They did so deliberately, I argue, for these illuminations
strengthen a harsher and lengthier strain of anti-Judaism in the manuscript’s Arabic notes.
Indeed, the writing of Arabic notes in the manuscript effectively completed its manufacture. In
dating these notes to the tenth century at the latest, I depart from the argument of van
Koningsveld, who observed that many of the notes have a similar color to the body of the text,
which he dated to the twelfth century. While he is correct that the notes do often look like the
body of the text, the latest parts of the text date to the tenth century, as E.A Loewe long ago
made clear.163
To be clear, I believe that the date of these notes matters relatively little in comparison to
what they can teach us about manuscript culture and reading practices among the Mozarabs.
What is more important than the date of the notes per se is that a scribe made them, rather than a
later reader. Scribe A, as I call him, thoroughly marked up the margins of the Book of Isaiah,
further confirming for his readers—among them the bishops of Seville and Córdoba—that this
was an apocalyptic gift. This gift figuratively begged its readers to pour over its pages and learn
how Christ would punish the Jews during the Last Days.
A little about Scribe A: he was, as Manuel C. Díaz y Díaz argued, one of four scribes
who made the manuscript, and the only one who completed two different parts of it: Folios 1r-54r
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Pieter Van Koningsveld, The Latin-Arabic Glossary, 45; Loewe in particular studied the –ti ligature in
Visigothic manuscripts such as the Seville Bible. Beginning in the later ninth century and certainly by 900, -ti has an
elongated i when assibilated and a normal i when un-assibilated. León, Archivo de la Catedral, MS 6, the León Bible
of 920, has these two forms of i. Loewe went even further in discussing the –ti ligature in the Seville Bible. He
responded to scholars of the medieval Bible and paleographers such as Samuel Berger, C.U. Clark and Dom De
Bruyne who dated the entire manuscript to the ninth century. He stated that the manuscript had an older part dating
to the ninth century and a newer part from the later tenth century. The manuscript thus shows Visigothic script
changing over roughly a century.
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and 103r-261r. For this reason, it seems to me that he led the project, and indeed, he is the only
scribe who certainly annotated the manuscript.164 That in itself supplies evidence for the
importance of annotating the manuscript during its making. Quite strikingly, moreover, he only
began to write notes in the Book of Isaiah, whose verses were pregnant with Christological,
apocalyptic proof-texts. Lastly, even more than with the anonymous author-translator of the
Arabic Psalms, we here concretely see a Mozarabic scribe moving between Latin and Arabic
culture: for he copied the Bible in Latin and then explained it for others with copious Arabic
notes.
As he completed the Book of Isaiah, then, Scribe A left a thorough framework for how to
read it. Unsurprisingly, given what we have seen already, his framework reads like the writings
of earlier Latin authors, including Ḥafṣ ibn Albar’s hero St. Jerome. Scribe A’s anti-Judaic
Arabic notes read much like what St. Isidore of Seville (d. 636) wrote in his his most famous
anti-Judaic polemic On the catholic faith against the Jews.165 We have already seen that scribes
employed Isidore’s writings as prefaces for some of the minor prophetical books, rather than the
writings of St. Jerome, which typically open the biblical books of the Vulgate. While direct
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The many notes in the Book of Jeremiah may come from either a scribe or a later reader.
The opening of the first book of De fide reads: “the Jews denying with nefarious unbelieving that Christ is the
Son of God, impious, hard-hearted, unbelieving in the old prophets, obstructing the new, they prefer not to know the
advent of Christ rather than to know; to deny rather than believe: “Judaei nefaria incredulitate Christum Dei Filium
abnegantes, impii, duricordes, prophetis veteribus increduli, novis obstrusi, adventum Christi malunt ignorare, quam
nosse; negare, quam credere.” In Book 2, Isidore writes: “Even today, the Jews say this for Christ: ‘He is not the
savior [Christus],’ and they are waiting for another, who is Antichrist. Cf. Isidore of Seville, De fide catholica,
2.6.32. “Hoc nunc usque Judaei pro Christo dicunt: Non est ipse, exspectantes alium, qui est Antichristus.” The
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among the rest in the sentences, and more laborious in understanding.” The handwriting here appears more compact
than Scribe A’s, a siginificant point because this other scribe also read Latin exegesis. Cf. MS VITR 13.1, Fol. 155 r:
“Osee propheta qui intelligitur salvans in duodecim primus profundior in reliquis in sententiis et operorior
intellectu” He also explains that [Osee] “will pronounce literally (storialiter) that the Jews are going to believe in the
Final Time of Christ.” “Hic storialiter iudeos in Christi ultimo tempore credituros pronuntiabit.” On De fide
catholica contra iudeos, cf. Wolfram Drews, The Unknown Neighbour: The Jew in the Thought of Isidore of Seville
(Brill: Leiden, 2006), although any work with Isidore should start with Jacques Fontaine.
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evidence that Scribe A drew upon St. Isidore’s exegesis is lacking, nevertheless he was likely on
the minds of these scribes.
Determining Scribe A’s authorship of these notes is tricky, yet arguing that the same
scribe wrote both the Latin text and Arabic notes is more possible than we might think. He did
so in the Book of Isaiah, where his Arabic notes have brown ink much like the body of the
manuscript. Now, the ink color alone does not prove that the same scribe wrote both. Yet the
ink color for some of these notes, together with the prophetic, anti-Judaic message throughout
the manuscript suggests strongly that Scribe A wrote in the margins here. The notes in brown
ink on Folio 106v, near the beginning of Isaiah, are indeed more orderly than another set of
Arabic notes in black ink which explain the Book of Jeremiah.166 Indeed, one note fits in the tiny
space between the middle and right-hand column, as if Scribe A had done the annotation. This
looks like a place where Scribe A left room in the middle column as he copied his Latin precisely
because he planned to annotate there. The note treats Isaiah 4:1-2, where seven women will
seize one man, who will save them.167 For Scribe A, this reminded him: “on the day which God
is criticizing the Jews, the Lord raises the nations.” (Figure 1)168
Now, Scribe A kept annotating throughout the Book of Isaiah, but his earliest notes offer
the best evidence that he was a scribal annotator, working in both Latin and Arabic. Even when
working in different languages, he held his pen the same way: the ascending stroke on d and h in
“et dixit ahaz,” “and Akhaz said,” has the same thickness as the Arabic letter alif ( )ﺍin his note
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I discuss the Jeremiah Annotator below.
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“fī khabr ākhāz,” on the history of Akhaz.169 The ink color, the careful placement of some of
these notes, and the ductus in the Latin and Arabic together make a stronger case Scribe A wrote
these notes at the time of the manuscript’s making in al-Andalus. When we bring the Latin and
the Arabic evidence together, it all makes for a strong argument that at least some of the notes
came from al-Andalus, not from Toledo, as Pieter Van Koningsveld had suggested.170
Looking more closely, we see that the Arabic annotations in this manuscript formed a
text of their own which competed figuratively for a reader’s attention. Folio 106r, the first of
these Arabic-annotated folios, offers an excellent example. In a book rife with Christological
prooftexts, for Scribe A Isaiah 2:2 stood out: “and there will be in the Last Days a mountain, a
house of the Lord on the peak and it will be raised above the hills, and all the people will flow to
it…” His note, meanwhile, is short but telling: “this mountain is the Messiah and his people.”171
Indeed, he was not alone in his prophetic vision, for St. Jerome, ever ready to expound upon
Hebrew topics, interpreted the verse similarly, albeit at greater length:
This mountain is in the house of the Lord, which the prophet breathes forth, saying: I beg one
thing from the Lord, I shall require this, that I live in the house of the Lord all the days of my
life… This house was built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, who are themselves
mountains, as if imitators of Christ.172
Scribe A thus thought along the lines of St. Jerome, but expressed himself through notes and
glosses rather a lengthy biblical commentary. For example, both commentators saw the Lord
building a house upon Christ’s people: his ummah, meaning something like community, and the
apostles and prophets in Jerome’s text.
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BNE MS VITR 13.1, Fol. 107v. “Et dixit ahaz,” “fī khabr ākhāz” ; The verse is Isaiah 7:12, “ex dixit Ahz non
petam et non temptabo Domini,” “and Ahaz said, I will not beg and I will not tempt the Lord.” Aillet, Les
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Pieter Van Koningsveld, The Latin-Arabic Glossary.
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Yet pointing out Christological passages was not enough for Scribe A: he needed to make
sure that his readers understood that the Jews had murdered their messiah. He interwove this
message with the Christological one, at verses such as Isaiah 1:26-27: “After this, you will call it
a just and faithful city. Sion will be redeemed in judgement and they will lead it back to
justice.”173 He here he was slightly more cryptic: “what he [God] does to them through the
might of the countryside.” Much like God raised Israel against his enemies (Is 1:24-5), Christ
would return in the Last Days to punish the Jews, who had sinned in Christian eyes.174 The
annotator thus commented upon Sion by noting that God would make it just again. This is
indeed a note that on its own is a little confusing, but which makes perfect sense alongside his
other notes: Christ would return, defeat the Jews who had sinned in Christian eyes, and establish
a heavenly kingdom.
Indeed, for Scribe A, the Jews of the Bible were the same as those who lived in his own
world, that is, those who now also read the Talmud. Isaiah 2:20, reads: “on that day, humankind
[homo] will throw its silver idols and golden statues which it had made for worship.” His note
reflected on his contemporary world: “truly this latter makes clear, going among the Jews today
when they lie about the two sins.”175 While he does not say explicitly what these two sins are, I
suggest Scribe A here refers to the silver idols and the golden statues, since the note’s lemma so
strongly calls for their destruction. Scribe A furthermore clearly believed Christ would punish
the Jews in the Last Days, but also that contemporary Jews were no better than those in the Bible
were (or vice-versa).
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Just as he did earlier, Jerome helps us to understand Isaiah 2:20. He notes that through
anagogy, an allegorical understanding focused upon the afterlife, the passage concerns: “that
which the Hebrews refer to as the Babylonian times and the subversion at Jerusalem, when the
Lord rose to punish the land of the Jews.”176 What Jerome calls a brief sermon becomes a
lengthier commentary upon the Jews:
“therefore, the Jews’ understanding that this prophecy concerns their savior [Christ], interpreted
this ambiguous word in the worst sense [in deteriorem partem], so that they do not seem to praise
Christ, but to assign it no significance [pendere nihili], which is indeed a following of the words
and whatever order of reason and sense, as we say: since thus they hold these things [rationis et
sensum] among themselves, and the day of the Lord is about to come, in which the whole state of
the Jews must be subverted and all things destroyed.177

Scribe A, I would suggest, thought much like St. Jerome, since he had also made up his mind
that Jews worshipped idols, almost certainly in part because Jews leveled the same criticism at
Christians who verenated the cross or statues of saints, for example. What we see here is in
effect a back and forth argument about idolatry, in which we have only the Christian side.
In Scribe A’s mind, Christians would have the last word in this argument, for Christ
would come to punish the Jews. For him, proof of this came from verses like Isaiah 2:22: “be at
peace therefore with the man whose spirit is in his nose ...” Leaving little to mystery, he
explained: “this man is the messiah.” 178 So, just as the manuscript’s illuminator(s) firmly
suggested through their art that Christ would fulfill Old Testament prophecies, so too did Scribe
A when he came to the margins and did the final step of his bookmaking. The message was quite
clear: when Christ returned in the Last Days, the Jews would suffer for their supposed culpability
176

St. Jerome, Commentarii in Isaiam, 1.20. “quae hebraei ad babylonia referunt tempora et subuersionem
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in his death. All of this, in sum, shows us Scribe A pouring over Isaiah with the foremost goal of
meshing Christological and anti-Judaic thought, which, of course, complemented each other in
Christian theology. That he and his fellow scribes were creating an apocalyptic gift that
figuratively demanded close study makes the book even more interesting.
Then, just after clarifying that Christ was the man with the spirit in his nose (Is. 2:22), he
turned to the opening of Chapter 3, where God raises an army: “behold indeed God is
commander of armies, he takes up from Jerusalem and from Judah every true and strong man,
every strength of bread and every strength of water…” Scribe A’s note says nothing of God,
armies, bread or water: “just as we see them today,” a note in which, given its lemma, he may
well have thought of how Christians would fight Jews in the End Times.179 For while he does not
write explicitly of al-yahūd here, they are clearly his target throughout his notes, which indeed
he made into a text in which he sought to prove that the Jews have lost their convenant with God.
All of this, of course, illuminates Scribe A’s belief that the Last Days would usher in
Christ’s punishment of the Jews. He made this point throughout his notes, but Isaiah 10:22
especially captured his attention: “If indeed you people of Israel are like the sand of the sea, the
remaning will be converted, because a brief consummation will flood the just.”180 This
Mozarab’s reaction to this apocalyptic / anti-Judaic proof-text shows very deep reading: “the
statement of the Antichrist about the forty-fifth day, which the prophet Daniel sets forth, and the
confirmation of this is a prophecy that God puts among us [damaged text]…and once and for all
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we see the rejected Jews.”181 Quite clearly, Scribe A expected his readers to understand these
forty-five days, which in turn can only refer to the Book of Daniel 12:11-12:
And from the time, when the perpetual sacrifice shall be carried away, and the abomination of
the destroyer is set forth, is one thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he, who
expects and perseveres all the way to one thousand three hundred and thirty five days. You,
however, go to the end and rest, and you will stand firm in your fate in the end of days.182
Medieval Christians widely understood these verses from Daniel as a prophecy of the Last Days.
According to a long tradition that began with Jerome—no surprise there--the 1290th day foretold
Christ’s victory over Antichrist as prophesied in Revelation 20, and his followers would have
until the 1335th day to repent, a forty-five day period of “refreshment for the saints.”183 While
some medieval thinkers interpreted this passage as literally prophesying the Last Days in 1290,
here the annotator joined the description of the the Last Days in Isaiah 10:22 to the Book of
Daniel, and thereby explained how Christ would defeat his foil, Antichrist, and the Jews at that
time.184
This Mozarab was in general quite attuned to Latin exegesis and further expected his
readers to be as well. Note here, for example, that he does not thoroughly tell what these fortyfive days mean; rather, he assumes that his readers will know that this is when Christ will
triumph over Satan. The intertexuality here is quite striking, with Scribe A explaining a common
anti-Judaic prooftext in the Book of Isaiah through a very important apocalyptic prooftext in the
Book of Daniel. The complexity of this exegesis shows almost certainly Mozarabs drawing
181
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upon Latin culture, much more so than Paulus Alvarus wanted to admit: given that he was
making a Latin Bible, Scribe A more than likely took this exegesis from a Latin source as well.
All of this, moreover, further illuminates how anti-Judaic education was wholly part of the
Mozarabs’ religious life.
To conclude, much as the anonymous author-translator of the Psalms or Ḥafṣ ibn Albar,
Scribe A approached his project knowing that its paratext was paramount. Indeed, we should
recall that the bird with “read the history of Daniel” in its neck offers evidence that a Mozarabic
illuminator worked in tandem with Scribe A.185 Phrased differently, the scribes and illuminators
who made the Seville Bible directly affected the way later readers approached it. Indeed, the
vast majority of evidence from the manuscript points to a thoroughly apocalyptic reading.186 The
manuscript made a fitting gift for an Andalusian bishop who tended to a Christian community
that had not died off, in contrast to revisionist arguments.
Awaiting the Apocalypse in the Language of Islam
Indeed, these similarities with the translators of the Arabic Psalms go further, for when
Scribe A wrote about the Last Days, he too employed very Islamic-sounding vocabulary. This
mixing of Latin and Arab-Islamic thought illuminates the root meaning of the word Mozarab:
one who became Arab. For an example of this shared vocabulary, when Scribe A referred to the
End Times, he often called it the “Day of the Resurrection,” or yaum al-qiyāmah. Among many
other places, in the Qur’ān this phrase begins Ṣura 75, The Resurrection: “I swear by the Day of
Resurrection.”187 Scribe A, in turn, employed it, among other verses, at Isaiah 3:13: “The Lord
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stands forth for judgment and for people about to be judged.”188 As is typical of him, he was
succinct in his note: “On the Day of Resurrection with the apostles [al-ḥawāriyūn].”189
Likewise, al-ḥawāriyūn for the apostles is ubiquitous in the Qur’ān. What we are watching here
is a Mozarab who knows Latin exegesis formulating his thinking with a partially-Isalmic
vocabulary. Indeed, he should bring to mind the anonymous author-translator of the Psalms,
who did much the same.
Furthermore, Scribe A employed yaum al-qiyāmah again on Folio 120r , when he read
Isaiah 63:4: “the day of vengence in my heart, the year of redemption, comes.”190 The Latin dies
ultionis, “the day of vengence,” fits well with the Day of the Resurrection, in that both are
thoroughly apocalyptic, and this again is what a typical Christian exegete would write and think
when he saw such a verse. Yet we should also note that here Scribe A did not translate dies
ultionis literally, but rather opted for an Islamic term which Mozarabs clearly preferred.
Along with Scribe A, others also shared this Islamic-Christian vocabulary. On Folio
111v, someone else commented upon Isaiah 26:19: “your dead will live, those of mine killed will
rise.”191 Whoever this Mozarab was, he wrote notes much like Scribe A, referring to the Last
Days as yaum al-faṣl, literally the “Day of Judgment,” which sounds much like the Latin phrase
dies iudicii, which is not actually in the Latin. Both yaum al-faṣl and yaum al-qiyāmah described
Christ raising his followers to heaven during the Last Days. Yet as we have seen, Mozarabs
employed yaum al-qiyāmah far more often than yaum al-faṣl. This speaks to the importance of
Qur’ānic vocabulary among very learned Mozarabs.192
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Certainly, this apocalyptic language was very Islamic, but shared language between Islam
and Christianity also aided an annotator (perhaps Scribe A) in discussing theology too, as a
complement to prophecy. He did so at Is 11:8-12, another series of verses in which the Lord,
whom Christians believed was Christ, reaches down with his hand to redeem his followers
during the Last Days. This note reads: “and the knowledge of God in this passage is a statement
which is a prophecy of God and the believing him among the gathering of the nations.” 193 In
between the lines of this note, however, he added al-tawḥīd, from a consonental root meaning “to
make one.” Christians and Muslims both employed this word when discussing their contrasting
views of Christ’s nature.
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Here, this annotator seems as a brief afterthought to have

remembered to remind other readers that Christ was the fruit of this prophecy, but that he, and
indeed the Trinity, was all one God. This, in turn, rings true with the anonymous authortranslator calling Christ “the word which made the Heavens and the Earth and that which is
between them.” This annotator in the Seville Bible, like other learned Andalusian Mozarabs,
knew how to deploy Islamic vocabulary effectively in Christian contexts.
This discussion of God’s unity illuminates the learning of these Mozarabs, but this
particular annotator (who is not Scribe A) did not stop there. He indeed continued thinking on
the same set of verses, Isaiah 11:8-12, which prophesy that the Lord, whom Christians saw as
Christ, would reach his hands down to Earth two times to collect his faithful. This was simply
too important for this annotater to skip over, as he shifted back into prophetical thinking: “his
[Christ’s] hand frees the first man [damaged text… on his death?]…. And the second man on the
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Day of the Resurrection.”195 This annotator, then, quickly switched from a note on Christ’s
unity, to a note that is more purely apocalyptic in treating the salvation of Christians.
As a final point, this Islamic vocabulary goes beyond discussions of religion and
theology. Scribe A—to whom we now return--and others wrote at length about Christ, the Last
Days, and Judaism in the Book of Isaiah’s margins, but Scribe A at least also deployed Islamic
geographical terms. For while the above, second annotator treated Christ’s theology and the Last
Days when he read over Isaiah 11:8-12, Scribe A focused upon the geographical locations where
Christ would redeem believers: afetros, elamitur, ennuas, and emath, among other places. When
Scribe A made these regions known to his readers—perhaps to the other reader who annotated
these verses, even--he employed very Islamic names: al-fars, al-sūs, al-ʿiraq, and al-qiblah.196
The first three are Persia, Susa, and Iraq. The forth literally refers to the niche in a mosque which
shows Muslims the direction of Mecca, that is, the direction in which to pray. This may refer to
the lands around Mecca, where Abraham, the first Muslim, made his covenant with God, or
simply to the East.
Certainly, Scribe A was not alone in deploying this vocabulary, for we find it in another
manuscript: Madrid, BNE MS VITR 14.3, a copy of Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae, with
which Toledan readers worked. Folio 116v of that manuscript has a T-O map in which the world
has three landmasses: Africa, Asia, and Europe form the shape of a T, with oceans encircling it
like an O. In labeling this map, its maker wrote “arḍ al-fārs,” the region of Persia, along with
al-sham for Syria and al-makka for Mecca.197 To be clear, this does not mean that Scribe A read
the Isidore manuscript as he annotated the Seville Bible, but it does show Mozarabs employing a
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common geographical vocabulary which owed much to Islam.198 Furthermore, this Etymologies
map refers to al-ʿajam, al-rūm, and al-saqaliba, which, as I have discussed, Muslims and
Mozarabs employed as terms for the Latins (with no pejorative connotations), the Greeks, and
the Slavs.199 So while I have focused largely upon Scribe A’s apocalyptic anti-Judaic notes, we
must remember that he thought like other Mozarabs as well.
Foremost among his similarities to other Mozarabs is his willingness to delve into Latin,
Arabic, and Islamic thought. He seamlessly brought together Islamic vocabulary with Latin
exegesis, thinking of the Last Days and anti-Judaic polemic together, much like St. Jerome had
done. Indeed, Scribe A and the others planned a specifically apocalyptic manuscript, with
complete focus upon this in the manuscripts’ illuminations and notes. Yet even when pondering
the end of Christian history and the punishments awaiting the Jews at that time, Scribe A made
Islamic vocabulary Christian, much as the anonymous author-translator before him. In the broad
scope of the history of the Mozarabs in al-Andalus, these two stand out for the ways in which
they brought together Arab-Islamic and Latin culture: one as a Latin to Arabic translator, the
other a scribe who revered the Latin Bible and saw no problem with annotating it in Arabic.
Scribe A on the Song of Songs
Scribe A, in sum, effectively completed his parts of this Bible by adding copious notes to
its margins that reinforce the apocalyptic, anti-Judaic message of the manuscript’s illuminations.
Indeed, as I have argued throughout, the Mozarabs were deeply-learned in both Latin and ArabIslamic thought, and valued both Latin and Arab-Islamic books, all of this contrary to Paulus
Alvarus’ famous lament about the lack of Latin learning in Córdoba. Yet the Seville Bible, like
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other Mozarabic Bibles, also has Latin notes adding to this discussion of Judaism.200 They are
most prominent in the Song of Songs, where they embody the “voice of the Church” and “voice
of Christ,” as well as the “voice of the Synagogue to the Church.”201 That is, Scribe A cast the
Song of Songs as a Jewish-Christian dialogue which reads very differently than the Book of
Isaiah and its Arabic notes.
The material here follows what one might expect to find in a Latin commentary on this
book, such as St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s, which allegorized the poem’s erotic material into a
love for Christ in far greater detail than I can offer here.202 What is more, even though these
brief notes are in Latin, they nevertheless very likely tell us about the Mozarabs. Indeed, Scribe
A copied the Song of Songs, but rather than write the notes in Arabic as elsewhere, here he did
so in Latin. The hand that wrote these notes clearly matches the body of the text: the open-top of
a is the same, as is the letter x, whose stroke from bottom-left to upper-right (or vice versa) has
the same thin character. The loop in g, meanwhile, is similiarly open in both the body and the
notes. All of this together with the Latin notes’ red ink builds the case for scribal annotating
here. While we do not know why Scribe A wrote Arabic notes in the Book of Isaiah and Latin
ones in the Song of Songs, his movement between the two languages illuminates a Mozarab
grappling with Judaism in two different ways and in two very different biblical books.
Scribe A certainly put away the polemic of the Arabic notes when he came to the Song of
Songs, a love poem. The personified “Voice of the Synagogue” speaks at 1:4: “I am black but
beautiful, a daughter of Jerusalem just as a tabernacle of Cedar.”203 At 5:8-9, she beseeches the
Church: “I swear to you, daughters of Jerusalem, if you should find my beloved so that you may
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announce to him that I am tired in love, I who am your most beloved, the sweetest of women, the
sort of which is your beloved.”204 These notes are brief, but the contrast they form with the
Arabic notes in Isaiah is telling of the different approaches Scribe A could take to Judaism.
In this sweet dialogue, the “Voice of the Church responds in kind at 5:10: “my beloved,
bright and ruddy, chosen from one thousand…” 205 What this teaches us, then, is that these
Mozarabs knew where to find vituperative anti-Judaic prooftexts, but that they could see Judaism
in other ways as well. Looking for polemic in the Song of Songs simply would not work. This
in turn dovetails with what we know about Medieval Latin readers’ attitudes toward other
religions, for as Thomas Burman has demonstrated, Christians such as Robert of Ketton, the first
translator of the Qur’ān into Latin, had a whole spectrum of thoughts on Islam.206 The same
applies to the range of material on Judaism in this manuscript: the Arabic notes are largely
polemical, but these Latin notes are far less so.
Indeed, Scribe A kept his focus upon Christianity’s relationship with Judaism as he
copied this dangerously sexual text. He said nothing, for example, of the passionate kiss with
which the song opens (1:1), nor did he comment upon the beloved’s breasts, which were like
twin fawns (4:5). In a roundabout way, his Latin notes fit with his goals for this Bible: his only
interest in making this apocalyptic manuscript were explaining how the Jews would suffer during
the Last Days, with occasional ventures into lexical reading. Here in turn he offered another
view of the Synagogue and the Church/Christ: one in which the Synagogue seeks out
Christianity. In that regard, Christianity was for him superior to Judaism, and explaning that was
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more important than allegorizing the poem’s erotic language as a love for Christ, as Bernard of
Clairvaux did in the twelfth century.
The Song of Song’s Latin notes thus show Scribe A teaching of Judaism’s relationship to
Christianity. Rather than forcing a polemical meaning out of a love poem, he explained how the
Church was superior to the Synagogue through an allegory of lovers. Broadly speaking, then, a
reader of this manuscript thus could argue for Christ’s Second Coming, his impending
punishment of the Jews, and for the relationship between the Church and the Synagogue. This
further demonstrates that the makers of the Seville Bible intended it as a thoroughly apocalyptic
Bible, but when Scribe A came to the Song of Songs, the nature of that poem did not offer prooftexts for polemical notes in the same way the Book of Isaiah did. Even so, here as elsewhere a
Mozarab read the Bible much as Latin Christians to the north.
The Jeremiah Annotator Contemplates the End Times
For his thorough notes in Arabic and Latin, Scribe A certainly merits comparison with
Mozarabs like the anonymous author-translator, but also with the other Mozarabs who tell us of
their reading of the Seville Bible. While I briefly discussed the notes from readers other than
Scribe A in the Book of Isaiah, another lengthy series of notes lets us watch someone meditating
upon the Book of Jeremiah. They certainly come from a different Mozarab, the Jeremiah
annotator, who worked in either al-Andalus or Toledo, but came to the same apocalyptic, antiJudaic conclusions as Scribe A. His Arabic notes confirm my larger argument that readers of
this manuscript—scribal or otherwise—made the Seville Bible an especially apocalyptic
manuscript.
The Jeremiah annotator’s notes are easy enough to spot, even in a manuscript in which
several different annotators made themselves known in the margins. With black ink and a crisp
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hand, his notes look different from Scribe A’s and also from the biblical text of Jeremiah, which
has brown ink. For lack of a better term his notes are more random and jarring than Scribe A’s.
For example, where Scribe A on one occasion did not fill a line completely with Latin, so that he
could write in Arabic there, the Jeremiah annotator wrote wherever there was available space.
He effectively picked up where Scribe A had left off in explaning how the Jews would suffer
during the Last Days.207
Indeed, who he was matters less than the fact that he effectively continued Scribe A’s
notes. Folio 123v—in a part of the Bible that Scribe A copied—offers several examples. He
closely read Jeremiah 7, where God chastises the Judeans. Verse 15 of that chapter was the first
in a series of passages that caught his eye: “and I will toss you out from my face just as I did all
your brothers, all the seed of Ephraim.”208 Here the Jeremiah annotator comanded other readers:
“Note the saying of Lord to them: I did not accept distress from the prophets among them.”209
That is, false prophets had not harmed God in the past, and he would punish the Judeans for their
transgressions again.
The Jeremiah annotator was, moreover, pithy like Scribe A when reading Jeremiah 7:2122: “the Lord God of the army of Israel says: add sacrifices to your victims and eat flesh because
I did not speak with their fathers and I did not command to them concerning the word of
sacrifices and victims on the day when I led them from Egypt.” In the verses that follow, God
notes that the Hebrews did not follow God’s word after he rescued them from Egypt. All of this
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moved the annotator to write a simple note: “on the denial of their sacrifice.” 210 The larger
message, that the Hebrews and the Jews had not obeyed God, certainly resonated with him and
the other readers of the manuscript. This disobedience and the Jeremiah annotator’s reaction to
it, moreover, amplifys Scribe A’s blame of the Jews for Christ’s crucifixion. For these two
Mozarabs, the Jews had not followed God’s commands to the letter from Moyses forward.
He continued in this vein as he read Jeremiah 7:25, where God bemoans that the
Hebrews did not listen to him after they fled Egypt. There, the annotator wrote: “there was not
among the Jews a better man than he; they left from Egypt,” though they later disobeyed God.211
These are the notes, then, of someone who took the manuscript’s apocalyptic anti-Judaic
message and ran with it. He built upon what Scribe A had made clear in the margins of the Book
of Isaiah.
Indeed, he wrote like this almost wherever he could, both before and after the above
examples from Chapter 7. Much the same message pervades Jeremiah 5:11-12: “indeed the Lord
said prevocation is provoked in me, the House of Israel and the House of Judah denied the Lord
and said he will never come among us and we will not see the sword and famine.” Jeremiah 5:15
then describes how God will save some of the robust believers from Israel. The Jeremiah
annotator accounted for all this succincinctly: “How the House of Judah was unbelieving when
the House of Israel was the Messiah,” seeing Israel as a foretelling of Christians when it
suited.212 The Jeremiah annotator had here to explain that God would save Christians, not the
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Jews who lived among them. This understanding framed how he read other passages as well, for
this is simply how many medieval Christians—although certainly not all--approached the
Bible.213 He made a similar point on Folio 126r, with notes reading “this man is the Jews” for
Jeremiah 17:5—the Lord says this: poorly-spoken of is the human who confides in a human-while at Jeremiah 17:7—blessed is the man who confides in the Lord—he wrote simply“this man
is the Church.”214 The larger message he sought to spread fit well with Scribe A’s: Mozarabic
readers, as good Christians, should confide in God, who would shelter them during the Last
Days.
On Folio 124r, Jeremiah 10:7—whoever will not fear you, oh King of the Gentiles, your
glory is among all the wisest Gentiles and no one is like you—provoked a similar reaction from
the Jeremiah annotator. The verses that follow continue to discuss false prophets. The annotator
focused upon the king’s knowledge and power: “remembrance of the Lord that he is the
commander of the nations, and his beauty is among the learned men of the Gentiles, not among
the Jews.” Indeed, he rendered sapientes gentium, the wise men of the Gentiles, quite literally as
“ʿāliman al-ajnās.”215 This furthermore interests because it casts Christ as a militant king or
commander (al-amīr) conquering unbelievers.
If we push the metaphor further, we see that the Jeremiah annotator likely believed he
was waging a form of spiritual warfare against the Jews. Scholars of the early medieval world
have longed talked of medieval monks in particular as milites christi, soldiers of Christ, and
gentem antiquam gentem cuius ignorabis linguam nec intelleges quid loquatur.” “kaifa kafara bait yahūdā wa-bait
isrāʾīl al-masīh”.
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certainly the Jeremiah annotator’s language sounds that way. Even if these scribes and
annotators were clerics, rather than monks secluded in a monastery, they had the same mindset,
one which helped them prepare for the joyous Last Days that they awaited. In this regard, the
Jeremiah annotator was much like the anonymous Mozarabs in al-Andalus we have already seen.
Much like Scribe A, moreover, he wrote of Christ’s resurrection, when he came to
Jeremiah 9:2: “who will give me into the solitude of many travelers, and I will leave my people
and recede from them, because all are adulterors, a band of sinners.”216 Yet he here employed
the phrase “yaum naṣb al-masīḥ,” “the day of the rising of the Messiah,” rather than “yaum alqiyāmah,” which is a quite different way of formulating his thinking on the resurrection.217 This
note, moreover, is on Folio 124r, just as the above one where he cast Christ as a military
commander. The two notes together show the range of ways in which the Jeremiah annotator
approached this prophetic book. With brief notes he forecast how the End Times would unfold.
As an apocalyptic thinker, and again like Scribe A, the Jeremiah annotator made sure to
mark where one could read of Christ’s foil Antichrist, whom many Christians believed would
arise among the Jews.218 Jeremiah 4:5 deals with the righteous entering walled cities: “Say, we
are gathered and enter fortified cities. Raise the battle standards in Sion.”219 At this verse, on
folio 122r, he wrote: “on the coming of Antichrist from the inside…,” which seemingly means
that Antichrist would torment Christians no matter how well they hid, defended themselves, and
lived righteously. He was lurking among them, much as Jews, enemies of God in Christian eyes,
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lived among Christians.220 For this reader, Jeremiah 8:16 (Fol. 123v) also foretold evil: “We
expected peace, and it is not good, a time of health, and behold the fear. The snorting of his
horse was heard by Dan, the whole world is shaken by the voice of the entry of his fighters
…”221 In response, he simply wrote “concerning the Antichrist,” as if the verse itself needed no
further explanation.222 He likely also read Scribe A’s notes, so that he himself knew how to spot
Christ’s foil, as would other readers who took in these two annotators’ notes together as a single
interpretation of these biblical prophets.
It is true that just as not all of Scribe A’s notes fit his apocalyptic vision, nor do all the
Jeremiah annotator’s. While the vast majority of notes treat Christ, Antichrist, or the Jews, he
read in other modes as well, much like when Scribe A wrote notes on biblical geography. The
Jeremiah Annotator simply wrote sabā, for example, when he came across the Latin word predo
in Jeremiah 4:7: “a lion rises from its den and the robber raises himself.” Both ṣabā and predo
convey ideas of capturing, taking prisoner, or robbing.223 As he made apocalyptic notes, this
annotator also noted words that he did not understand, without any interest in Christology
whatsoever.
At Jeremiah 10:1, the meaning of argentum involutum gave him some trouble: “hollowed
out silver from Tarsis is offered, and gold from Ofaz, a skilled work, and of a brass hand,
hyacinth and purple clothing, all this is their skillful work.”224 He translated involutum with a
one-word Arabic note, nuqrah (struck or hit), with the whole phrase meaning something like “the
hollowed out silver.” Silver, of course, played an important part in Christ’s life, since Judas
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betrayed him for thirty coins. But the annotator carefully translated the Latin without saying
anything truly Christological.225 As we have seen, he was quick to explain exactly where one
could read about the events of Christ’s life in the Book of Jeremiah, so this note certainly reads
differently than many of the others.
What is more, while working through this verse he wrote a quick note in Latin. Where
the Bible has either Hacinctus or acinctus, his Latin note reads certainly reads hacintus, for
Hyacinth. The Jeremiah annotator here simply gave an alternate spelling of this word. The Latin
note comes in the same black ink as the Arabic notes on the page, has the same narrowness in the
Latin script as in the Arabic notes, and has the same check mark lemma in the Latin text as the
Arabic notes.226

What we see, then, is a reader reading the Bible in Latin, annotating it in

Arabic, but also paying enough attention to change the Latin slightly where he saw fit. Now, he
did not amend the Latin text thoroughly, but he nevertheless changed the text, and equally
importantly, he wrote in both Arabic and Latin.
Perhaps most strikingly, and of the most interest to specialists, the Jeremiah annotator
also wrote on God’s strength (fortitudinis), wisdom (sapientia), and prudence (prudentia) when
he came to Jeremiah 10:12, yet another verse on folio 124r: “[God] who made the earth in his
strength, prepared the orb in his wisdom, and by his prudence extended the heavens.”227 These
he translated as al-qudrah (power), al-ʿilm (knowledge), and al-ruḥ (spirit). This is quite
important for our understanding of Latin thought among the Mozarabs. Many learned Christians
believed that all of God’s anthropomorphic (human-like) attributes—his ability to judge people
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and to see, for example—emanated from three base attributes, a very Trinitarian form of
thinking.
Christians varied on what these base attributes from which all others emanated were. In
the twelfth century, potentia (power and much like fortitudinis) and sapientia (wisdom) formed
along with benignitas (goodness) a triad that French thinkers such as Hugh of St. Victor and
Peter Abelard employed. Thomas Burman has argued in the past that Mozarabs read Peter
Abelard, who influenced them to create a triad of al-qudrah, al-ʿilm, and al-iradah (will), which
does indeed fits well with potentia, sapientia, and benignitas. As a point of review, all of God’s
abilities, in this line of thinking, came from these three attributes.228 This Christian Arabic triad,
moreover, looks much like the Jeremiah annotator’s, and although he does not have al-iradah,
but rather ruḥ (spirit), nevertheless he clearly employed a Trinitarian triad to understand these
Latin attributes.
Table 4: Mozarabic and Latin Triads
Peter Abelard

Potentia, Sapientia, Benignitas

Tathlīth al-waḥdanīyah

al-qudrah, al-ʿilm, al-iradah

Jeremiah Annotator

al-qudrah, al-ʿilm, al-ruḥ

This is all the more important because Cyrille Aillet stated that we have too little
evidence to connect the Mozarabs and Peter Abelard.229 We know of this Arabic triad in part
through a source called Tathlith al-waḥdanīya, Trinitizing the Oneness of God, to which Aillet
referred, and we only know of that source through a refutation which a Córdoban Muslim, al-
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Qurṭubī, wrote in the thirteenth century.230 Indeed, new evidence, Thomas Burman has shown,
suggests that the author of Tathlith al-waḥdanīya was a thirteenth-century Dominican, Ramón
Martí, who knew Arabic and Hebrew very well, in addition to reading Latin sources of thinkers
such as Peter Abelard.231
The triad in the Seville Bible pre-dates Ramón Martí’s writing, and it more importantly
for our purposes shows the Mozarabs grappling with Latin theology, putting it into Arabic and
indeed at times taking Islamic vocabulary and fitting it to Latin Christianity. So whether or not
Mozarabs in twelfth-century Toledo read Peter Abelard, with regard to the larger picture—that
the Mozarabs steeped themselves deeply in Latin culture—Thomas Burman’s earlier analysis
was spot on. This contrasts with the arguments of Daniel Potthast, who critiziced Thomas
Burman’s argument that the Mozarabs read Peter Abelard, but who also did not read Latin
sources himself.232
Indeed, in a manner reminiscent of the Tathlith al-waḥdanīya Arabic triad that Thomas
Burman discussed, in this example, al-qudrah and al-ʿilm nicely fit with fortitudo and sapientia.
Clearly, the Jeremiah annotator thought of the Trinity as he made these notes, with al-qudrah as
the Father and al-ʿilm as the Son. Al-iradah stood for the Holy Spirit in other triads, and while
the Jeremiah annotator’s triad lacks it, it does have al-ruḥ, literally the Spirit. It seems he simply
could not make prudentia and al-iradah fit together, so he more simply and more directly wrote
al-ruḥ. In the larger picture, the Mozarabs employed Latin and Arabic triads in order to
understand God’s attributes better, which in turn would help them understand the Last Days,
when an anthropomorphic God, one with human qualities, would punish unbelievers.
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The Jeremiah annotator’s triad also helps us understand an earlier Arabic note in this
manuscript better, where we saw a Mozarab (not Scribe A) writing of a prophet who would
prophecy God and his unity (al-tawḥīd). This is indeed quite a contrast between theological and
prophetic terms, and is quite similar to how the Jeremiah annotator juxtaposed his apocalyptic
prophecies with the theological language of this triad. That is, the language by which Mozarabs
prophesied was at times different from their theological vocabulary. Mozarabs merged these
vocabularies in part because one had to understand how to argue for the Trinity in order to prove
Christianity’s superiority over other Abrahamic religions.
All of this in turn helps illuminate these anonymous Mozarabic scribes and annotators.
Clearly, they had more learning than the other Mozarabs who would have heard the preaching of
this anti-Judaic, apocalyptic message. These notes furthermore make clear intellectual
continuities between the Mozarabs of al-Andalus and Toledo, a city famous for its learned
Mozarabic community during the eleventh through thirteenth centuries. Scribe A certainly came
from al-Andalus, and the Jeremiah annotator may well have too (we simply do not know), but
Toledan Mozarabs took in the same apocalyptic message after a Mozarab brought the manuscript
there in the years after 1085.
In sum, the Jeremiah annotator tells us as much about the Seville Bible as Scribe A does.
Whether they worked together is uncertain, but they certainly approached the Bible with similar
goals of making known how the Jews would suffer during the Last Days. Indeed, like many
other Mozarabs, the Jeremiah annotator knew Latin biblical exegesis well: he commented at
length upon Apocalyptic and anti-Judaic verses, while also making one-word notes in which he
made sure he grasped the Latin properly. He thus followed the pattern which Scribe A had set,
whether he himself was a scribe or not. Perhaps most surprisingly, he even thought of the
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Trinity through a triad of attributes much like those in the polemic Tathlith al-waḥdanīya, which
in turn makes clear a form of thinking about God’s unity much like that which Peter Abelard had
employed in his religious summa. This is indeed a rather significant thought from a Mozarab
who devoted his reading and writing to arguing against Judaism and to understanding the Last
Days.
The Seville Bible and Mozarabic Polemics
If the Jeremiah Annotator was not from Toledo, then Toledan Mozarabs at least read his
and Scribe A’s notes. For while Scribe A and the others made the Seville Bible an apocalyptic
gift for the bishop of that city, someone regifted it, as it were, to Toledo in the years after 1085,
when the king of Castile-León, Alfonso VI (d. 1109), conquered that city. Indeed, the scribes
and annotators of this manuscript largely approached the book with an apocalyptic frame of
mind. Yet in charting the history of these scribes and readers, we need to bear in mind that
Toledan Mozarabs learned of the apocalypse through the manuscript’s folios as well. To a
greater degree than with the Mozarabs of al-Andalus, scholars such as Thomas Burman and
Daniel Potthast have focused upon the making of polemic among Toledo’s Mozarabs, who
thrived during the eleventh through thirteenth centuries.233 While scholarly treatment of these
polemics has at times itself become polemical, I am here not engaging in that, but rather pointing
out that the Seville Bible’s notes add to this body of polemical texts.
Why did polemic flourish in Toledo? Simply put, unlike the Mozarabs in al-Andalus
during the ninth and tenth centuries, the Mozarabs in Toledo lived under Christian rule after
1085. They had no need for martyrdoms to show their revulsion toward Islam, as they simply
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wrote religious polemics which, like the writings of the anonymous author-translator and Scribe
A, illuminated their deep understanding of that religion, even if only to argue against it. Yet
Scribe A, with his Islamic vocabulary, informed Andalusian Mozarabs about anti-Judaic rather
than anti-Islamic polemic, and his message reached Toledan Mozarabs as well. This last,
relatively simple point is enormously important because it shows the intellectual continuities
between these two communities of Mozarabs, when many scholars have missed this because they
approach the Mozarabs of al-Andalus and Toledo with two different sets of evidence.
As we saw in the previous chapter, Iberian Christians—both romance/Latin-speaking and
Mozarabs--took to religious polemic from at least the ninth century forward. Eulogius and
Alvarus of Córdoba, who wrote in Latin, expounded upon parts of Muhammad’s life that lent
themselves to Christian arguments against Islam, such as his numerous marriages or the violent
manner in which he helped spread God’s word. Yet Eulogius, who lived under Islamic rule, had
to travel to northern, Christian Iberia in order to find a Latin book which would teach him of
Muḥammad’s life. This was well before the 1140s, when a team of translators first rendered the
Qur’ān into Arabic, complete with polemical annotations and other, accompanying polemical
texts with which to interpret Islamic scripture.234
In addition to reading Latin texts on Islam, Iberian Christians learned the polemical
details of Muḥammad’s life through Eastern Christian Arabic writings. The Apology of alKindi, for example, was the work of a ninth-century Christian in Baghdad. As Thomas Burman
has noted, Christians in Toledo translated this apologetic treatise from Latin into Arabic in
Toledo during the 1140s, as part of a larger project that also put forth the first Latin translation of
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the Qur’ān.235 Yet even though it is one of the most vituperative works against Islam, and also
makes clear the Qur’ānic knowledge of its Eastern Christian author, the Apology of al-Kindi’s
textual life in Iberia pertains more to Latin Christians writing against Islam than it does to
Mozarabs like the anonymous author-translator, Scribe A, or the Jeremiah Annotator.
We also have evidence, however, that Mozarabs wrote polemics in Arabic against Islam
and its prophet. The so-called Book of Denuding, Liber denudationis, comes from an eleventhcentury Mozarab in Toledo, who, living under Christian rule, could attack Islam far more easily
than someone like the anonymous author-translator or Scribe A. Its anonymous author clearly
knew the Qur’ān and pertinent ḥadith, traditions about Muḥammad’s life. He wrote, for
example, of the Miraj, Muḥammad’s night journey in which he asecended into heaven with the
Archangel Gabriel as a guide, whereby God confirmed his message to his prophet.236
Unfortunately, we have only one early-modern Latin manuscript of the work, albeit one whose
Latin mimics the Arabic language—with phrases like “if someone should say saying…,” -closely enough to demonstrate that it comes from a lost work in that language.237 All of this
bears mention here because we lack an Arabic copy of one of the richest sources for Mozarabic
polemic.
Along with the Liber denudationis, we have polemical works in Arabic like the earliermentioned Tathlīth al-waḥdanīya, Trinitizing the Oneness of God. While in this case we have an
Arabic text, we know of it through fragmentary references in Hebrew and Arabic works, such as
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the refutation of a thirteenth- century Córdoban Muslim, Aḥmad al-Qurṭubī.238 Most recently,
Thomas Burman has argued that it this Christian polemic comes from the thirteenth-century
Dominican friar Ramón Martí, who discusses God’s three basic attributes—power, knowledge,
and will—in a manner very reminiscent of how Hugh of St. Victor and Peter Abelard approached
them in the 1140s at Paris. Certainly, Martí’s triad helps us understand the one that the Jeremiah
annotator had earlier put in the Seville Bible’s margins.239
A large amount of evidence thus illuminates how the Mozarabs wrote against Islam, but
many questions remain about these souces. The Seville Bible and the Arabic argumenta help us
build upon what we see in those other sources, by allowing us to watch Mozarabs just as engaged
in religious polemic as in those other sources. While Scribe A said nothing negative of Islam—
there are no Muslims in the Bible, of course—his Arabic notes are remarkably reliable in
comparsion to the above-mentioned sources. Thinking broadly, then, we see that Mozarabs
knew Islamic literature well, and could argue against that religion, but when they read the Bible,
they targeted Judaism, just as other Latin Christians did.
To be clear, I am not lessening the importance of these other sources, but rather adding to
a long-standing scholarly discussion. Indeed, the Mozarabs drew upon Latin exegesis when
making polemics against Judaism: no small point when we consider that much of the scholarly
literature has focused upon how Latin Christians in northern Europe turned to Mozarabs for
polemical works against Islam. What we see behind the scenes of these arguments against
Judaism, as in other polemics more generally, is often more important than the actual arguments
themselves, because what we see beneath the arguments often shows us just how learned these
polemical authors were. For example, Scribe A knew many proof-texts against Judaism, but the
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way he shifted to a less-polemical tone when he came to the Song of Songs is quite striking, as is
the way he employed Islamic vocabulary to help form very Latin exegesis. Much of the same
applies to the anonymous author-translator and his Arabic Psalms. Both Scribe A and the
anonymous author-translator, moreover, remind us that polemic came in many forms in the
Middle Ages, including marginal notes, rather than just authorial treatises like the Liber
denudationis.
The arguments that Scribe A and the anonymous author-translator made furthmore
circulated in both al-Andalus and Toledo. That is, the communities of Mozarabs in both alAndalus and Toledo took part in arguing against Judaism, and both thought rigorously about the
Last Days. These notes and argumenta were wholly part of Mozarabic religious education;
indeed the argumenta circulated in Latin and Arabic Psalters across the Peninsula. Arguing
against Judaism was quite simply important enough to become part of religious life in both
places.
All of this is to say that we cannot understand the Mozarabs or their polemical writings
without remembering that they worked in both Latin and Arabic. That is, if we only look at the
Latin sources of the Córdoban martyrs, which Mozarabs did not write, or to the Arabic sources
which Aḥmad al-Qurṭubī refuted, we do not get a full view of the Mozarabs’ arguments against
Muslims and Jews. Scholars like Kenneth Baxter Wolf have read Eulogius and Alvarus of
Córdoba without comparing them to the Arabic sources, while Daniel Potthast’s excellent
treatment of the Arabic material does not capture the Mozarabs’ very real debt to Latin
culture.240 They have certainly enriched our understanding of the Mozarabs but without offering
a full picture of how these Arabic-speakers approached the long-standing medieval tradition of
arguing about religion. The Arabic argumenta and the Seville Bible, in turn, illuminate active
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reading in both Latin and Arabic, while also making clear that polemic was an everyday part of
learned Mozarabs’ lives in al-Andalus and Toledo. Reading the Bible and its accompanying
exegesis was just as much a part of Mozarabic polemic as was reading the Qur’ān and ḥadith.
Conclusion
Put simply, through the Seville Bible and its Arabic notes we can think of both the details
and the larger picture of biblical study and intellectual life among the Mozarabs. Scribe A and
the others made it a specifically apocalyptic manuscript, showing far more interest in the Last
Days than scholars have previously written of when treating this manuscript. As did other
Mozarabs, Scribe A delved into Latin and Arab-Islamic thought as he made his apocalyptic gift,
writing notes that sound much like Jerome’s exegesis, but also employing an at times Islamic
vocabulary. The Jeremiah annotator too thought like this, so much so that we can say Scribe A
set a pattern for how other Mozarabs in al-Andalus and Toledo read this codex.
In offering the most thorough treatment of these notes to date, I have shown that Scribe A
and the Jeremiah annotator helped make this manuscript a thoroughly apocalyptic gift. In doing
so, I have also made clear that Scribe A was indeed a scribe, whose notes mesh with the
illuminations in the manuscript, all of which means that the Seville Bible came from al-Andalus,
rather than Toledo as Pieter Van Koningsveld had argued. This Bible, however, supplied
Toledan Mozarabs with apocalyptic thought as well, which I discuss further in the final chapter.
Put simply, Mozarabs in al-Andalus and in Toledo took to anti-Judaic polemic in much the same
way, indeed, the Andalusian Mozarab who brought the Seville Bible to Toledo thus supplied
Mozarabs there with apocalyptic, anti-Judaic prooftexts.
The Seville Bible is all the more important because its notes read very much like the
Arabic argumenta from the previous chapter. Indeed, both Scribe A and the anonymous author94

translator mixed apocalyptic thinking and anti-Judaic thought, thereby suggesting strongly that
this was a core part of the Mozarabs’ religious learning. The Last Days were not something the
Mozarabs feared, for they, like other Christians, saw the movement of historical time in terms of
Christ’s life, and thus eagerly awaited his return. Strikingly, the Seville Bible’s scribes finished
their work in 988, twelve years before many Christians believed that Christ would return, but
nevertheless it does not seem that Scribe A or the others fixated upon the year 1000, that is, 1000
years after Christ’s death, when many medieval Christians believed the world would end.241
That the Seville Bible’s notes read so much like the Arabic argumenta which Mozarabs learned
by heart suggests that this apocalyptic thinking was simply part of medieval intellectual life:
certainly important in its own right, but not hinging upon a particular date when Christ would
return.
Thinking of the Seville Bible and the Arabic argumenta also illuminates how the
Mozarabs engaged in religious polemic, another core part of medieval intellectual life around the
Mediterranean and elsewhere. By now, it comes as no surprise that they drew upon Latin and
Arabic thought when arguing for the superiority of Christianity over Judaism and Islam. This is
all the more important when scholars have argued over the details of the Mozarabs’ anti-Islamic
polemics, rather than mining the anti-Judaic material, which offers a more reliable source base,
although I am in no way dismissing the importance of the anti-Islamic sources. Nevertheless, the
Seville Bible and its polemical notes are enormously important here: for they date concretely to
between the tenth and twelfth centuries, making them the most reliable form of Mozarabic
polemic that we have. The Arabic argumenta in turn confirm this vituperative thinking, in which
Mozarabs thought in Latin terms but wrote in Arabic.
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Chapter 3: León’s Mozarabs and Lexical Reading
As I have mentioned in the previous chapters, the earliest groups of Mozarabs lived in alAndalus under Muslim rule which emanated out from Córdoba.242 While Christian culture did
not die out in al-Andalus following the martyr movement, as I have made clear, nevertheless
some Mozarabs did move northward. The Seville Bible offers evidence for this, for someone—
likely a Mozarab—brought it to Toledo after Alfonso VI conquered that city in 1085 and thereby
made it a city to which many Mozarabs moved. But even before this, in the tenth century when
Muslims still ruled Toledo, Mozarabs had moved even further north to the Christian-controlled
kingdom of León.
Broadly speaking, this movement from al-Andalus to León followed from at least three
things. First, some Mozarabs migrated from Córdoba to León after the 850s, settling in the
Duero River valley during the ninth and tenth centuries.243 Second, Muslims also lived in the
valley who converted to Christianity as the kings of León conquered southward. The third group
were Christians who became Arab in certain respects. For the sake of convenience, and because
they all read the Bible quite alike, I refer all these people as Mozarabs. These Mozarabs had all
sorts of positions in life, but I will focus upon the many who worked in northern monasteries
making books, just as Mozarabs did in al-Andalus. Indeed, while Christian culture did not die
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off in al-Andalus, Mozarabs at northern monasteries certainly had more resources than those who
stayed in Muslim lands.
Just as in al-Andalus, moreover, Mozarabic manuscripts from León have copious notes.
This goes for their Bibles, as well as their liturgical codices, among others. Indeed, in their Latin
Bibles at least, the writing of Arabic notes completed the making of these manuscripts, just as it
did in the Seville Bible. As we shift into a discussion of León’s Mozarabs, we need to remember
the common ground they had with Arabic-speakers to the south: some Leonese Mozarabs had
come from there, bringing their bookmaking expertise, and, equally importantly, all these
Mozarabs knew that their scripture needed a thorough paratext. This paratext included initials,
illuminations, notes, argumenta, and the many other parts of a codex aiding readers in
understanding the text itself.
The focus of this chapter, the León Bible of 960, offers an excellent view of Leonese
Mozarabs plying their bookmaking craft. The monastery which housed this codex, Valeránica,
was one of many where Mozarabs in the Kingdom of León did so. At this monastery, Mozarabs
read the Bible with a singular focus, much like readers of the Seville Bible did. Rather than
apocalyptic, anti-Judaic thought, however, the scribe of the the León Bible employed a paratext
that encouraged readers to compare different versions of the Bible in order to learn unfamiliar
vocabulary. This scribe, Sanctius, added large numbers of Latin annotations as he made the
manuscript from an exemplar of which we have only a few folios: the Bible of Oña of 943.244
Indeed, these many marginal notes offer alternate readings from versions of the Vetus Latina,
which, as we have seen, supplied the anonymous author-translator with a Latin Psalter text to
translate into Arabic. Now Sanctius was not a Mozarab, but lived among them, and they
completed his manuscript by adding a series of Arabic lexical notes in the manuscript closely
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related to the Latin ones, with Sanctius, it seems, having created a pattern for how later
Mozarabic readers approached this Bible.
All of this helps us understand better the relationships between Arabic-speaking and
Latin Christians in León during the ninth through eleventh centuries. For while Richard
Hitchcock in particular has insisted upon divisions between Arabic-speaking Christians and
Latin Christians, the León Bible of 960, among others shows clearly that at least in monasteries,
these two groups worked together making manuscripts that furthered a common Christian
culture. 245 So while he refuses to employ the word Mozarab before the eleventh century
because the Latin muzarave does not appear until 1024 in a Latin charter from León,
nevertheless Mozarabs in the ninth and tenth centuries worked with the Bible much like they did
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Scholars may never completely agree when or how to use
the term Mozarab, but what we see in these Bibles are Iberian Christians being Arab, concretely
on manuscript folios, in much the same way other Christians who spoke and read in many other
languages did with their folios.
León’s Mozarabs and Latin Culture
The Mozarabs of León, as I noted above, relate directly to the Córdoban martyr
movement. At least some of the Mozarabs in the Kingdom of León had fled al-Andalus to
escape persecution from Caliphs such as al-Manṣūr (r. 938-1002).246 If Latin Christians called
this Mozarabic population inferior, nevertheless it also strengthened Christian culture in the
north.247 We see this through the books they helped make, such as the León Bible of 960. They
made others as well: León, ACL MS. 22, a miscellany of unedited religious texts, belonged to
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one Samuel, a monk at the Monastery of San Cosmo and Damiani, which Mozarab monks from
al-Andalus had founded.248
The sources offer little knowledge for the monastery of San Cosmo y Damiani and its
Mozarabs. Samuel’s above-mentioned religious miscellany dates to 839 and does not call the
Mozarabs by name. A verse colophon in it reads:
I am a book of Saints Cosmo and Damian
In the Leonese territory on the river Torio
Is a monastery founded there in the valley Abeliar
And whoever should make that place foreign
Let him be foreign from the holy Catholic faith
And [to] the holy paradise
And [from] the kingdom of Heaven and let him
who should come to it or
Think himself unworthy
part ways Into the Kingdom of Christ and God.249
This is, I suggest, a monastery much like Valeránica, and many others dotting the northern
landscape.
That León’s landscape had many Mozarabic monasteries active in bookmaking is all the
more important because scholarly discussions of León’s Mozarabs often focus upon
documentary evidence such as wills and charters. These sources place Arabic-speaking
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Christians in the north of Spain from the ninth century forward; particularly in monasteries that
they founded over a vast tract of land in the north, ranging from what is now Galicia in the
northwest to Navarra in the northeast. Mozarabs even made manuscripts at Ripol in Cataluña.
These books complement the documentary evidence for Leonese Mozarabs, which offers rather
little about their intellectual life. Clearly, Mozarabic monks resided at northern monasteries such
as San Cosme y Damiani, Valeránica, and Sahagun (located ca. 50 km east of León). We know
as well that Mozarab laymen such as silk traders further interacted with these monasteries.250
A scribe who lived in another northern monastery tells us more about Mozarabic
manuscript making in the ninth and tenth centuries. Motarrafe, a clear Arabic name meaning
Confessor, is among three scribes who made a manuscript of St. Augustine’s theological treatise
City of God: Madrid, Real Academia de Historia MS. 29. Catherine Brown has noted that he left
a Latin note reading “remember Motarrafe the Deacon” in the City of God manuscript.251
Another, anonymous scribe in the manuscript “copiously annotated with milestones that track the
construction of the text, column by column, and page by page,” as Brown put it. This includes a
note bemoaning a day when his pen did not function well.252
Reading and writing created problems like this for Mozarabs across the peninsula. Some
monasteries had more resources—such as at Valeránica, where we only have evidence of
expensive codices such as the León Bible of 960—but even the best scribes in wealthy
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monasteries felt physical pain as they wrote, or dealt with defective pens.253 A Mozarabic scribe
living in Córdoba during the 850s worked much like a Leonese Mozarab from the tenth century.
Furthermore, scribes such as Motarrafe make clear that Mozarabs manufactured Latin codices of
large dimensions. So while the term Mozarab comes from an Arabic word meaning something
like “those having become like the Arabs,” these Arabic Christians nevertheless actively spread
their Latin books across Iberia.
Motarrafe did not write in Arabic in this manuscript, but his Arabic name shows his
Mozarabic background.254 Cyrille Aillet suggested that he might have moved from al-Andalus,
as did many other Mozarabs.255 He, like the illuminator of the Seville Bible in the following
chapter, was almost certainly comfortable working in Latin and Arabic. He is furthermore much
like the Mozarabs in Leonese Latin documents during the tenth through twelfth centuries. We do
not have much evidence of those Mozarabs actually working with Arabic, just their Arabic
names. Yet it is quite likely that they knew the language. The case of Motarrafe tells us more
about how those Arabic-speaking Christians living in northern monasteries worked with
manuscripts than any documentary evidence does.256

Paratext and Scribal Latin Notes in the León Bible of 960
Samuel, San Cosmo y Damiani, and Motarrafe help us to understand better the scribes
and annotators of the León Bible of 960, the focus of this chapter. While León had many
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Mozarabic scribes and monasteries, with regard to production values, few Iberian manuscripts
rival the León Bible of 960. It has, most prominently, exquisite illuminations of key biblical
scenes such as God giving Moses the Ten Commandments.257 The scribe Sanctius, along with
his mentor Florentius, made the manuscript at the monastery of Valeránica and it was such an
expensive undertaking that they even included illuminations of themselves in their colophon.
The manuscript’s high-production values furthermore match what we know of Valeránica,
Sanctius, and Florentius, who earlier in his life made a sumptous manuscript of Pope Gregory the
Great’s Moralia in Iob, a compendium of Christian thought rivaling the Bible in size.258 In a
very real way, then, the León Bible of 960 continues this path of expensive bookmaking at
Valeránica. For example, it has the entire Vulgate text in only two-columns upon its large folios,
leaving much room for other illuminations, large initials, a thorough study apparatus of notes
from the Vetus Latina, or just expensively blank space. The study apparatus likely comes from
Sanctius, or at very least, from the period of the manuscript’s making.
Sanctius indeed offered Mozarabs the chance to read much like one of Latin
Christendom’s greatest minds had wanted. In his De doctrina christiana—On Christian
Teaching—St. Augustine wrote that Christians should compare Latin versions of the Bible when
they came to a confusing passage. Indeed, this was a blessing of sorts, because:
“the inspection of several books often clarifies some obscure passages, just as one translator
said of the prophet Isaiah (58:7): as ‘and do not despise the servants of your own seed,’ and
another as ‘and do not despise your own flesh,’ [whence] each confirms the other. For each
explains the other because ‘flesh’ can be taken on its own—so that one may think that he may
think himself warned not to despise his body—and ‘household of your seed’ can be understood
translated as ‘Christians’, those born spiritually with us from the same seed of the word.”259
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Augustine surely knew well that every manuscript has its own variant readings, making each
manuscript different in its own right.
Sanctius, in turn, knew that in Iberia Christians would learn from a range of Arabic
Bibles, the Vulgate, and the Vetus Latina. If ambiguity arose while reading the León Bible of
960, one could ideally look to its margins for clarification. Indeed, the circulation of both the
Vetus Latina and the Vulgate among the Mozarabs was not a problem but a boon. This
faithfulness to Latin Bibles and desire to understand their textual variants shows another way that
Mozarabs—who surely read these Latin notes—delved into Latin culture more broadly.
The folio design of the León Bible of 960 helped streamline work with Christendom’s
most important text. Capital letters marking textual divisions, for example, aided readers in
finding passages quickly. They formed part of a very effective paratext. Folio 37v among many
others lacks the ornate illuminations of other folios in the manuscript, yet makes clear the care
put into this Bible.260 Here as elsewhere, Sanctius’ Visigothic miniscule obeys the ruling
throughout. The open a and t with bent-bow appear much like that in the roughly
contemporaneous Beneventan script of Italy.261 Another sign of the care which Sanctius applied
to the text lies in the uniform length of the ascending strokes on b and d.262 Relatively generous
word-spacing, by Visigothic standards, makes this manuscript easier to read than many other
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Visigothic codices. This careful writing clearly engaged Sanctius and taxed his body, but also
lessened the physical strain involved in reading.263
Making this folio involved more than writing neatly, for capital letters of varying size
gave it order. The four largest of these mark the openings of chapters in Exodus, as do the red
roman numerals placed in the margins near the capitals. The D opening Exodus Chapter 11,
“Dixit autem dominus ad moysem (The Lord said to Moses),” stands roughly two lines high,
with more flourish than the Visigothic miniscule following it. As elsewhere in the manuscript,
this folio has two different numbering systems for biblical chapters, whose ordering did not
become standard until the thirteenth century. For example, a red-outlined Roman numeral VIIII
marks Chapter 9 in the older division of the Bible. Next to the VIIII appears an XI without this
red shading, marking the later ordering of the chapters.264
All the study tools of the León Bible of 960, including these roman numerals and running
headings, helped those who did not read it from cover to cover. Predictably, readers paid more
attention to some books than to others, so that in this selective reading, initials and capital letters
became ever more important because they draw in the reader’s eye and simplify movement
through the text. The manuscript furthermore has running headings throughout, serving the
exact purpose they do today: readers wanting to find a particular book could open this massive
manuscript to that general area of the Bible, and then find their place in the book more precisely
through the running headings. They got to a desired part of the Bible simply by reading running
titles and keeping an eye out for the appropriate Roman numerals marking a chapter.265 Put
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simply, as with the anonymous author-translator and Scribe A, Sanctius knew how to make an
effective paratext.
Most importantly, Sanctius’ many Latin notes have a clear place in his paratext. They
especially fill the earliest books of the Old Testament with everything from short notes to
substanial Vetus Latina translations of the Greek Septuagint.266 He often put a triangle-shaped
outline around these notes, which scribes generally employed when making their corrections.267
Here, however, in place of corrections, Sanctius outlined notes that he planned as a study tool
for future readers of the manuscript.268 Furthermore, while their small script makes comparison
with Sanctius’ hand in the body of the text difficult, nevertheless the red outline around them
marks their importance.
I call these notes lexical, because the reading practices they foster show us annotators and
readers who are atuned to the meaning of words and phrases. Checking the Leon Bible of 960’s
Vulgate text against the Vetus Latina text is lexical reading, for example, as is translating
individual words from Latin into Arabic or vice versa, or dwelling on the etymology of a word.
Foremost, these annotators and readers compared different translations of scriptural text, rather
than preoccupying themselves with allegorical spiritual interpretation, unlike those in the Seville
Bible, for example. To be clear, thinking about Christ was likely never far from a Mozarab’s
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mind as he read the Bible, but Sanctius and the other Mozarabic annotators who wrote Arabic
notes left little evidence of these thoughts.269
Broadly speaking, all these Latin glosses not only added to this Bible’s Vulgate text, but
together with the Arabic notes—which Sanctius did not write—they effectively fill out the
manuscript’s lexical paratext. The notes themselves allow us to evaluate the elaborately
complicated reading going on in this manuscript. Sanctius supplemented 2 Chr. 6:17 in the
Vulgate, a verse reading: “and now Lord God of Israel, your word is established which you
spoke to your servant David.”270 The Vetus Latina note which Sanctius wrote sounds much like
the Vulgate: “let you be faithful to the word which you said.” 271 For example, the Vulgate at 2
Chr. 6:17 has the very similar sermo tuus, while the the Vetus Latina reads verbum tuum, “your
word.” The Vetus Latina note also has a different verb (fiat), and the adjective fidele, faithful as
well, but none of this changes the sense of the passage.
Nor did he make major changes when he came to 1 Samuel 3:2-3 in the Vulgate: “it
happened on a certain day Eli was lying in his place and his eyes burned, nor was he able to see
the lamp of God before it went out.”272 He simply wrote: “and nor he will be able to see the
lamp of God before it is ready.” That is, in place of antequam extingueretur (before it is
extinguished), the Vetus Latina reads priusquam preperatur (before it is ready). These
seemingly small textual variants could indeed change how a reader understood the Bible, but at
the most basic level they put a large amount of information at the reader’s fingertips. Yet that
this note says nothing of how God punished Eli signals a different type of reading than what we
269
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saw in the Seville Bible. That is, Sanctius and his readers applied themselves just as eagerly as
those Andalusian Mozarabs, but with a different focus.
Sanctius carried on this same reading as he copied in the story of Christ’s life. For
example, in John 5:4, when Christ heals a sick man by calling upon an angel who descends into a
pool of water, Sanctius said nothing of its spiritual significance. Rather, he pointed out that the
Vulgate has in piscinam and the Vetus Latina “in natorium,” creating a means of comparing
Christendom’s most important text.273
This reading in turn is significant because Mozarabs in al-Andalus and León both were
keen to read the Vetus Latina Hispana against other versions of the Bible, both Latin and Arabic.
The Arabic Psalms, of course, also had the Arabic argumenta explaining the allegorical
significance of the Psalms, something lacking in the León Bible of 960, but the anonymous
author-translator also knew the importance of lexical reading. He, for example, wrote that the
Psalms should be available in any language necessary for spreading a Christian message. This
links closely—not exactly—with Augustine’s advice to study the biblical manuscripts that one
had at hand.
As one might expect, the León Bible of 960, the focus here, had like any other Bible
many ambiguous passages for a reader to clear up. In these instances, Sanctius stuck to lexical
reading, but the Vulgate text and the Vetus Latina notes vary more considerably than in the
foregoing examples. At Exodus 12:5, for example, the Vulgate reads: “but there will be a lamb
without stain, a male yearling (masculus anniculus) which you will bring according to the rite,
and a kid (hedum), and you will guard him until the fourteenth day of this month.”274 The
marginal note here says nothing of sacrificial rites or the fourteenth day: “Vetus Latina: a sheep
273
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without stain, a yearling male, will be yours and you will take him from the sheep and goats.”275
Following Augustine’s advice, a reader would ideally think through both of these versions.
These are primarily lexical notes, in that Sanctius wanted to offer alternate readings more than
any spiritual exegesis.
If a Christian knew scripture in the least, he or she would understand that the Lamb of
God had sacrificed himself for to atone for Christian sins. In the Arabic Psalms, in contrast to
here, argumenta bring passages like this to the forefront of readers’ minds. Sanctius had real
restraint to hold off on a spiritual interpretation, or rather perhaps a real commitment to lexical
reading. In his eyes, a reader could learn this Christological significance elsewhere. What was
most important for this scribe was supplying readers with the means for a thorough textual
comparison.
Folio 100r has fourteen glosses from a Vetus Latina translation, including one on Judith
4:23-4, whose Vulgate verse reads: “God therefore humbled Jabin king of Canaan on that day, in
front of the sons of Israel, who were growing daily and with a strong hand had oppressed Jabin,
king of Canaan, until they had destroyed him.” The note here differs again considerably: “Greek
[Vetus Latina]: And a hand of the sons of Israel went out going around and hardening [indurans]
Jabin King of Canaan.”276 In both passages, the Sons of Israel are oppressing Jabin the King of
Canaan, but the verbs by which they so are different: abiit and opprimebant in the Vulgate, and
ambulans and indurans in the Vetus Latina. The Vulgate also refers to the Israelites oppressing
the king with a strong hand, which makes more sense than a hand of the Sons of Israel going out
(against Jabin), the Vetus Latina reading.
275
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These are, then, the sort of alternate readings which Sanctius offered his readers. Some
verses differ only in a word or two, while others introduce new clauses which differ considerably
from the Vulgate. They offer no obvious Christological interpretation, in the way that the
anonymous author-translator or the scribes of the Seville Bible did through argumenta or
marginal notes. Sanctius doubtless hoped that readers would absorb his message, but his task
was to place as much information as possible at their fingertips.
These verses from the Vetus Latina, moreover, were not the only form of lexical reading
in which Sanctius urged his readers to partake. For while alternate versions of the Bible could
certainly aid a reader in understanding the Vulgate better, so too could one gain a thorough
grasp, for example, of the many Hebrew proper nouns which Jerome transliterated in the
Vulgate. One such case was at Numbers 2:2-3: “and Judas fixes tents of his army among the
troops, and Naason, son of Aminadab will be prince of his sons, and all from his lineage the best
of fighters.” The note here is purely etymological: “Judah (sic) [is interpreted] as praise or
confession. Naason as a serpent or auger. Aminadab as my spontaneous people.” Sanctius
doubtless read this in Jerome’s Book of the Interpretation of Hebrew Names, where Juda is
“praise or confession,” Naason as “a serpent or augur,” and Aminadab as “my spontaneous
people.”277 This, then, offers further insight into Sanctius’ setting a pattern of reading for others,
for he not only had access to the Vetus Latina but also interpretative guides such as Jerome’s
work. While he may have copied these notes from the Bible of Oña (943), the León Bible of
960’s exemplar, it is interesting to note nevertheless. He may indeed have had at hand a copy of
St. Jerome’s work, but at the very least this shows that The Book of Interpretation of Hebrew
277
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Names was a valuable supplement to biblical reading. We will indeed see it again in the
following chapter.
Similar notes as well taught biblical geography. At Deuteronomy 1:1, where Moses
speaks to the Israelites in Transjordan, Sanctius created a mental map for his readers: “in the
desert to the west of the Red Sea.”278 This, in turn, reads much like Scribe A’s notes in the
Seville Bible, where he helpfully mapped out afertos, elamitur, ennuas, and emath as al-fars, alsūs, al-ʿiraq, and al-qiblah. Yet where Scribe A placed these lexical-geographical notes among
many Christological notes, Sanctius in turn reveled in offering these definitions.
Whereas in the Seville Bible the vast majority of notes are Christological with a few
lexical notes, here the opposite is true: Sanctius—or perhaps another annotator, for some of these
notes look different--placed a few Christological notes among many other lexical ones. Take, for
example, the opening of Jonah 2: “And Jonah was in the stomach of a whale for three days and
nights.” The note, however bland, has more to do with Christology than lexicography: “three
days and three nights.” 279 Whoever made this note may have read Jerome, who wrote: “If Jonah
refers to the Lord, because he was in the womb of a whale for three days and nights, let it
indicate the passion of the Savior, and his prayer ought to be a type of prayer to the Lord.”280
Whoever this annotator was, he had the Passion in mind, for while he did not name Christ here,
he also added nothing from an alternate reading, or any additional definition.
On Folio 291r, meanwhile, Sanctius, not another reader, surely made a note of this sort:
on Baruch 1:10: when the Judean king Sedechiah and his son beseech King Nebuchadnezzar:
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“behold we send to you money, from which send out sacrifices and incense, and offer it for sin at
the altar of our Lord God.” 281 This money captured Sanctius’ attention: “on the money having
been sent in Jerusalem concerning Babylon,” a note in which he aimed to summarize the passage
and point out that the Judeans endured King Nebuchadnezzar’s rule.
To conclude, then, through the Latin notes of the León Bible of 960 Sanctius and later
readers could thoroughly compare the Vetus Latina and the Vulgate versions of the Bible. These
Latin notes, along with the Arabic notes that I discuss next, effectively completed the making of
the manuscript. Broadly speaking, they put forth a different type of reading than what we saw in
the Seville Bible, one where lexical matters trump Christology. Indeed, Sanctius wanted to place
an enormous amount of alternate readings at his readers’ fingers, largely leaving them to sort out
its Christological importance.
The León annotator and Arabic Lexical Reading
Copious as they are, the Vetus Latina notes only let us watch half the story of how
readers of this manuscript immersed themselves in lexical reading. For alongside all these
primarily lexical Latin notes, the León Bible of 960 has over 300 in Arabic, most of which
translate Latin vocabulary. Besides offering the only real evidence of Mozarabs’ reading of the
manuscript, these notes furthermore mesh with the Latin notes to form a cohesive, lexical whole,
although this has gone largely unnoticed since scholars have either focused upon the Latin or
Arabic parts of the manuscript. As in the Latin notes, the Arabic notes make clear that this reader
was foremost interested in comparing and translating the Bible. This annotator, then, took
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Sanctius’ message to read lexically to heart, so much so that he left his own mark upon the
manuscript.
These Arabic notes, most of which come from the hand of a Mozarab I call the León
annotator, certainly feel like the work of a Mozarab who built upon Sanctius’ annotating. He did
not translate entire biblical verses, but rather focused upon individual words in both Latin and
Arabic, moving his eyes between the bibilical text and the margins of the manuscript. He sought
a clear understanding of nearly every word of the Latin Bible, much as Sanctius had intended
when he copied Vetus Latina translations of the Bible in the manuscript’s margins. Like many
other Mozarabs living in Leonese monasteries, he may have come originally from al-Andalus, or
he may have lived his entire life in the north, but he certainly read differently than the
Andalusian Mozarabs that we have seen. What matters most, however, is that he pored over the
Bible, trying to understand every word, all the while leaving no real record of his interest in the
Bible’s spiritual meaning.
This is all the more significant because while in this manuscript the León annotator wrote
throughout, he left the most Arabic notes in the Books of Isaiah and Jeremiah. Where Scribe A
and the Jeremiah annotator hardly restrained themselves from telling how these prophets foretold
the Last Days, the León annotator focused upon confusing vocabulary there and elsewhere. He
read about the Last Days, but engaged with them in a very different manner than the scribes and
annotators of the Seville Bible. His notes, then, remind us that someone could read carefully
without delving into the eschatological significance of the Bible.
The precision with which he moved between Arabic and Latin is quite remarkable. Take,
for example, what he did at Isaiah 5:5: “Now I will show to you my vine, I will put forth my
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hedge and it will be his to plunder.”282 Here he rendered direptio, a plundering, as al-nahb. He
came to this word again, and translated the same way, at Tobit 3:4: “you taught us in plunder and
captivity and death by example and stories.”283 Yet on Fol. 305r, at Ezekiel 25:7, direptio appears
as ṣabā, to take prisoner. : “Therefore behold I shall extend my hand upon you and I will bring
you in the captivities of the Gentiles.”284 Angel Custodio López López has remarked: “our
glossator goes beyond the simple equivalent annotation of two words in two languages, in order
to reflect the existence of various translations for the same term.”285 Meanwhile, he translated
propugnatio as muqātal at Is. 15:20: “and he will send to them as a savior and a destruction
which will free them.”286 We see, then, that this annotator was quite precise in the way he
rendered the Latin into Arabic.
He clarified the Bible again at Isaiah 1:27: “Sion will be redeemed in judgement and they
will return it in justice.”287 Angel Custodio López López has here read an Arabic graph as a
translation of redimetur, to redeem, which he sees as ḥaṣuna ()ﺣﺼﻦ, to be inaccessible or wellfortified.288 The link between the two words at first seems clear, as the city’s strengthened faith
would redeem the city. Many settlements in rural al-Andalus, moreover, had a ḥiṣn, a fort, at
their center, although we have no evidence that the León annotator had this in mind.289 I would
suggest, however, that López López erred here, and that the León annotator actually translated
reducent, to return, as ḥaḍḍ ()ﺣﺾ, meaning to incite or induce, as in returning them to justice.
282
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My reading of this Arabic graph makes more sense of the passage, and shows again quite clearly
the León annotator actively clarifying the Latin text through Arabic notes.
He was certainly precise in his writing, as when he came to Isaiah 16:8: “the suburbs of
Esebon were deserted.” All he wrote for suburbana was al-rabaḍ.290 There is little more to say
here, other than that he employed a very common Arabic word for suburb, one that, like many
others, found its way into Castillian as arrabal. This like the other notes shows the León
annotator placing lexical reading before any spiritual understanding of the Bible. The same goes
for Mark 6:49 on Fol. 423r: “they saw him walking on water and thought he was a ghost.” As in
other cases, fantasma likely caused some confusion for him, so he quickly wrote khayāl, a
disembodied spirit or ghost.
Furthermore, Custodio López López has shown how these Arabic notes follow the
grammar of the Latin word or phrase. He did so just before the above note, at Mark 6:48: “and
seeing them laboring in rowing (in remigando)...” Here he wrote bil-qaddaf, a masdar which
nicely captures the Latin gerund construction, in remigando, but as Custodio López López has
observed, the note should read bil-qadhdhaf, with a dhāl  ذin place of dāl ()د.291 A supposed error
here could easily reflect a difference in pronunciation, or simply a moment when the annotator
did not dot the proverbial i.292 Thinking broadly, the León annotator not only paid close
attention to the meaning of these Latin words, thinking of how to best put them in Arabic, but
also how to move between two very different grammars.
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He even translated some words that we have already seen other Mozarabs puzzling over
while reading other copies of the Bible. On Fol. 501r, at Acts 12:13, he translated pulsante,
striking, with the masdar naqr: “and with him pounding the gate, a girl came forth for the
purpose of listening, Rhode by name…”293 In the previous chapter, one of the few lexical notes
which the Jeremiah annotator made was nuqrah—a noun from the same consonantal root--when
he was reading about silver coins. Just like the Jeremiah annotator as well, the León annotator
wrote about hyacinths, glossing them as qirmizī (scarlet) on Fol. 510v, at Revelation 9:17: “and
those who were sitting [on the horses] had breastplates of fire and hyacinth.”294 The Jeremiah
annotator wrote hacintus in the margins of the Seville Bible at Jeremiah 10:9, one of the only
places in the manuscript where he offered an alternate spelling of the Latin text in that
manuscript.295 All of this shows that Mozarabs in both León and al-Andalus at times found the
Latin of the Bible confusing, and indeed they faced many similar problems as they read. These
two examples make this point quite well, as two different Mozarabs clearly had trouble with and
pondered over the exact same words.
What we see in these Arabic notes, then, is the León annotator following along the path
of the Latin notes of Sanctius, who cared little to explain the spiritual significance of those
alternate readings. The León annotator would have made Augustine proud, as he combed
through the Vulgate Bible as well as the Vetus Latina notes, and supplemented them with his
Arabic when he came to something he did not understand. Having multiple versions of the Bible
was indeed a good thing for him, as he and other Mozarabs sorted through textual problems and
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grasped relatively basic points of scripture, just as Augustine had commanded to those beginning
biblical study.
Unsurprisingly, and also like Sanctius, the León annotator unpacked biblical metaphors
as well. A good example comes at Ez 3:9, in part of which God assures his faithful: “I will give
you a face harder than flint.” Here ḥajar al-mās, literally “a stone of diamond,” translates the
Latin adamas.296 This shows more than interest in the natural world, for adamas, has a basic
meaning of steel or anything hard, but can also mean diamond. Its accompanying Arabic note
goes further in calling it a diamond, doubtless because the León annotator wanted to convey the
hardness of the stone, which in turn shows how tough God would make his chosen against their
enemies. This is a clear case when he had to think carefully about how best capture the sense of
the Latin.
The Latin commentary tradition makes clear, in far greater detail than the León annotator
did, that one should interpret this as God strengthening his chosen people against their enemies.
In his Homilies of Ezechiel, Pope Gregory the Great interepted this biblical verse spiritually as a
guide for how to preach among sinners. One should be modest when evil surrounded him, but he
should not hesitate to do good acts. This is why, Gregory argues, God would reward the faithful
with faces as hard as diamond. Indeed, he wrote: “both diamond and stone are hard, but one is
precious and the other vile.”297 The León annotator, then, had far more restraint than Gregory
the Great in writing about this verse: the meanings of individual words and phrases captured his
attention, not spiritual significance.
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In Jonah, meanwhile, the León annotator translated an emotion, sorrow: “You feel pain
(doles) over the ivy in which you did not tend nor make to grow… (Jonah 4:11)”298 Doleo as an
intransitive verb has a range of meanings: to feel pain, be sorry, or feel hurt, which makes his
Arabic translation, shafiqta, even more interesting. The root sh-f-q generally means to feel pity,
sympathize, or commiserate, but in its most basic form, it can also mean to be niggardly.299
Quite cleverly, then, he here employed this transitive verb “to feel pity” over the ivy mentioned
in the Latin, although it could also mean that this person was stingy in not growing his ivy.
Ezekiel 21:22 offers another interesting example of him translating an emotion. The
verse reads: “to his right-hand a divination was made in Jerusalem, that he put battering rams so
that the mouth opens in slaughter, so the voice rises in a wail…” Rather than translating
literally, the note reads al-khāfa, a masdar acting like a noun and meaning something like “being
afraid.”300 While fitting, this does not precisely match up with any of the Latin words, in the
way many other Arabic notes do. Rather, here the León annotator communicates the general
sense of fear of God’s wrath against Jerusalem. As in the Latin notes, here one could possibly
read in Christological undertones—Christ, who often appears as God’s right-hand man,
punishing sinners—but the note is quite different from those of Scribe A or the Jeremiah
annotator in the Seville Bible.
He did much the same on Fol. 491v, at 1 Peter 2:8: “[but for the non-believing are]… the
stone of offense and the rock of scandal who offend the word and do not believe that in which
they were placed…”301 Here he translated “lapis offensionis” with ʿathr, meaning to stumble,
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and petra scandali with waʿth, meaning difficult or hard. To my mind, he here tried to capture
the qualities of these rocks: a stone that offends you is one which you trip over, while the rock of
scandal is particularly hard. This note demonstrates how thoroughly the León annotator thought
through these verses as he translated. Even if the Christological sense of the Bible did not
interest him, he still needed to know when to render something metaphorically, to capture the
meaning of the verse best.
He made another involved note at IV Kings 7:2: “Responding one of the leaders on
whom the king relied said to the man of God: if the Lord should make also waterfalls in heaven,
is it possible that you will see with your eyes and then you will not eat?”302 He here has rendered
cataractas, waterfalls, as kawākib, a word which Custodio López López read allegorically as
heavenly stars.303 Now certainly, God could have made waterfalls in heaven—this sounds like
paradise and fits the Hebrew arubbôth, as Custodio López López himself observed.304 Indeed, I
suggest that this is precisely what the annotator want to convey, and his translation comes from
an overlap between the Latin and Arabic terms. Cataracta never means stars, but as the
Orientalist Edward Lane noted in his dictionary, kawkab can mean both the source of a spring or
a well, in addition to heavenly stars. So in sum, the León annotator may well have employed
kawākib as a literal translation of cataractas.
He furthermore stuck to this interest in the precise meaning of words and phrases when
he came across very apocalyptic passages: even the phrase “abomination of desolation” did not
push the León annotator to write Christological notes. On Fol. 426v, where Mark 13:14 reads
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“but you will see the abomination of desolation,” he simply wrote “harām al-kharāb,” meaning
something like, the “the sin of destruction.”305

What interested the León annotator here was

translating the phrase well, rather than expounding on its apocalyptic signifincance. This is
indeed quite like the lexical reading which Sanctius put forth. It furthermore again fits with
Augustine’s advice to understand the very translation of the Bible before figuratively pulling the
spiritual meaning out of those words.
He skillfully navigated through Revelation 14:2 as well: “and the voice I heard [from
heaven], was just like a cithar player playing the cithar (citharedorum citharizantium) on his
cithars.”306 Here he wrote yanshudūn, they sing, a third-person plural verb which translates
“citharedorum citharizantium,” which in turn means something like the cithar player playing
cithars. This is all quite involved, as he needed to account for different grammatical structures in
the Latin and the Arabic, and had to render a very rare Latin word in citharizare.307 As in the
other examples, moreover, here he found little spiritual payoff, which was not his goal in
reading: the note comes from a Mozarab who is foremost interested in the meanings of words.
When reading about God’s anger in Revelation 14:10--“and he will drink of the anger of
God which is merum mixed in the chalice of his anger…”308 all the León annotator wrote was
khamr, wine. Merum, a cheap wine of which Romans wrote frequently, is nevertheless certainly
a rarer word than vinum. This is all very interesting though, because this manuscript lacks part
of the Latin. The verse ought to read: “et hic bibet de vino irae dei qui mixtum est mero… and
this man will drink of the wine of the anger of God which is mixed as mero…”. Perhaps, then,
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the annotator wrote khamr in part to fill in the Latin. Whatever the case, here he only wanted to
convey what was in the chalice. This lack of spiritual significance forming a stark contrast with
the notes of Scribe A or the Jeremiah annotator.309
All these Arabic notes let us watch a reader working much like Sanctius had done earlier.
Indeed, the way the Arabic notes build upon the Latin demonstrates yet again that Mozarabs
worked in Arabic much as other Christians did in in that language. Readers could approach a
manuscript in different ways than its maker had intended, of course, for studies of the history of
reading have illuminated how individual many readers are. But in the León Bible of 960 and in
the Seville Bible, how scribes planned out the folios in the manuscript—including the biblical
text but also intitals, marginal notes, illuminations and so on--directly affected how later readers
learned. The Latin lexical notes formed a first layer of reading in the manuscript: through these,
a reader could compare the Vulgate with the Vetus Latina. The León annotator had these Latin
notes at hand, yet also translated particularly difficult words into Arabic as he read, a second
layer of reading. The result of his movement between Latin and Arabic notes lines up nicely
with Sanctius’ Latin annotations.
Indeed, Augustine would almost certainly commend the León annotator on his approach
to the Bible. For in the late antique world as in tenth-century León, Christians studied carefully
the various versions of the Bible they had at hand, which in the ancient world were Greek or
Latin or Syriac, and the Mozarabs did exactly this centuries later with Latin, Arabic, and perhaps
even Syriac. Not only did the León annotator compare Latin versions of the Bible, but he also
created an Arabic study apparatus so that Arabic readers could undertand the text better. This all
reinforces what should be quite clear by this point: the Mozarabs’ Bibles—Latin and Arabic—
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offer an excellent opportunity to see how they engaged Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture, often
simultaneously on the manuscript folio.
What is more, Sanctius and the León annotator had plenty of these manuscripts with
which to work. For at Valeránica Mozarabs read not only this exquisite Bible, but also a
luxurious copy of Pope Gregory the Great’s Moralia in Iob over which Florentius, Sanctius’
mentor, had labored. Clearly, they had copies of Jerome’s book on Hebrew names as well.
What this means, then, is that rather than making Mozarabic manuscripts in Arabic, the León
annotator instead futhered this Visigothic manuscript culture by making it more accessible for
Arabic speakers.
Indeed, the links between Arabic and Latin annotating at Valeránica go even deeper than
this. For as with the Latin notes, not all the Arabic notes are lexical, with at least two (out of
353) notes offering summaries or explanations of biblical verses. One of these comments upon
Ez. 44:17: “Nor shall he put on them any wool when they preach inside the doors.” This
different annotator--the hand is quite different—wrote a quick note : “hunā yamnaʿu libs al-ṣūf
ʿinda al-taqrīb,” “here he prohibits clothes of wool on the point of entering….”310 The passage
likely refers to the Children of Israel and their return to the Levite priests and their ceremonies,
but the annotator left no real clue why this was important.
In sum, then, the León annotator’s Arabic notes follow in a similar vein as Sanctius’ in
Latin. Sanctius created a thorough set of Latin notes by which later readers compared the Vetus
Latina with the Vulgate. The León annotator also read lexically, as he placed his Arabic
translations of Latin words in the manuscript’s margins. All of this, then, demonstrates the
complexity of reading the Bible in León during the tenth century. At a monastery such as
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Valeránica, Mozarabs took in the meaning of the Bible’s words alongside Latin/Romancespeaking Christians. This form of reading was indeed just as important as reading the Bible in a
spiritual way.
Yet the León annotator also shifted this lexical reading. He added in Arabic translations
of some difficult words, and in doing so, he made clear just how closely he was reading the
Bible. As we have seen, he employed different Arabic words for the Latin direptio, suggesting
that he was not only learning new words, but also actively thinking about how to render the Latin
best. He also more precisely defined Latin terms; such as when explained that a stone, silex in
the Latin text, was a diamond, ḥajar al-mās, in the Arabic. He lastly also made clear knew how
to account for the Bible’s allegories, such as when he translated that God had not created
waterfalls in heaven, but rather stars in the heavens. Later readers at Valeránica thus had an
enormous amount of lexical information at their fingertips: Latin notes offering the means to
compare the Vulgate with the Vetus Latina and thorough Arabic notes that defined Latin
vocabulary and cleared up difficult to understand passages.
Now, I have focused upon this one manuscript at Valeránica, but Mozarabs certainly read
lexically elsewhere. I have already noted that the anonymous author-translator had the Vetus
Latina at hand as he translated the Arabic Psalms, for example. Even more interestingly, Juan
Pedro Monferrar Sala has demonstrated that an Arabic Gospel manuscript from Iberia has verses
translated from the Vetus Latina and Vulgate, but also from the Greek Bible (and quite possibly
Syriac).311 This certainly complicates our understanding of lexical reading in the Peninsula, for
it shows us a translator rendering the Bible with recourse to as many texts as possible. This is
not the same as what Sanctius did with the Vulgate and Vetus Latina, but the Mozarabs’ work
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with Arabic, Greek, and Syriac makes clear a similar mindset as what we see with Sanctius and
the León annotator 312
This is not a small point. At least some Christians living in a wealthy monastery in León
thought about lexical reading much like other Christians in the most urbane city in tenth-century
Europe, Córdoba, and, I would suggest, like Christians in the Eastern Mediterranean as well.313
As I argued in Chapter 1, the anonymous author-translator saw his translation of the Psalms
filling a need for scripture in a multilingual Christendom, while here we see Sanctius and the
León annotator sorting through the textual problems that arose in a multilingual Christendom
which had many different versions of the Bible.
All of this as well fits with the anonymous author-translator of the Arabic Psalms (Ch 1).
For when he made his Arabic prose Psalter, he did so by carefully following the Vetus Latina
Hispana. Indeed, the Arabic syntax of the first Psalm and others match exactly that Latin
version. In its own way, this shows a faithfulness to the Vetus Latina, as Cyrille Aillet noted, but
it also would make comparison between the Arabic Psalms and the Vetus Latina easier.314
Sanctius effectively offered his readers the means to partake in the same sort of reading, only
with the Vetus Latina and the Vulgate.
We have this lexical reading in other types of Mozarabic manuscripts as well. Foremost,
Pieter van Koningsveld has made clear the importance of a Latin-Arabic glossary from the tenth
312
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century. This glossary has over 10,000 Latin words, and as he argues, it was for Christians who
had a working knowledge of Arabic but needed to look up Latin: much the same as what we see
here.315 Along with this glossary, we also have a manuscript of Isidore of Seville’s Etymologies,
an enormous early medieval encyclopedia, with over 1200 Arabic notes, many of them lexical.
All of this is to say that while lexical notes present scholars with many challenges, in part
because they are often so brief, nevertheless they fill many of the Mozarabs manuscripts.316
Conclusion
Like those of al-Andalus, the Mozarabs of León, therefore, actively participated in Latin
manuscript culture. Sanctius, though not a Mozarab himself, nevertheless lived among them and
encouraged them to read lexically. Like the Mozarab Scribe A of the Seville Bible, he set a
pattern for how later readers approached this pandect Bible. It is true that Sanctius copied at
least some of these Latin notes from another manuscript, but he did not put them blindly in the
margins of the León Bible of 960. Rather, he wanted to give readers a way to compare the
Bible’s different versions, leaving them to find its spiritual significance. In this type of reading,
he encouraged an approach to the Bible of which St. Augustine had recommended long ago.
When the León annotator opened the manuscript to make his own notes, in turn, he
followed very closely in Sanctius’ footsteps. Indeed, through his Arabic notes, he added to the
study apparatus of the León Bible of 960, a manuscript which Sanctius knew Mozarabs would
pour over in Arabic. The content of these notes contrast sharply with those in the Seville Bible:
they run throughout the manuscript, rather than a few books, and they illuminate the León
annotator’s focus upon the meaning of individual words, rather than Christological significance.
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His reading and notemaking offers a fitting reminder that medieval Christians diligently read the
Bible in all sorts of ways.
All of this, moreover, betters our understanding of the settlement of Mozarabs in
Christian León. Indeed, while Richard Hitchcock has argued that the Mozarabs of al-Andalus
faded away after the martyr movement, he also sees the Mozarabs of León as socially inferior to
Latin Christians.317 He notes, for example, that the Latin muzarave first appears in an eleventhcentury Leonese charter as a perjorative term. As we have seen, the Mozarabs’ Bibles, among
other evidence, make clear that Christian culture did not die out in al-Andalus, but rather looked
somewhat similar to that in León. In a manner reminiscent to the anonymous author-translator’s
making of a very literal Arabic translation of the Vetus Latina Psalms, for example, the León
annotator made sure that he and other Mozarabs could understand the entire Bible through his
marginal translations. Indeed, reading in this lexical manner was wholly part of being in a
religion that spanned the Mediterranean with numerous languages.
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Chapter 4: Latin Exegetical Guides for Mozarabs in León and Toledo
While Mozarabs at Valeránica read the Bible with a strong interest in the lexical
meanings of words and phrases, other Bibles from León make clear that other Leonese Mozarabs
mined it for spiritual significance. The scribes and annotators of Toledo, Biblioteca Capitular,
MS Cajon 2.2, like other Mozarabs, wrote in both Latin and Arabic, so much so that here we can
see the clearest examples of Mozarabs reading Latin exegesis.318 When individual Mozarabs
opened this Bible, moreover, they did so with different goals: some readers focused upon the
Book of Job and left lengthy notes in Latin, along with some in Arabic, while another reader left
one-word notes in Arabic throughout the manuscript, notes which he furthermore wrote with the
blunt end of a stylus, rather than with with ink. What follows, then, contrasts with the earlier
examples I have treated at length in which later readers followed on a manuscript’s paratext.
At least some of the Latin notes in the Cajon manuscript draw directly upon Pope
Gregory the Great’s (d. 604) Moralia in Iob, the lengthiest and most authoritative commentary
on that biblical book.319 Gregory’s meditation on good and evil clearly informed Mozarabs in
León more broadly: not those who read this manuscript, but also those at Valeránica, for
Sanctius’ mentor, Florentius, made a separate, exquisite Moralia manuscript which
unsurprisingly looks like the León Bible of 960. Even more importantly, a Zamoran scribe, that
is, one also near León, made a Moralia manuscript in 945, and he too made copious Arabic
notes.320
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As with the Seville Bible, Mozarabs brought the Cajon Manuscript and the Zamora
Moralia to Toledo after 1085. For this reason and for convenience, I hereafter refer to the Cajon
manuscript as the Toledan Mozarabic Bible. In this chapter, while I argue that Mozarabs eagerly
read Latin exegesis on a number of levels in the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, I also present twelfthcentury Toledo as a magnet of sorts that drew these Arabic-speakers in, together with their
books. So, while Mozarabs in that city gained fame for helping to translate Arabic scientific and
philosophical texts into Latin, they also read biblical manuscripts that had their origins
elsewhere.321
The León Bible of 920 as a Template for the Toledan Mozarabic Bible
The scribe who started making the Toledan Mozarabic Bible did so in León, and in Latin
moreover, before others annotated it in Arabic. Indeed, although I am not the first to suggest it
comes from León, I am the first to place its origins at the monastery of Albares.322 We know this
because the scribe and illuminators of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible made it strikingly like a
manuscript from that monastery: the León Bible of 920. The evidence for this goes beyond
similar scribal hands but also includes initial design and even idiosyncratic ways of abbreviating
the text.
Unlike other Bibles we have seen, these two manuscripts have only some of the canonical
biblical books: The León Bible of 920 has the Books of Isaiah through Revelation, with its text
in two columns on folios measuring 240 x 363 mm. At least two scribes made the manuscript:
one wrote 38 lines per folio on fols. 1r-19v, and another who began on Fol. 20r wrote 53-4 lines
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per folio.323 A large cross, a symbol of Oviedo (just to the north of León), opens the manuscript,
and its Gospels have lavish canon tables which allowed a reader to find similar passages in each
gospel.
These are relatively basic details, but several scribal messages to readers describe the
manuscript’s literal manufacture.324 One at the beginning of the manuscript reads: “Maurus the
priest made the book for Abbot Vimara,” with the text in a labyrinth, in which he divided the
folio into individual squares containing single letters, so that he hid his dedication among many
other letters which have no meaning.325 On Fol. 275v, meanwhile, someone offered more detail
of when and where they worked:
This book was completed under the name of Christ
In the shadow of the church of St. Mary and St. Martin
In the monastery called Albares
Noted on the 8th day of the Kalends
In the era 958
With King Ordoño reigning happily in his fourth year of his glory326
The era 958 corresponds to 920 CE, while the monastery of Albares, following the above
colophon, was outside León.327 This invaluably helps us locate the origin of the Toledan
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Mozarabic Bible, as we will see, while also reminding us that León’s landscape had many
monasteries where Mozarabs lived, read, and made Latin manuscripts.
In addition to Abbot Vimara and Maurus, Iohannes illuminated at least some of the León
Bible of 920’s initials. On Fol. 202r, where the Gospel of Matthew begins, he wrote: “Iohannes
the Deacon made and painted this. Let he who reads this pray for a sinner, if he should have
Christ as a protector and a benefactor in all things.”328 He also beseeched: “Oh reader, while you
read, pray for the scribe, if you should have Christ as a protector, when you should pray [as our
Lord]. Iohannis the Deacon made this.”329 On Fol. 91v, Iohannes pleads: “I beseech you who
read this to remember me, Iohannes the sinner, as you are able through the mercy of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and by your prayers I deserve to be atoned for by your own torches and so to be
noted with the elect confessors in the Book of Life, amen.”330 Iohannes, then, is not so different
from the Mozarabic illuminator who wrote “read the history of Daniel” in Arabic across the neck
of an illuminated bird opening that book in the Seville Bible.
By now, it should not surprise that Latin notes—but not Arabic—completed the León
Bible of 920. Some of these notes, moreover, are apocalyptic. The opening of Daniel 7 offers a
great example: “in the first year of Balthasar king of Babylon, Daniel saw a dream, a vision of
his head in a dream, and writing a brief sermon he understood the dream…” Here an annotator
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wrote: “the fourth vision of the four beasts,” quite likely connecting Daniel’s dream of four
beasts to the four horsemen which the Book of Revelation foretold ushering in the
Apocalypse.331
Daniel 11:3-5, meanwhile, tells of a strong king, and four later kings who will inherit his
rule. The annotator here observed: “on Ptolemeus in Egypt, Phillip in Macedon, Seleucias in
Persia, and Antiochus in Asia.”332 Broadly speaking, Christians believed that a Christian
kingdom would be the last of four successive empires—medieval exegetes differed on which
empires would precede, although they often included the Persians--and that Antichrist would
torment those Christians before the Last Judgement. Perhaps, then, this is what the annotator
wished to convey, although he could well have taken interest in the Bible as an historical record
of these kings. Certainly, this annotator’s notes deserve a more thorough treatment, but what is
most important here is that he created an interpretative lens for the León Bible of 920 through his
annotating, and that in doing so he worked much like Mozarabic scribes and annotators did.333
So while the León Bible of 920 lacks Arabic notes, it nevertheless helps us understand
the Latin Bibles which Mozarabs helped manufacture. Indeed, with the León Bible of 920 in
mind, we can argue that the Toledan Mozarabic Bible also comes from the monastery of Albares.
This is clear enough, even if it lacks the León Bible of 920’s fascinating scribal messages of how
they made the manuscript,334 and though it has a different set of books: Joshua, Judges, Ruth,
Job, Kings, Chronicles, and roughly half the Psalms. The two manuscripts, for example, share
the same overall design and have idiosyncratic ligatures / abbreviations.
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MS ACL 6, Fol. 73v, Dan. 7:1: “anno primo Balthasar regis Babylon Danihel somnium vidit visio autem capitis
eius in cubili suo et somnium scribens brevi sermon comprehendit”; “visio quarta de quattor bestias”
332
MS ACL 6, Fol. 75v. “In thalomeus in Egypto Phillipus in Macedonia Seleuceis in Babilonia Antiochus in Asia.”
Surget vero rex fortis et dominabitur potestate multa et faciet quod placuerit ei. Et quum steterit conteretur regnum
eius et divideutr in quattor ventos celi. sed non in posteros eius. neque secundam potentiam illius quam dominatus
est.”
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I know of no scholarly literature on the notes of the León Bible of 920.
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Perhaps becauase one scribe made this manuscript.
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To begin, the similarity in capital letters between the two manuscripts suggests strongly a
shared origin. Fol. 6v of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, for example, has a capital N (Figure 1)
almost exactly like one on Fol. 20r of the León Bible of 920. The final stroke on this letterform
has a slight downward flourish, while the remaining three points of the N all have crossing
strokes. A capital I on Fol. 15r of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, meanwhile, looks much like that
on 10r of the León Bible of 920, again with a downward flourish to end the letter.
Strikingly, the manuscripts’ larger initials—much bigger than the capital letterforms--at
the opening of biblical books also look alike. They are in the so-called Mozarabic style which
decorates manuscripts across the Peninsula, but the similarities go further. Initial I provides an
excellent example, with a nearly identical interweaving pattern in the initial’s body in both
manuscripts.335 A slight downward flourish finishes the initial I on Fol. 24 of the Toledan
Mozarabic Bible, which covers roughly eight lines of text, along with artistic flourish at its top as
well. All of this makes it look very much like initials on Folios 28v and 249v in the León Bible
of 920, so much so that it suggests a common scriptorium.336 The slight change in these
letterforms likely comes from the idiosyncrasies of the scribes and/or illuminators making them,
and thus we ought to expect it.
The initial V found at the opening of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible’s Book of Job,
meanwhile, looks like that marking the Book of Jeremiah in the León Bible of 920.337 These
initials have two parts, with a curved section on the left attaching to a straight section (much like
an I) on the right. The bottom of this straight right-hand section, moreover, has a slight
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 24v; ACL MS 6, Fol. 249v, Fol. 28v.
On Mozarabic initials, see among other works Arte y Cultura Mozárabe: Ponencias y communicaciones
presentadas al I° Congreso Internacional de Estudios Mozárabes (Toledo: 1975); John Williams, Imaging the Early
Medieval Bible, esp. pp. 182-3; Rose Walker, Views of Transition: liturgy and illumination in medieval Spain
(London: British Library, 1998).
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downward stroke. While the design in the right-hand section of this V is more intricate in the
León Bible of 920 than in the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, the similarities are nevertheless striking,
all the more so because no one to my knowledge has pointed this out.
Beyond capital letters and initials, these two manuscripts share a common abbreviation at
the top of their folios. Much as in a modern book, the upper margin has titles enabling a reader
to find his or her place quickly. The verso of one folio reads “liber” while the following recto
folio continues with the book’s title, so that the folios together read, “Book of X.” Fol. 271 of the
León Bible of 920 has a ligature, a joining of letters, of BLR for Liber in which the L appears in
the middle with a crossing stroke through its ascender. The B is to the left of the L, with the
same crossing stroke dividing the two loops of the B. The R is to the right of the L, with the
crossing stroke joining the foot of the R. On folios 7v in the Book of Joshua, 13v in the Book of
Judges, and 46r in the Book of Kings, the Toledan Mozarabic Bible has a similar BLR ligature
with a crossing stroke through the top of the B and the R, rather than the bottom (Figures 2-3).
It also has another related BLR abbreviation where the crossing stroke on the L does not join to
the B and the R: Fols. 16v, 106r, and 108r are three examples. As with the evidence presented
above, these abbreviations / ligatures alone do not prove that scribes at the same monastery
worked on these manuscripts, but all the evidence together certainly strengthen the case when we
take it with all the other similarities.338
The bottom of these manuscripts’ folios, meanwhile, makes this shared origin even
clearer. For in the bottom margins are identical “SR” abbreviations (super, above), and if the
same scribe did not do them, someone in the same scriptorium did. Folio 161r of the León Bible
of 920 has Matthew 10:41 in its bottom margin: “And whoever receives a just thing in the name
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Other manuscripts I have examined in situ do not bear such a strong resemblance to one another as ACL MS 6
and BCT MS Cajon 2.2.
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of the just accepts a reward of a just man sr”.339” Folio 82r of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible has I
Kings 17:20-1, where Elijah beseeches God: “‘did you not afflict a widow, in whose presence I
am support, when you killed her son?’ And he spread himself out over the child three times, and
he screamed to the Lod and said Lord my God sr…” (Figures 4-5)”340 SR stands for super,
meaning that the text belongs above, but more importantly, the SR abbreviations look exactly
alike. That is, the scribes in this scriptorium worked in a similar manner, and one of the
numerous scribes may have worked on both manuscripts.
Furthermore, the Toledan Mozarabic Bible and the León Bible of 920 have more in
common with each other than with other Arabic-annotated Latin Bibles. For example, the
initials in the Seville Bible are less intricate and less colorful than these two, while Sanctius’
León Bible of 960 is far richer. Those other manuscripts also lack this particular ligature /
abbreviation for liber, which is quite idiosyncratic. Among the Arabic-annotated Latin
manuscripts at Madrid, Toledo, El Escorial, and León, no two manuscripts look so alike, which
is even more striking because these manuscripts’ scribes and annotators gave them something
like their own personalities.
Scribe A’s Latin Notes
As in other cases, a scribe at Albares completed the Toledan Mozarabic Bible with
thorough Latin commentary. Cajon Scribe A, as I call him, wrote his notes, which guide readers
through all sorts of material, in the same crisp hand as the body of the manuscript. While he did
not write in Arabic, he nevertheless lived in a monastic world full of Mozarabic readers, at least
one and very likely two of whom pored over his annotations. He is as well much like the
339

ACL MS 6, Fol. 161r. Mt 10:41, “Et qui recipit iustum in nomine iusti. mercedem iusti accipit SR”
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 82r .“etiam ne vidua aput quem ego ut cumque sustentor afflixisti ut interficeres filium
eius: Et expandit se ad quem mensus est super puerum tribus vicibus. Clabitque ad dominum et ait domine deus
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annotator of the León Bible of 920, who explained the importance of the Book of Daniel, among
other things. Much like the scribes and annotators at Valeránica, moreover, he read lexically, for
example at Judges 12:8-9: “After this, Abessan of Bethlehem who had thirty sons and likewise
thirty daughters whom sending outward into Israel, he gave in marriage.”341 Here he simply
translated the Hebrew meaning of Abessan into Latin: “patris incendium uel sacrificium,” “the
burning or sacrifice of the father,”as the matching siglum next to the note and this word make
clear. Furthermore, Cajon Scribe A carefully outlined his annotations in red ink, in the manner
that Christopher de Hamel noted often signals an alternate reading to the biblical text, although
here the note is explanatory.342
He also transliterated Hebrew place names and gave the corresponding meanings. On
Folio 46r, 1 Samuel 13:2 reads: “and Saul elected for himself three thousand from Israel and two
thousand were with him in Machmas and on the mountain of Bethel but the other thousand were
with Jonathon in Gebaath of Benjamin.”343 Its accompanying note teaches that Machmas means
“humility or fondled,” while a note for Jonathon is “the gift of the dove or he who gives doves.”
Here again we see Cajon Scribe A searching out meanings, with little interest in the spiritual
meaning of the Bible, much like the Mozarabs of Valeránica in the previous chapter.
By now, it comes as no surprise that these meanings read like St. Jerome’s Liber
interpretationis hebraicorum nominum.344 Indeed, working with this text was an integral part of
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 19v. Post hunc in Israel Abessan de Bethleem [sic] qui habuit triginta filios et tothdem
filias quas emitens foras maritis dedit
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Christopher de Hamel, Scribes and Illuminators (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), 43.
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 46r. “et eligit sibi saul tria milia de Israel. Et erunt cum Saul duo milia in machmas et in
monte bethele mille autem cum Ionatha in gabaath beniamin.”
344
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 46r. “ humilitas uel adtrectata”; “ columbe donum uel columba dedit.” Dedit could refer
to either the perfect of dare or the present tense of dedere. Each of these clearly signifies a handing over of doves.
St. Jerome’s Liber Interpretationis Hebraicorum Nominum, ed. Paul Legarde, CCSL Vol. 72 (Turnhout: Brepols,
1953),104, has “ Machemas humilitas sive adtrectata”; at 116, “ Iona columba uel ubi est donatus sive dolens.” On
Folio 48v, Scribe A has written «the highest» in an annotation discussing Samatha. Just below it he notes that the
Alexandrian version of the Vetus Latina reads “in Galaath” rather than the “in Gabaa” he has written. 344 BCT Cajon
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making the manuscript: we have seen that these meanings offered an effective way for medieval
Christians to pour over each word of the Bible. A second annotator (Cajon Scribe B, about
whom more later) read from St. Jerome’s book as well, writing “Job dolens” at the opening of
that book.345 Since both Scribes A and B drew upon St. Jerome’s exegesis, they may have been
in the same scriptorium, altough we lack evidence of the Liber interpretationis manuscript which
supplied these readings.346
Cajon Scribe A indeed read lexically throughout the Toledan Mozarabic Bible. Iob 14:4,
for example, asks: “Are you alone the one who is able to make the world conceived from a dirty
seed?” Rather than explaining who this man was, Cajon Scribe A here gave an alternate reading:
“will there be one man who will make the Earth from dirt, even if the life of that man shall be
upon the Earth for one day?”347 Meanwhile at 2 Paralipomenon 17:9, “And having the book of
the law of the Lord they will teach in Judah, and will go among all the cities of Judah and
enlighten the people,” he clarified redundantly, “where it says, ‘they will have the book of the
Lord,’ this is the law,” even though the verse makes this clear.348 He is in short another scribe
who knew the importance of a paratext in creating a flexible interpretative framework.
To conclude, then, before the Toledan Mozarabic Bible was a Mozarabic manuscript with
Arabic notes, it looked much like the León Bible of 920. This has broader implications: at
Albares, as in other Leonese monasteries, Mozarabs and Latin-Romance speakers plied their
2.2, Fol. 48v. “ excelsa: al [Alexandrian Latinus] in galaath.” The lemma is 1 Sm 15:34: “abiit autem samuhel in
ramatha: saul autem ascendit in domum suum in gabaa.”
345

BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 27v. Cf. St. Jerome, Liber interpretationis, 133. The second annotator also wrote,
“sathana ebrieus est latini adversarius sive contrarius” or “Satan is Hebew, in Latin meaning adverse or contrary.”
on the same folio. St. Jerome, Liber interpretationis, 134, reads “satan adversarius.” Job 1:6: “Quadam autem die
quum venissent filii dei ut adsisterent coram domino: ad fuit inter eos etiam sathan: cui dixit dominus”
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It is also possible that these readers worked with an unknown source that quoted Jerome’s work.
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 31r. “Quis potest facere mundum de inmundo conceptum semine nonne tu qui solus
es »; « quis erit mundus a sorde ne unus quidem. etiam si unius diei fuerit uite illius super terram”
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 120r. “Docebuntque in iuda. Habentes librum legis domini. Et circumibunt cunctas
urbes iude. atque erudiebunt populum.” “ ubi dicit libri domini habebunt id est legem.”
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trade side-by-side. Not only should we think of these two manuscripts together, then, but we
should also bear in mind that bookmaking havens like Albares and Valeránica (an exceptionally
wealthy monastery) dotted the northern Iberian landscape. Indeed, while we have more evidence
of monasteries in the north than in al-Andalus, nevertheless we should bear in mind that all these
Mozarabs helped create Christian culture through bookmaking.
At Albares, Cajon Scribe A gave the Toledan Mozarabic Bible a thorough set of lexical
Latin notes. Much like the notes from Valeránica, they offer readers the meanings of Hebrew
words and alternate readings, all of which in turn suggests that Cajon Scribe A had a copy of
Jerome’s Liber interpretationis hebraicorum nominum. In the bigger picture, the Mozarabs at
Albares had access to Jerome’s exegesis, and they just as importantly eagerly delved into Latin
manuscripts like the Toledan Mozarabic Bible. Cajon Scribe A’s Latin notes, however, were
only a first layer of thoughts on the Bible, and in this case, unlike the others, later readers
approached this manuscript with different goals than Cajon Scribe A.
Cajon Scribe B and His Latin Books
Quite clearly, Cajon Scribe A made books at Albares and furthermore partook in lexical
reading much like other Leonese Mozarabs. Yet his thorough notes encouraged other readers to
make an even richer set of Latin notes that delves even more into Latin exegesis. In this regard,
Cajon Scribe B is a bit of a misnomer, for he only wrote annotations, and he may have worked in
either León or Toledo: such is the complicated history of the scribes and readers of the Toledan
Mozarabic Bible. Yet more important than these unknowns is the fact that his reading habits
complemented those of Cajon Scribe A, even as he read in a decidedly more spiritual way. For
in addition to Jerome, he also read deeply into Pope Gregory the Great’s Moralia in Iob and a
little of Isidore of Seville. He quite likely was a Mozarab, for he wrote at least one note in which
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he switched between Latin and Arabic, which indeed is something we have not yet seen a
Mozarab do.
Wherever he made his notes—Toledeo or León--, Cajon Scribe B turned to Gregory the
Great and Jerome immediately when he opened the Book of Job in the Toledan Mozarabic Bible.
For where the book begins, “there was in the land of Hus a man, Job by name,” he simply wrote:
“Hus: terra gentilium est. Iob: dolens.”349 What Gregory wrote on this passage is lengthier, but
taught the meaning of the verse to Cajon Scribe B: “Who does not know Hus, which is the land
of the Gentiles? This ‘Gentile-dom,’ [Gentilitas] represents vices, as it had not attained
recognition of its Creator.”350 This is not an exact match, of course, but as we will see, this
annotator made similar notes in which his reading of Gregory is more obvious. When Cajon
Scribe B wanted to find the meaning of Job’s name, he turned to St. Jerome’s Book of the
Interpretations of Hebrew Names, which has “Job dolens” but nothing on Hus as “the land of the
Gentiles.”351 This is medieval reading at its core: an ambitious Mozarab immersed in the Book
of Job, with the Moralia as a spiritual guide and Jerome’s lexicon for tackling tricky etymologies
that helped him understand the spiritual meaning better.352
Cajon Scribe B read and wrote so much that he fit his comments around Cajon Scribe A’s
Latin annotations. On Folio 26v Scribe A responds to Job 2:4, a verse where Satan says: “skin
for skin, and humankind will give all which it has for its soul. In any case, send your hand forth
349

BCT MS Cajon 2.2 Fol. 27v. “Vir erat in terra Hus. nomine Iob” ; “Hus terra gentilium est”; “Iob dolens.”
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and touch his bones, and then you will see that he will bless you in the face.” To avoid
confusion, Cajon Scribe A clarified: “it says from the bones, not from the mouth,” for os in the
nominative could mean either os, oris (mouth) or os, ossis (bones). Not only did Cajon Scribe B
read this, but he also wrote his note around Scribe A’s: “skin for skin: this is when you cover
your eye quickly after has been struck by something.”353 His description here is less important
than the fact that he has written around Cajon Scribe A’s gloss, which shows that he wrote later.
Nor does he comment upon the first set of notes: rather, he simply seems to have had little
available space to write because he and other readers found the Job and the Moralia so
captivating.354
Indeed, Cajon Scribe B here followed again Gregory the Great, who captured this scene
beautifully: “Indeed he asserts that skin is given for skin because often when we see that a blow
is coming against our face, we place our hand to our eyelids, that we may defend our eyes
against the strike, and we offer our body to be wounded, lest we be wounded in a frailer part of
our body.”355 Gregory here explained how a frail Christian could protect himself, while Cajon
Scribe B very likely read Gregory’s explanation in order to understand better the Latin of this
verse.
Gregory’s writing even pushed Cajon Scribe B to think about what it meant to be human.
Job 5:24 forecasts the future: “and you will know that your tabernacle will be at peace and
visiting your likeness (speciem) you will not sin.” Species can mean a number of things, but
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here Cajon Scribe B wrote: “another human because in him we discern what we are.” Gregory
again captured this in vivid Latin: “naturally species is another human. Indeed correctly our
species is said ‘our closest (proximus noster)’ because in it we discern what we ourselves are.”
That is, one could understand himself better by seeing another human.356
The vast number of annotations that Scribe B wrote- I am only scratching the surface
here- covered a wide range of material. Some of these notes and glosses clarify place names or
things relating to the natural world, as at Job 39:13-14: “the feather of the stractio is similar to
the feathers of an Erodius, and you took it [accipieris] and you knew the time of their birth: when
it leaves its eggs in the ground, you perhaps will heat them in the dust.” 357 When he came to this
verse, Cajon Scribe B wrote that the Erodius is physically bigger than an eagle—that is, it was a
large bird--and that it leaves its eggs in the dust, which heats them and brings them to life.358
Gregory in turn notes that pulvis, dust, symbolizes sinners, and “therefore the Lord heats the
remaining eggs in the dust, because the souls of his before-mentioned sheep become destitute in
loneliness, but even placed in the middle of sinners, they follow by the fire of his love.”359 This
is a slightly different emphasis, with dust as a symbol of a sinner, but Cajon Scribe B has quite
clearly understood this passage through Gregory.
On Folio 34v, meanwhile, Iob 28:10 informs us: “An obsise of gold will not be given for
it, nor will silver be weighed out in its exchange, nor will it be conferred with dyed colors on the
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day, neither with a very precious sardonyx or a sapphire.”360 A sardis (sardonyx), Cajon Scribe
B teaches: “is a stone having the likeness of red earth” and a “sapphire is a stone having the color
of the air or purple.”361 This fits in with what Gregory wrote: “Sardonyx has the likeness of red
earth, but a sapphire has air-like qualities [aerem speciem].”362 Cajon Scribe B thus employed
the Moralia in Iob to understand vocabulary with which he or other later readers may have been
unfamiliar. Much like the Leonese annotator who wrote Arabic notes in the León Bible of 960,
Cajon Scribe B carefully defined biblical vocabulary, like an Erodius, but the sources by which
he did so are much clearer than in those Arabic notes.
In other places, however, he clearly reckoned with the allegorical significance of the
Book of Job. At Job 17:15, “Where now is my expectation, and who thinks of my suffering? All
my things descend into the deepest depths of hell…,” Cajon Scribe B wrote: “here by ‘all these
things’ he means [significabitur] the soul alone.”363 This is a clear summary of Gregory’s
meditation on suffering in Hell: “Since indeed the soul alone [anima sola] descends to the
infernal depths, why would the holy man prohibit that all his things descend there, unless
because there he sees all that he is, where he understands the weight of his debt? Because this
man does not feel that he is that which he left on earth from his unfeeling self until he returns to
the in-corporality of the resurrection.”364 The phrase anima sola in the annotation and the
Moralia in Iob, as well as the context, make clear Scribe B’s source, although by now we should
360
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expect no less. Equally important, and again like much like Gregory, Cajon Scribe B turned his
mind to the torments of hell awaiting sinners.
He clearly drew upon the Moralia again at Job 11:3: “Men will fall silent for you and
when you are laughed at, you will be refuted by no one…” From this, he came away with: “you
will be refuted (confutaberis) by no one: you will have shame.” Gregory offers a deeper
explanation of what this means: “when soon he had prepared to defend himself so that he might
cover the shame of his accusation through the words of a wretched refutation (refutationis).”365
As above with the phrase anima sola, here verecundia in both Cajon Scribe B’s note and
Gregory’s Moralia makes clear this annotator’s source. As he did elsewhere, Cajon Scribe B
whittled this Moralia passage down to a moral message, that he and other readers of the
manuscript should be modest.
His notes are so copious that we can think about how he worked through the manuscript.
The Moralia in Iob, among other books, as we will see, sat at his side as he turned to the margins
of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible. His manuscript of that commentary is lost, but it may well have
had marginal notes which he carefully read as well: the scribe of the Zamora Moralia, which I
treat at the end of the chapter, certainly put hundreds of Arabic notes in the margins of that
manuscript. The Toledan Mozarabic Bible’s scribes and annotators read very intertextually, with
several commentaries guiding them through this manuscript.
Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae as a Guide through the Bible
Like Cajon Scribe A, who copied and annotated the manuscript at Albares and made it
much like the León Bible of 920, Cajon Scribe B thus engaged with the Bible on several levels.
365

MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 30r. “confutaberis a nullo verecundiam habebis” “Tibi tacebunt hominess et quum insiseris a
nullo confutaberis” Gregorius Magnus, Moralia in Iob, 143.10.3, “unde mox se ad defensionem praeparat ut reatus
sui verecundiam per verba pravae refutationis tegat”
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He thought through difficult vocabulary, took more than a passing interest in biblical geography,
flora and fauna, and still had time to consider his own salvation. For him, the Moralia in Iob was
ideal: a comprehensive verse-by-verse guide through this complicated biblical book. This
deeply-learned Mozarab also helped other readers who did not wish to go on the lengthy spritiual
journey of reading the Moralia in Iob.
He moreover read this way through the whole Toledan Mozarabic Bible, which while not
a pandect codex still holds a fair amount of scripture. For example, when he came to Judges
8:21, “and he carried the ornaments and amulets (bullas) by which the necks of the royal camels
are accustomed to be decorated,” he erased any confusion other readers might have:“bullas are
figurines or ornaments of the belt.”366 Cajon Scribe B here very likely turned to an author whom
the Mozarabs in general revered. Isidore of Seville, in his Etymologies--manuscripts of which
circulated among the Mozarabs—divulged: “Torques are circles of gold hanging from the neck
to the chest. Torques and bullae are worn by men; but monilia and catella by women… bullae
which are similar similar in their roundness to bubbles which are inflated in the water by the
air.”367 That Cajon Scribe B had an Isidore manuscript, or a manuscript quoting Isidore, open is
all the more likely because the bottom of the folio states: “torques are circles of gold on the
neck.”368
He read with Isidore at his side elsewhere as well, such as at 2 Chr: 7: “send to me
therefore a learned man who knows how to work in gold and silver, bronze, iron, purple, scarlet
and hyactinth…”369 In his notes, he makes known that purple “came from the purity of light”
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MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 17r. “Bullas. Sigilla uel ornamenta cinguli.”
Isidore of Seville, Etymologiarum siue Originum libri XX, 19.31.10. “Torques autem et bullae a uiris geruntur;
feminis uero monilia et catella….et bullae quod similes sint rotunditate bullis quae in aqua uento inflantur.”
368
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 17r. “Torques circuli aurei in collo.”
369
MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 114r. 2 Par 2:7: “mitte igitur mihi virum eruditum qui noverit operari in auro et argento ere
ferro purpura coccino et iachynto”
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and scarlet “becomes red.” His definition for purple almost certainly draws upon Isidore’s:
“Purple is called such among Latins from purity of light.” On scarlet, coccinum, Isidore offered
up a more complex etymology: “Russata, which the Greeks call Phonecia, we call scarlet (adj.,
coccinam), obtained from the Lacedaemonians for the purpose of concealing in the likeness of
blood how often someone is wounded in battle, lest it not grow the souls for contemplating the
adversary.” The content of these notes indicates strongly that Cajon Scribe B offered up a quick
summary of Isidore here, although he did not offer the details of the Spartans’ (Lacedaemonians)
battle tactics.370
Isidore also likely helped him understand the fasti, a type of royal register which most
famously listed high-ranking governtment officials in the Roman Republic and Empire. Cajon
Scribe B came across this word at Par. 27:24: “Ioab son of Serviae began to count his people, nor
did he complete this because anger spewed over in this man’s reign in Israel, and therefore the
number of those who had been counted is not related in the books (Fastos) of King David.” He
learned well the meaning: “Fasti are books in which Kings and Consuls are named. It comes
from “bundles of rods (fascibus, which Roman magistrates carried).” This follows Isidore
almost exactly, for he had written: “the books of the fasti are those in which kings and consuls
are written, said from bundles of rods, that is from powers.”371
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 114r. “purpura a puritate lucis”; “coccino: rubet” ; Isidore: “purpura apud Latinos a
puritate lucis vocata”; Isidore, Etymologies, 19.22.10: “Russata, quam Graeci phoeniceam vocant, nos coccinam,
repartam a Lacedaemoniis ad celandum coloris similitudine sanguine quotiens quis in acie vulneratur, ne
contemplanti adversario animas augesceret.”
371
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 110r. Par 27:24: “Ioab filius Serviae ceperat numerare nec complevit quia super hoc ira
inruerat in shrl et idcirco numerus eorum qui fuerant recensiti non est relatus in fastos regis david”; “Fasti libri sunt
in quibus regis vel consules dicantur est dicti a fascibus”; Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae, 6:8: “Fastorum libri sunt
in quibus reges vel consules scribuntur, a fascibus dicti, id est potestatibus”
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Across Iberia, Isidore’s writings helped Mozarabs understand the Bible better.372 The
scribes of the Seville Bible, as we have already seen, copied in Isidorian prefaces to some of the
Minor Prophetical books, which helped make that manuscript an apocalyptic gift. Through the
Etymologies, meanwhile, Cajon Scribe B took in the root meanings of the Bible’s words, much
like he and Sanctius also did with Jerome’s Book of the Intepretation of Hebrew Names. Even
more so than Jerome, Isidore and his writings helped Mozarabs connect with their Visigothic
past, that is, with the Latin culture which the Visigoths helped create before the Muslim
invasions of the early eighth century.
Cajon Scribe B the Mozarab
As I have noted above, Cajon Scribe B may have worked at either León or Toledo. To be
sure, his voracious Latin reading and annotating fits well with other Mozarabs’ approaches to the
Bible as well. Unsurprisingly, then, some evidence suggests that he himself was a Mozarab. An
Arabic note on Fol. 31r in the same brown ink as his Latin notes comments upon Job 15:11, a
verse reading: “For it is grand that God consoles you, but your crooked words prevent this: since
your heart lifts you, and, as if thinking on a great matter, your eyes are toward the heavens.” The
Arabic notes that this upward gaze, “signifies a look which is not a quick glance,” as if lost in
thought.373

A Latin note from Cajon Scribe B directly beneath this Arabic further explains:

“and so you are straining in the eye: that is, they were once focused upon the holy things, but you
were amazed as if in fright having been stupefied by a noise.”374 Unsurprisingly, Gregory wrote
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As I mentioned briefly earlier, the Mozarabic scribes who made the Seville Bible had access to Isidore of
Seville’s writings. We also have BNE MS VITR 14.3, an Etymologies manuscript with at least 1200 Arabic notes,
which circulated in Toledo.
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 31v. “Numquid grande est ut consoletur te deus. Sed uerba tua praua hoc prohibent:
Quid te elevat cor tuum. Et quasi magna cogitans ad tonitos habes oculos”; The Arabic reads, “yaʿnā al-shākhiṣah
allatī lā mustaṭrif (Lane, English-Arabic Lexicon , 1842).”
374
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 31v. “At tu nixus habens oculo id est aelati fiunt quodem in sanctos atque stupefactus
quasi attonitur trepita obstupefactus.”
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much the same in the Moralia: “Often the mind of the just is raised for contemplating higher
things, so that the exterior of their face seems stupefied.”375 All of this suggests that for whaever
reason, Cajon Scribe B turned to Arabic to explain the literal meaning of this passage, just before
returning to Latin for further spiritual interpretation. As we have seen, Scribe A of the Seville
Bible did much the same thing when he wrote a few Latin notes in the Song of Songs, where all
of his other notes were in Arabic. Quite clearly, Mozarabs had no qualms in moving between
Latin and Arabic as they moved through Christendom’s most important text.
Now, if Cajon Scribe B did not write these Latin and Arabic notes, then nevertheless the
later annotator worked with the earlier annotation. Whether or not these notes come from the
same person, they thus show a Mozarab turning to both Latin and Arabic because the later
annotator worked with the earlier note in a language different than the later note. Such Arabic
notes, however, appear very infrequently alongside Latin annotations.376 Among all the
Mozarabs’ Bibles, these Latin and Arabic notes in dialogue with each other and with the Moralia
in Iob are quite spectacular. It lets us watch a Mozarab seeking understanding from a Latin
biblical commentary and indeed switching quickly between his two languages.
What is more, a note on Folio 70v, at the opening of First Book of Kings, shows this
movement between Latin and Arabic even more lucidly, but is not from Cajon Scribes A or B.
This other annotator was, however, clearly a Mozarab, as he shifts from Latin, briefly into
Arabic, and then back into Latin in his explanation. He told of when the beautiful Abisag arrived
at King David’s court in order to sleep with him but then helped appoint David’s successor, King
Solomon. The unfortunately deteriorated note reads: “Abisag the Sunamite, more fully in senses
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Gregorius Magnus, Moralia in Iob, 12.29.1. “Saepe iustorum mens ita ad altiora contemplanda suspenditur, ut
exterius eorum facies obstupuisse uideatur.”
376
The Song of Songs in the Seville Bible has notes reading “Vox Sinagoge” “Vox Ecclesiae” and “Vox Christi”
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and most beautiful is brought to him…”rufiʿat la-hu” … to heat up wisdom in the royal line.”377
Rufiʿat la-hu translates surgitur, meaning something like, “she appeared before him.” (Figure
6)378 His translation is so brief that he likely made it without looking at Arabic scriptures, which
Mozarabs did turn to when reading Latin manuscripts. Yet his note has much worth to us
because individual notes like this one moving between Latin and Arabic are quite rare: he
clearly wanted to offer a summary of the verse in Latin, but switched into Arabic when he
needed to translate sugitur, a verb which has all sorts of meanings: to raise, to lift, to bring forth,
and so on.
In sum, whether these last annotators wrote in León or Toledo, they nevertheless show
Mozarabs building upon the notes of Cajon Scribes A and B (who may well have been
Mozarabs). All of these notes together confirm what we saw in the León Bible of 960,
moreover: Mozarabs and Latin-Romance speaking-Christians sharing books and adding to
manuscripts through annotation. Just as at Valeránica, moreover, who exactly these Mozarabs
were—Muslim converts to Christianity, Christians who became Arab, or migrants from alAndalus—matters little in comparison to what these Mozarabic books tell us about the mixing of
Latin and Arabic in León.
Cajon Scribe C and a Nearly Invisible Source of Mozarabic Biblical Study
On top of all this Latin and Latin-Arabic bilingual thinking, we have an even trickier set
of Arabic notes in the manuscript. For another Mozarab, Cajon Scribe C, read the Toledan
Mozarabic Bible and left Arabic dry-point annotations, that is, notes which he etched into the
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BCT Cajon 2.2, Fol. 70v. “ Abisach amplior sensuum atque pulchrissima(?) surgitur ‘rufiʿat la-hu’ Sunamitus
coccinea stirpere calere sapientiam.” Cf. 1 Kings 3:4, “quaesierunt igitur adulecscentulam speciosam in omnibus
finibus Israhel et invenerunt Abisag Sunamitin et adduxerunt eam ad regem. Erat autem puella pulchra nimis
dormiebatque cum rege et ministrabat ei…”
378
Cf. Hans Wehr, The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, 349, which vocalizes this root passively
but translates it actively.
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parchment without ink. These one-word Arabic notes read much like Latin notes in medieval
manuscripts: the imperatives ifham (understand this), unẓur (note this), ibṣar (see this) and either
balliʿ (ruminate upon this) or less-likely balagha (arrive here). His Arabic dry-point annotations
perfectly capture the necessity of studying manuscripts in situ, for they are nearly invisible on
microfilm, though in person they are slightly more readable.379 They offer, however, a glimpse
of a Mozarab working relatively quickly through the manuscript, as if marking passages for later
review. Perhaps they come from a student who intended to re-write the notes in ink later, but
never did so.380
Cajon Scribe C’s notes indeed are of the utmost importance because they show us a
Mozarab reading against the grain of what other Mozarabs had done in the same manuscript. His
notes, together with the others, make this manuscript a rich source for understanding the reading
of Latin exegesis among the Mozarabs, but also for understanding the individuality of readers’
attitudes to the manuscript folio. This reading, then, contrasts sharply with the Seville Bible and
León Bible of 960, where readers largely followed the interpretative path which scribes had set
for them.
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2. I have worked through these notes in person.
A suggestion offered to me after I had presented this material at a Works in Progress Seminar at the University of
London’s Warburg Institute while holding the Alan Deyermond Fellowship.
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Table 5, The Scribes of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible
Manuscript
Scribe A
Scribe B

Anonymous
Annotator
Scribe C381

The Toledan
Mozarabic Bible
Biblical text; Latin
Notes
Latin Notes; Very
likely Arabic Notes in
ink
One note which
switches between
Latin and Arabic
Arabic Dry-point
notes

León
León or Toledo

León or Toledo

León or Toledo

Now, Cajon Scribe C certainly worked in a different manner—with dry-point notes--than
other readers, we have seen, but like many of his contemporaries, he marked many passages
quiet likely relating to Christian morality and God’s punishment for sinners in those notes. He
did so especially in the Books of Samuel and Kings. His reading, for lack of a better term, looks
very efficient, as if he actively searched out passages with similar content. He thus added
another layer of reading to this manuscript, and one that furthermore rings true with Latin modes
of reading: for notes like ifham (understand this) are much like the Latin nota (note this), which
dots all sorts of Latin manuscripts.
He dwelled, for example, on verses which taught about care of the poor and charity. He
etched ifham at 2 Samuel 12:1-2, where God sends Nathan to David, to tell him a parable of a
rich with many sheep and cows, and a poor man with one ewe.382 When a visitor arrives, the rich
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Cajon Scribe C could well be the same person as Cajon Scribe B, but the evidence is inconclusive.
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 62r. “Misit ergo dominus nathan ad david: qui quum venisset ad eum: dixit ei: Responde
mihi iudicium: Duo viri erant in ciuitate una unus dives. et alter pauper: Dives habebat oues et boues plurimas valde:
Pauper autem nihil habebat omnino praeter ovem unum paruolam. quam emerat et nutrierat. et que creuerat aput
eum. cum filiis eius simul: De pane illius comedens. et de calice bibens. Et in sinu illius dormiens. eratque illi sicut
filia: Quum autem peregrinus quidam uenisset ad diuitem. Parcens ille sumere de ouibus et de bubus suis. Ut
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man refuses to sacrifice one of his sheep to feed him, and he instead kills the poor man’s. The
story moved David to anger against the greedy: certainly, Cajon Scribe C wanted to emphasize
this. In this moral sense, it had much the same significance as verses in the Book of Job. That
is, evil could lurk all around these Christians, but they could look to Job, David, and Christ
among others for examples of correct living.
1 Kings 16:18 further drew his interest. This verse tells how Amri conquered Zamri, who
“entered the palace and burned himself with the royal house, and died in his sins which he had
done (peccaverat), doing evil in the presence of the Lord.”383 Cajon Scribe C wrote ibṣar, or
“see this” alongside these verses, in a sideways manner so that the brief note runs down the
column of biblical text. When Scribe C came to the books of Kings and other historical books,
he delved headfirst into David and other rulers’ deeds, but he also took a moral meaning from
these passages. Now, one-word notes such as these offer interpretative problems, since they are
so brief, and a reader could look at or see a verse for a number of reasons, but in these two
examples we have people regretting sins or evil. They are of far more moral rather than
historical value.
In 2 Samuel 23, David conducts a census for his army, before regretting this counting of
the people as a sin against God. The verse put Cajon Scribe C deep in thought, for he first wrote:
“the men...[illegible] and the coming forth...” 384 In the verses, God then brings a plague against
Israel with an angel about to destroy Jerusalem. David thus intercedes for his people, telling God
that he alone sinned. Where the Bible describes David purchasing oxen for the burnt offering

exiberet (sic) conuiuium peregrino illi qui uenerat ad se: tulit ouem uiri pauperis et preperavet cibos homini qui
venerat ad se…”
383
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 81v. “Ingressus est palatium et succendit se. cum domu regia et mortuus est in peccatis
suis. faciens malam coram domino.”
384
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 69v. “al-rijāl …wa- al-majī’” Cf. 2 Samuel 23:9-12.
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that will atone for his sins, Cajon Scribe C etched unẓur (note this).385 Here he furthermore
learned of proper sacrificial rites and of God’s wrath, which he was quick to point out
elsewhere.386
The most interesting of his dry-point notes, to my mind, is at 2 Paralipomenon 25:9:
“what therefore becomes of the 100 talents which I gave to the soldiers of Israel. And the man of
God responded to him: the Lord has that from which he is able to give you many more in these
things.”387 He put ibṣar, see this, alongside the column of text but also near Scribe A’s Latin note
that reads, “where it says the soldiers in Israel.”388 That is, Cajon Scribe C here approached the
the Bible after he had read Cajon Scribe A’s brief note. These two notes also show us that at
least two of these scribes/readers wanted to learn more of military matters or perhaps of King
David more generally.
Here, then, we see an instance of Cajon Scribe C reading Cajon Scribe A’s notes, which
guided him here. Yet even as he saw lengthier notes in ink, he stuck to his one-word notes as his
preferred way of making these important verses: he never left lengthy dry-point notes in the
margins, which doubtless would have taxed his eyes and mind too much to re-read. He thus had
a different mindset than the other readers of this manuscript: he found Christian morality
important, among other things, but simply needed a quick note to jog his memory about which
verses to read more closely, much like a modern scholar might do now by writing a checkmark
or star in the margins of their books.
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BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 69v.
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 62v. He wrote “ifham,” “understand this” next to2 Samuel 12:15: “And the Lord struck
down the little one whom David’s wife Harie had given birth to,” “percussitque dominus parvulum quem pepererat
uxor harie David.”
387
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 123r. “ Quid ergo fiet decentum talentis que dedi militibus Israehal: Et respondit ei
homo dei: habet dominus unde tibi dare possit. multo his plura.”
388
BCT MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 123r. “ubi dicit milites in shrl.”
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Equally interesting, he wrote balliʿ, digest this, at numerous verses. This is much like the
Latin ruminatio, a metaphor which Christians often employed: one should chew upon the words
of the Bible, and digest them. On Fol. 110r, he wrote balliʿ for 1 Samuel 8:21: “and Samuel
heard all the words of the people and spoke them in the ears of the Lord”389 He wrote the same
at 1 Par. 21:25: “therefore David gave Ornan in exchange seventy sycles of a most just weight of
gold.”390 These are, of course, two more instances of historical kings acting justly on behalf of
their subjects.
Now, if he took this metaphor to heart, he certainly had a stomach full of scripture. He
ruminated over 2 Par. 6:42 as well: “Lord God, do not turn your face from your Christ.
Remember the mercy of your servant David.”391 Cajon Scribe C absorbed lessons from the life
of David, much like Cajon Scribe B had done with Job and the trials through which Satan put
him. In other verses, it is more difficult to determine what he may have found important, as at 2
Par. 21:20, which relates that: King Ioachaz “ruled for eight years in Jerusalem, and he did not
walk correctly, and they buried him in the city of David but not in the tomb of kings.”392 Cajon
Scribe C could come away from this knowing that Ioachaz was a bad king, and perhaps a foil to
King David. Alternatively, he may have simply written this as a quick reaction, without putting
too much thought into why he was doing so.393 The same goes for 2 Par. 29:25: “and He
established Levitas in the house of the Lord with cymbals and psalters and cithers,” or 2 Par.
31:13: “after which Ieihel and Azazias and Naath and Asahel and Ierimoth, Iozabath too, and
Heliheland Iesmachias and Maath and Banaias were placed under the hands of Choeneniae and
389

MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 44r. “Et audivit samuhel omnia verba populi et locutus est ea in auribus Domini”
MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 110r. “Dedit ergo David Ornan pro loco siclos auri iustissmi ponderis sescentos…”
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MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 116r. “Domine deus ne aversis faciem Christi tui, memento misericordiarum David servi tui”
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MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 122r. “et octo annis regnavit in Iherusalem, ambulavitque non recte et sepelierunt eum in
civitate David veruntamen no in sepulcro regum”
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I am thankful to Maura Lafferty for the conversations we have had about readers who instinctively put marks in
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Semei his brother, from the empire of Ezechiae king and Azariae priest of the house of the Lord,
to whom all things pertained.”394 They offer evidence of someone reading scripture deeply, but
leaving little written record of why he did so.
Pieter van Koningsveld, in contrast, read these notes as balagha, meaning something like
“arrive here.” The difference between his reading and mine is only a dot, with a ghayn غas the
final consonant in balagha and an ʿayn  عin balliʿ, a second-form imperative that fits well with
the other imperative notes. He saw balagha as an instruction to readers, and indeed a Mozarab
did leave instructions in the Zamora Moralia, but there the annotator wrote: “understand this
until the end of the chapter,” rather than simply balagha.395 That annotator also wrote in ink, so
that one can easily see where he wrote balliʿ in the margins of that manuscript. This is not to
quibble with Van Koningsveld’s reading, but rather to illuminate a Mozarab’s taking of a Latin
metaphor and translating it into Arabic.396
Whether in León or Toledo, then, Cajon Scribe C flagged passages which would help him
understand charity and piety, as well the history of biblical kings. His one-word notes read much
like those in Latin manuscripts, in whose margins scribes and annotators often wrote nota. He
like other Mozarabs could think in a very Latin way, but he also could couple that thinking with
Arabic writing. Furthermore, like other Leonese Mozarabs, he had no real interest in deploying
Islamic vocabulary, but I would have to make an argument from silence about why this is so.
All of these Latin and Arabic notes, in sum, offer the best way to begin thinking about
this new Mozarabic manuscript. I have sketched out the origins of the manuscript at Albares,
394

MS Cajon 2.2, Fol. 125v. “constituit quoque levitas in domo domini cum cymbalis et psalteriis et citharis”; Fol.
126r-v, “post quem Iehihel et azarias et naath et asahel et Ierimoth Iozabud quoque et helihel et Iermachias et maath
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parcitur delinquenti: quis ab eterna morte eriptiur” ; “ knowing that you will not spare somone offensive, if indeed
he was not spared from someone offensive, he who was plucked from eternal death”
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Van Koningsveld, The Latin-Arabic Glossary, 48.
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and also shown how later readers eagerly garnered a moral and historical message from its
folios: they often did so, moreover, with a Latin commentary at hand. What is perhaps most
interesting is that we can see later readers like Cajon Scribes B and C working through the
biblical text and Scribe A’s Latin notes, but choosing to read the Bible in their own particular
way. Furthermore, while I have shown many readers following patterns which scribes set for
them, nevertheless it is also important to remember that readers were individuals, with their own
interests as well. This manuscript fully makes that point.
Books and Biblical Study in Toledo: The Zamora Moralia’s Notes
Toledo, even more so than al-Andalus or León, is synonymous with the Mozarabs. The
Visigoths had ruled from there before the Muslim conquest, and after 1085, Christians again
flocked to the city.397 These Mozarabs most famously helped Latin Christians such as Gerard of
Cremona in translating Arabic scientific, philosophical, and medical texts, which fueled growing
cathedral schools and universities in places like Paris, Oxford, and Bologna.398 The readers who
worked with the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, the Seville Bible, and as we shall see, the Zamora
Moralia, thus let us watch a very different type of intellectual life at Toledo.
Indeed, the evidence for Mozarabic biblical study at Toledo comes from manuscripts
with origins in al-Andalus or León. Mozarabs in Toledo took in the apocalyptic message of
Scribe A of the Seville Bible, and/or the lexical notes of Cajon Scribe A. With regard to the
format of their manuscripts, they read altar Bibles as well as manuscripts with only some of the
397
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biblical books. Like Mozarabs elsewhere, they doubtless too sung the Psalms in Arabic.399 Put
simply, Toledan Mozarabs did practically everything which I have treated thus far, in large part
because Mozarabs brought many books to Toledo after 1085.
With little surprise, then, the Mozarabs of Toledo also turned to Latin biblical
commentaries to understand scripture better. We have already seen how the anonymous authortranslator of the Arabic Psalms, among others, packed Latin exegesis into his translation, and
how Mozarabs at Valeránica followed Augustine’s advice to compare manuscripts when faced
with a lexical problem in their scripture.400 Yet Mozarabs in general also read Latin biblical
commentary manuscripts cover to cover, including the Moralia in Iob, a point that is especially
important here since Cajon Scribe B, who wrote in Latin and likely Arabic, took so much
learning from Gregory’s lengthy tome.
The Zamora Moralia offers lucid evidence for this point about Mozarabs’ reading of
commentaries. The manuscript comes from the hand of one Dulcidius (c. 945), who lived in
Zamora, a city which Muslims had ruled, but which was not far from León, so that it came under
Christian control as the kingdom of León moved expanded.401 The Zamora annotator, who is
quite likely Dulcidius, made copious Arabic notes as he worked through its 480 folios.402 Much
like other Mozarabs, he moreover thought about the apocalypse, Christian morality, and even
translated some Latin into Arabic. He treated the Moralia like the scripture which it was: for
Gregory the Great expounded upon the Book of Job—scripture--at length in his commentary. For
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him, completing this manuscript meant making Arabic notes that treated not just the Book of
Job, but also Gregory’s commentary upon that biblical book.
This manuscript offers an excellent ending point, because a Mozarab brought it to Toledo
after 1085, much as one did with the Toledan Mozarabic Bible. We have also seen that Cajon
Scribe B worked with an unknown Moralia manuscript as he annotated the Toledan Mozarabic
Bible; here we can see what an actual Mozarabic Moralia manuscript looked like. Furthermore,
Mozarabs wrote many one-word notes in both the Zamora Moralia and Toledan Mozarabic
Bible, more so than any other two Mozarabic manuscripts that I have seen. With all of this in
mind, I am not suggesting that the Zamora Moralia was the manuscript which Cajon Scribe B
had at hand as he annotated the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, but that it offers a very concrete
example of what such a manuscript may have looked like. Toledan readers, moreover, could
turn to both manuscripts.
The Zamora annotator’s Arabic notes frankly merit greater treatment than I can give them
here.403 Like Scribe A of the Seville Bible, he thought rigorously about the Last Days. Where
Gregory’s text reads: “whence the Psalmist describes the same Antichrist saying, ‘the labor and
pain under his tounge,” the Zamora annotator simply wrote: “statement of the Psalms concerning
Antichrist.” 404 This is quite intertexual, with a Mozarab reading Gregory as he would the Bible
itself, but also searching out similar material in the Psalms, which, as we have seen, Mozarabs
403
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and other Christians understood as a telling of Christ’s life. Meanwhile, where Gregory wrote:
“then Ham through a showing of immense strength made clear what evil he could do,” again the
Zamora annotator thought of Antichrist: “try to understand the saying concerning the
Antichrist.”405
Quite interestingly, when he the Zamora annotator here employed a fifth-form imperative
of the root f-h-m, tafahham, which means something like, “try to understand.” In other notes, he
encouraged readers simply to “understand” through the first-form imperative of this root, ifham.
That is, he saw some sort of difference between these two imperatives which have nearly the
same meaning. He almost certainly wanted readers to come away from the verses having
understood them, but he had numerous ways in which to help readers along.
All of this, of course, would only be effective if readers understood the punishments
awaiting them if they sinned. Dulcidius, as scribe, and Gregory, as author, made this amply
clear: “Will not their upright be laid-low, and fire will devour the remaining? For here the evil
are upright, because they are praised in their depraved doings, because they do things perversely
and nevertheless are at least carried forth for their perverse acts… Just as their guilt was in mind
and body, thus their penalty will be equally in soul and flesh.” When he read this on Folio 175r,
the Zamora annotator learned the fate awaiting sinners eventually: “note the significance on the
thriving of the sinner, on the tranquility of shame, and reckon that the sinner in the end is the
body and the soul.”406 He furthermore did not stop worrying about this as he made his way from
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cover to cover, as on Fol. 366r an Arabic note reads, “the root of all evils,” an exact translation of
the Latin.407 As a final example, on Folio 377v, where Gregory’s text reads “but because of
fornication let each one hold his light,” he bluntly wrote: “because of depravity.”408 Notes like
these effectively rendered Gregory’s (and in a sense, Dulcidius’) message into Arabic, much as
the annotators of the Seville Bible had done with with Latin exegesis in that manuscript’s
margins.
These, however, are only some of the Zamora annotator’s notes, for others offer
summaries that often double as translations of sorts. Such is the case on Folio 220v where the
Moralia reads: “for indeed the Pharisee is the one who goes (ascendit) in the temple about to
pray.” The Zamora annotator here added little analysis to the passage: mentioning of (dhikr) the
Pharisee whom truly they bring in the temple.” 409 While he here employed a third-person plural
verb (badaʿaū) that is not in the Latin, nevertheless this is an effective ad sensum translation. He
also wrote on the same folio: “the one who said ‘do not become rotten,’ and said ‘do not kill.’”410
This nearly mimics the Latin: “Indeed he who said you shall not become rotten, says also you
shall not kill.”411 Here the second clause opens in the Arabic with qāla wa-, just it does in the
Latin, where it flows more smoothly with dixit et (he said and). More importantly, though, all of
this offers evidence yet again of a Mozarab moving between his two languages.
This annotator and his spiritual journey through Gregory’s text in turn help us understand
the Toledan readers of the Toledan Mozarabic Bible as well. Mozarabs there doubtless turned to
both books once they had brought them to the Toledan cathedral library. The books together
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more importantly let us watch two different experiences: in the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, Cajon
Scribe B surrounded the Book of Job with Latin notes from Gregory’s commentary, by which
means that annotator often but not always explained material dealing with the natural world. A
Toledan reader could also shape his scriptural understanding through the many Arabic notes in
that manuscript as well, which again treat all sorts of material.412
As if that were not enough, these same Toledan readers could also open the Zamora
Moralia and pore over the Book of Job in even more detail. In doing so, they would also take up
the messages of the Psalms, Gospels, and other books of scripture which Gregory quoted in the
Moralia text (the body of the manuscript) in order to explain Job as well. How they read
Gregory’s lengthy meditation doubtless would come in part from the Zamora annotator’s Arabic
notes, another layer of reading in that manuscript, from someone who had read the manuscript
cover to cover and recorded his thoughts.
Lastly, the Seville Bible offered another Arabic-annotated Latin manuscript through
which Mozarabs there could ponder the Apocalypse. Scribe A and the Jeremiah annotator’s antiJudaic, apocalyptic notes are even more vehement than the Zamora Moralia’s or the Arabic
Psalms. What I want to stress here, however, is how readers interlinked these manuscripts in
Toledo. That is, Mozarabs brought the Zamora Moralia and the Seville Bible there, while
Toledan Mozarabs also probably sang the Arabic Psalms (which had anti-Judaic argumenta), all
of which helped to strengthen anti-Judaic apocalyptic sentiments among that community. The
Mozarabs making these manuscripts (or translation, in the case of the Arabic Prose Psalms) did
not know that their books would end up doing so, of course, but this is precisely what happened.
When thinking of the Toledan evidence, then, we need to keep in mind the close ties between the
notes in these manuscripts, something that Pieter Van Koningsveld, while he dated the
412
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manuscripts incorrectly, nevertheless did better than Cyrille Aillet, who in fairness looked at a
mountain of other evidence as well.413
What is more, this is just the Toledean Mozarabs’ reading of Latin Bibles, which offers a
very different view than the Arabic Gospels which they also read. Of equal importance is the
Arabic translation of a Córdoban Mozarab, Ibn Bilashk (c. 946) which also informed Mozarabs:
in tenth-century al-Andalus, very likely in León, and in twelfth and thirteenth-century Toledo.
As with the Arabic Psalms, we know of this gospel translation only through later manuscripts at
Fez, León, London, Madrid, and Munich. Daniel Potthast has argued that the translation as we
have it must date to sometime after Ibn Bilashk lived, between the eleventh and thirteenth
centuries, while Juan Pedro Monferrar Sala too has painstakingly shown that the translation also
has readings from an Eastern Christian version of the Bible.414
In making this Arabic Gospel translation, Ibn Bilashk linked the thought world of the
Mozarabs to that of other Arabic-speaking Christians across the Mediterranean. Indeed, Ibn
Bilashk’s translation circulated not only in Iberia, but also in North Africa. Some Mozarabs also
fled to North Africa in the twelfth century, as, following the fall of the ethnically Arab
‘Ummayad Caliphate in 1031 and the onset of political instability, Berber dynasties who were
harsher toward Christians and Jews took power in al-Andalus.415 Building upon this, we can see
that the Mozarabs were both active and aggressive in creating a Mediterranean intellectual life
that spanned many languages and religious groups. At the same time, these Mozarabs owed
much to Latin culture, as their Latin Bibles make so clear.
413
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The Zamora Moralia, moreover, complicates this picture of the Arabic Gospels ever so
slightly, for its margins have very brief Arabic translations of the Gospels. One such note reads:
“I have the power of laying down my soul,” which is the reading of John 10:18 in the Munich
manuscript of Ibn Bilashk, while another note simply reads: “I am the bread,” for the Latin “I am
the living bread.”416 These notes could come from any translation, and all I wish to point out
here is that Mozarabs rendered Latin into Arabic in the margins of their Latin manuscripts.
Perhaps here the Zamora annotator had an Arabic Gospel translation at hand in order to take in
Gregory’s message more easily.
Indeed, we have more evidence for the Mozarabs reading Latin manuscripts than we do
for their Arabic scriptures. When Hanna Kassis called Ibn Bilashk’s Gospel translation a
“scripture for the masses,” then, he made a pun that misinforms on two levels: the Mozarabs
never stopped reading Latin sources, let alone the Bible; and saying that the scriptures were for
the masses (of people) adds a Protestant understanding to manuscripts which come from a very
Catholic world. Philippe Roisse has much more wisely shown that the Mozarabs read at least
part of their mass in Arabic, but even this does not change the fact that they also read in Latin.417
It is true that these Arabic Gospels do help illuminate the bigger picture of biblical
reading in Iberia, especially after all the Arabic evidence in Latin manuscripts that we have seen.
Yet as I have made clear, the Mozarabs effectively completed Latin manuscripts when they gave
them Arabic notes: they made them Mozarabic manuscripts. Any further study of the Mozarabs’
biblical reading will have to account for this, and for the fact that the Arabic evidence in Latin
manuscripts is as rich as the Ibn Bilashk Gospel translation. This is because it allows us to ask
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far deeper questions about the modes of reading in which Mozarabs engaged, as opposed to the
fascinating textual history that Juan Pedro Monferrar Sala and Daniel Potthast has made clear.
The Arabic notes also make clear the Mozarabs’ long-standing connections to Latin culture
across the Pyrenees, and to Arabic-Islamic culture from across the Mediterranean.
Conclusion
At Albares near León, Cajon Scribe A made the Toledan Mozarabic Bible much like
another Latin manuscript, the León Bible of 920, as the layout of their folios makes clear. That
is, even before the Toledan Mozarabic Bible was a Mozarabic Bible with Arabic annotations, it
was a Latin manuscript like the León Bible of 920. They may well have been part of the same
project: for scribes working under the same master, if not the same scribe himself, inserted text
into the margins of the manuscripts, and they have the same ligatures.418 At Albares, as at other
Leonese monasteries, Mozarabs lived alongside Latin-Romance speaking Christians, and they all
engaged in bookmaking.
The Toledan Mozarabic Bible is all the more important because scribes and annotators
filled it with Latin and Arabic notes. As with the scribes and annotators at Valeránica in the
previous chapter, Cajon Scribe A put copious lexical notes in the margins as he worked. Scribes
in general quite clearly saw marginal notes as an integral part of manuscript making, so that we
too as scholars should pay more attention to them. His notemaking, moreover, reminds us that
Latin/Romance-speaking Christians like himself worked closely alongside Mozarabs, even
though the Latin word muzarave had some negative connotations.
Cajon Scribe B, meanwhile, added to the manuscript with thorough Latin and quite likely
Arabic notes. He shows us beyond doubt a reader who had Latin exegesis—Gregory the Great,
418
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Jerome, and Isidore of Seville—at his side as he worked through this Bible verse by verse. He
was almost certainly a Mozarab, and at the very least, this manuscript offers up an example of a
Mozarab writing in Latin and then switching very briefly into Arabic. This is quite rare among
Mozarabic manuscripts: we have few examples of Latin and Arabic notes on the same folio of a
manuscript, let alone in the same note. Rare as it may be, this note gets at the realities of the
Mozarabs’ intellectual life: moving relatively easily between these two languages and the larger
cultures of which they were part.
This manuscript’s readers, more so than the others, make clear something that anyone
who has taken a humanities class should know: people can approach the same book in quite
different ways. While we have seen readers following the patterns which scribes set for them,
Cajon Scribe C in this manuscript read and made dry-point Arabic notes that are quite unique in
the way they tackle the historical books of the Bible like Samuel or Chronicles. His interest in
Christian morality certainly dovetails with others’ notes, but unlike others—in the Seville Bible,
for example—he left little evidence of why he took to writing about a particular verse. He is in
sum a firm reminder of how difficult it is to write about marginal notes in a sophisticated manner
without us pushing the limits of the evidence.419
The Toledan Mozarabic Bible and the Zamora Moralia together, meanwhile, help us
understand Mozarabic reading in both León and Toledo. These two manuscripts both come from
northern Iberian scribes, and they also let us watch Mozarabs reading the Book of Job in two
different ways. In the Toledan Mozarabic Bible, the annotators left thorough Arabic and Latin
notes on the Book of Job; while in the Zamora Moralia, one could read the Book of Job,
Gregory’s exhausting Latin commentary on it, and copious Arabic notes in the margins.
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All of this again helps us understand intellectual life among Toledo’s Mozarabs. As in alAndalus especially, the Mozarabs of Toledo versed themselves in Latin, Arabic and Islamic
thought, but they also read very lexically like some Mozarabs in did in Leonese monasteries.420
In sum, the best evidence we have of Tolden Mozarabs’ biblical reading comes not from the
Arabic translations of scripture the employed, but rather from Latin manuscripts whose Arabic
and Latin notes taught the spiritual meaning of scripture, helped Arabic-speakers move between
two languages, and at times framed the Bible as history. In their reading, then, these Mozarabs
were much like those in Córdoba and León, although excellent scholarship like Charles Burnett’s
has focused upon their role as translators of from Arabic to Latin.
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Conclusion
When Alfonso VI conquered Toledo in 1085, he helped create an environment in which
the Mozarabs of that city thrived. They, for example, more freely wrote anti-Muslim polemics
than did Christians in ninth or tenth-century Córdoba. 421 This movement from Córdoba and
León to Toledo makes great sense, not only because Córdoba was still under Muslim rule in the
eleventh century, but also because Toledo had great spiritual importance as the old Visigothic
capital.422 Strikingly, by the thirteenth century Toledan Mozarabs increasingly turned to the
most popular biblical commentary in northern Europe, the Glossa ordinaria, which had its
origins in the north of France during the twelfth-century (it did not become popular in Iberia until
the thirteenth century). Neither the Mozarabs nor Arabic culture certainly disappeared in
thirteenth-century Toledo, but we have no new Bibles from the thirteenth century with Arabic
notes in them at Toledo.423 Instead, copyists made Glossa manuscripts with a very fixed form,
even more so than the Mozarabs Visigothic Bibles.424
Broadly speaking, the Glossa ordinaria offered European readers a new way to approach
the Bible. Rather than a single pandect Bible, it is a multi-volume group of books with marginal
and interlinear notes, which bring together all the relevant commentary on a particular biblical
book, such as the Book of Isaiah or Revelation. Students especially turned to it for convenience:
in place of reading the Book of Isaiah in a pandect Bible with Latin and Arabic notes, for
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example, one could read the Glossa ordinaria on Isaiah, with copious notes from different
exegetical commentaries surrounding the biblical text.
What most clearly separates the Glossa ordinaria from Visigothic Bibles, however, is not
the content of these notes but rather the format of its manuscript folios.425 After exploring these
format changes briefly, I will reiterate just how important the combination of Latin, Arabic, and
Islamic culture was to Mozarabs across the Peninsula. A glimpse of what came just after
Mozarabic reading of the Bible, as it were, illuminates just how thoroughly the Mozarabs
appropriated Latin, Arabic, and Islamic culture in their biblical reading between the tenth and
twelfth centuries.
Toledo, Biblioteca Capitular, MS 6.9, which treats the Book of Isaiah, is but one
example of a Glossa manuscript circulating there in the thirteenth century.426 Francisco González
Ruiz argued that the library at the Toledo Cathedral housed this manuscript, along with many
others as well.427

Perhaps most importantly, this Toledan Glossa looks like many other Glossa

ordinaria manuscripts: it could have been in the library of Ralph of Laon, one of the authors of
the Glossa in twelfth-century Normandy, just as easily as in thirteenth-century Toledo, a city that
Christians now controlled, but in which they also saw Islamic culture all around them.428
This manuscript is smaller, and someone involved in its making put in alternating red and
blue initials that aided readers in finding their place in the book quickly. The script too, of both
the Bible and its accompanying gloss, is often larger, and always in the protogothic or gothic
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handwriting that readers in northern Europe favored. The copyist of the manuscript also
employed more abbreviations, so that they had more writing space on the folio, and pushed the
letters together more so than in Visigothic, whose letterforms scribes stretched across the
folios.429 With regard to initials and handwriting, then, it looks markedly different from the
Visigothic manuscripts that Mozarabs had interpreted at length.
Folio 141v of the Toledan Glossa in Isaiam, for example, is like many others in this
manuscript, which in turn looks like a typical copy of these commentaries (Figure 7). Here as
elsewhere a scribe has put glosses in the upper and side margins, notes that were wholly part of
the manuscript’s making. Take, for example, the notes he wrote on that folio next to Isaiah 55:4,
which verse reads: “behold I gave to the people as a leader a witness and commander to the
Gentiles.”430 This he interpreted in a quite anti-Judaic marginal note: “Behold, he calls forth a
witness for making the Jews believe, but God knows that the witness is for non-believers [also],
saying that the Gentiles are going to believe that the son sent himself who is a message having
been commanded of his very self.”431
This note is in the left-hand margin, but he also made interlinear notes treating the same
verse. He wrote “no one comes to the Father except through me,” for example, further explaining
“I shall give a witness to the people” in the verse. Quite likely, this means that God alone would
offer the people a witness, Christ, who would lead them to God. Furthermore, where the verse
reads “[I shall give a witness] to the Gentiles,” he reiterated that this witness was “not only for
the Jews.” He lastly also wrote that this witness was the “proposer of the law,” further
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establishing this praeceptor, commander, in the verse as this same witness. 432 The content of
these notes had not changed drastically, but the manner and the language in which scribes and
annotators presented it certainly had.
In general, scribes wrote these interlinear notes far more in Glossa ordinaria manuscripts
than in the Mozarabs’ Bibles. This Glossa copyist and others like him exploited as much of the
manuscript folio as they could for annotating. While Scribe A of the Seville Bible, in turn, made
interlinear notes, he did so rarely. The employment of interlinear notes creates a very different
visual effect than what we see in the Mozarabs’ Bibles. This visual and interpretative change
becomes even more striking when we remember the complete lack of Arabic notes in the Glossa
manuscripts.
Isaiah 55:6, meanwhile, encourages readers to “seek the Lord (dominus) while he is able
to be found, call to him while he is near.”433 Here, the copyist also had much to convey in a
marginal note: “‘seek the Lord’ pertains to both the Jews and the Gentiles spiritually, and to each
one (ad unum quemque) also more generally…”434 By generaliter, he seems to have had a literal
meaning of the Bible in mind. Commeting upon the same passage, St. Jerome wrote long before
this of how Moses had literally approached the Lord while he was near, just as Christians should
do if able, and that God had announced through Jeremiah that he was near.435 Whatever he
meant by generaliter, in interlinear space this scribe also taught readers that the Lord was the
Father, writing pater above dominus, among many other notes that he made. This again is all
like the material that Mozarabs in al-Andalus, Toledo, and León had commented upon at length
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between the tenth and twelfth centuries. Yet this scribe, like others of the Glossa ordinaria,
went even further than Mozarabic scribes and annotators did in creating a paratext for his
manuscript.
This thus culminates what we have seen in the Mozarabs’ Bibles. For in the Seville
Bible, the León Bible of 960, and other manuscripts, scribes added copious notes in Latin and/or
Arabic into the margins, with later annotators adding their own notes as well. In Glossa
ordinaria manuscripts, scribes like the one above took this task even further when they
surrounded the biblical text with commentary. Readers, in turn, knew how these manuscripts
ought to look, and thus expected to find thorough commentary even before they had cracked the
book open. Marginalia were a more cohesive part of the Glossa ordinaria than they were of the
Mozarabs’ Visigothic Bibles.
All of this in turn feeds into what scholars call a twelfth-century renaissance in
learning.436 Ralph of Laon, the author of the Glossa whom we know best, in essence helped start
this renaissance in northern Europe, which, as Frans Van Liere has observed, was really an
information revolution.437 The compilers of the Glossa, like Peter Lombard in his theological
Sententiae or Gratian in his compendium of canon law, brought together massive amounts of
information from a range of sources. Readers in Iberia really took to this revolution in the
thirteenth century, rather than in the twelfth as in northern Europe. With all the links that we
have seen between northern Europe and the Mozarabs’ biblical reading during the ninth and
twelfth centuries, this later arrival of the twelfth-century renaissance in Iberia does not surprise.
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Mozarabic Readers of the Bible, 10th-12th Centuries
The elaborate paratext of the Glossa ordinaria differs considerably from the Mozarabs’
Visigothic Bibles, especially in how it imports a very different mode of biblical reading. In the
previous chapters, I have pointed to the importance of things like initials, chapter headings and
above all marginal notes as a tool by which scribes shaped how others approached the Bible,
with these later readers adding to this paratext. In comparison to the Mozarabs’ Visigothic
Bibles, we see in the Glossa ordinaria a much more fixed paratext in which only scribes place
notes in the margins, rather than later readers as well. The Glossa therefore offers us a very
useful perspective of what came immediately before it with the Mozarabs’ biblical reading.
In this dissertation, I have offered four case studies in how the Mozarabs appropriated
Latin culture, the Arabic language, and Qur’ānic vocabulary at times. We have seen how the
Mozarabs (1) translated the Bible, (2) thought about the Last Days, (3) read lexically with an
interest in the meaning of words and phrases, and (4) turned to Latin biblical commentaries in
order to interpret the Bible both historically and spiritually. These four ways in which they
approached the Bible indeed tell us about their thought world more broadly: their willingness to
put Qur’ānic vocabulary in their translations of the Psalms, for example, helps us understand
better the many ways in which they confronted life under Islam. Their reading of Latin biblical
commentaries, meanwhile, shows a love of Latin learning, to borrow the strong language of Jean
LeClercq.438
The anonymous author-translator, for example, seamlessly blended Latin and Arabic
culture, and even Qur’ānic phrasing, as he made his Arabic translation of the Psalms. He, like
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other Mozarabs, employed this vocabulary so effectively that these words became Christian; and
he moreover framed the Psalms as an anti-Judaic prooftext through Arabic argumenta which
have Latin precedents and are perhaps the most prominent part of a thorough paratext. These
allegorical summaries hold the key to understanding the anonymous author-translator’s project,
for they illuminate him working deeply in Latin tradition.
The anonymous author-translator also wrote of the multi-lingual Christian world around
him. This environment included more than Córdoba, or even Iberia, for he knew that Syriac
Christians had also translated the Bible into their language, as had Latin Christians to the north.
He saw himself spreading the Gospels in his own language, and in doing so, he wrote in his
prologue that he was fulfilling St. Paul’s command to evangelize.439 This important point
likewise makes clear how much work remains in studying the Mozarabs’ place in Christendom,
especially when we remember that they had much in common with Latin-speaking Christians but
also with those who spoke Arabic and Syriac around the Mediterranean basin. What we can see
of the anonymous author-translator’s life through this translation begs the question of how many
other learned, anonymous Mozarabs lived alongside him in Córdoba.
Scribe A of the Seville Bible, while he did not translate the Bible, nevertheless also lets
us watch this cultural-linguistic appropriation in al-Andalus. His case study furthermore makes
clear how highly the Mozarabs thought of Latin manuscripts, for the Seville Bible was an
expensive, apocalyptic gift full of Arabic notes, almost all of which treat apocalyptic, anti-Judaic
material in the Book of Isaiah. I emphasized how reminiscent his notes are of Latin exegesis,
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especially the writings of St. Jerome, through all of which he created a path of sorts for other
readers.
As it turns out, a later reader of the Book of Jeremiah furthermore followed this path, so
that the notes in both these prophetical books put forth apocalyptic, anti-Judaic prooftexts. What
results from this is a remarkably-tuned paratext, in which other readers could appropriate Latin
apocalyptic thought in the Arabic language. Scribe A and the Jeremiah annotator are all the
more important because they along with the anonymous author-translator of the Psalms make
clear that we have more evidence for apocalyptic thought in early medieval Iberia than the wellknown ninth-century apocalyptic commentary of Beatus of Liebana. In contrast to the Seville
Bible, a copy of Beatus’ commentary which King Fernando I of Castile owned has no real
marginal notes, although all manuscripts of his commentary have colorful, expensive
illuminations.440 The Seville Bible offers us a wonderfully messier case study in apocalyptic
thought.
Although it lacks apocalyptic material, the León Bible of 960 lets us watch yet another
manner of appropriating Latin and Arabic culture. Its scribe Sanctius knew only Latin but lived
alongside Mozarabs at the monastery of Valeránica. He created a thorough paratext that added
readings from the Vetus Latina Hispana to the León Bible of 960’s Vulgate text, which paratext
engendered a very different type of reading of the Bible than in the Seville Bible. Indeed, in
encouraging readers to compare the Vetus Latina and Vulgate versions of the Bible if they came
to something they did not understand, Sanctius followed advice reminiscent of what St.
Augustine had suggested readers do in his De doctrina christiana.
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As best we can tell, at least one Mozarabic reader followed along Sanctius’ path. While
the León annotator did a slightly different form of lexical reading, translating individual Arabic
words from Latin rather than comparing Latin versions of the Bible, nevertheless his Arabic
annotations nevertheless fit nicely with Sanctius’ Latin notes. The result is a manuscript which
shows us a Mozarab thoroughly engaged with the Bible, as above, but who took little interest in
arguing against Jews or ruminating upon the Apocalypse. Reading lexically, however, was the
root of understanding scripture in other spiritual ways: one needed to know how to read the
words of the Bible before digesting them for spiritual meaning.
As the final case study on the Toledan Mozarabic Bible makes clear, Mozarabs in León
also read the Bible spiritually. Indeed, to do so they employed Latin exegetical works such as
Pope Gregory the Great’s Moralia in Iob. At least one later reader of the Toledan Mozarabic
Bible, moreover, approached the Bible with different goals than its scribe. This contrasts with
the later annotators of the Seville Bible and the León Bible of 960, who largely followed the
manuscripts’ scribes in their methods of reading. Like Christians elsewhere around the
Mediterranean and across the Pyrenees, the Mozarabs welcomed exegetical guidance in their
reading, and not all readers took interest in the same parts of the Bible.
How the Bible helps us understand who the Mozarabs Were
These four case studies together illuminate the thought world of the Mozarabs in a very
different way than other scholars such as Pieter van Koningsveld and Cyrille Aillet have done.
Whereas Van Koningsveld argued for the Toledan origins of the many manuscripts we now have
there, I have argued that Mozarabs brought some of these books from al-Andalus and León to
Toledo. Where Aillet, meanwhile, discussed many different types of manuscripts, he analyzed
them in detail little. I have offered fuller case studies in order to flesh out these Arabic-speakers’
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intellectual lives.441 This in turn makes clear unified biblical reading practices among Mozarabs
across the Peninsula, an especially important point when much scholarly literature has treated
different Mozarabic communities with different sets of evidence.
Daniel Potthast’s thorough treatment of the Mozarabs’ polemical literature demands a
few observations here as well.442 He has greatly improved our understanding of the Mozarabs’
polemical writings and those of the Muslims who wrote against them, such as the thirteenthcentury Córdoban Muslim al-Qurṭubī.443 He has furthermore shown that Ibn Bilashk (c. 946)
employed the Arabic Psalter of Ḥafṣ ibn Albar as he made his own Gospel translation. Yet while
he treated Ḥafṣ ibn Albar, he said little of the anonymous author-translator of the Psalms, even
though Ḥafṣ incorporated the prose prologue and the Arabic argumenta into his own project.
More importantly, his focus entirely upon Arabic sources had the effect of obscuring the
continuing cultivation of biblical scholarship in the Mozarabs’ Latin Bibles. The Mozarabs
appropriated both Latin and Arabic culture, although he wrote little of their Latin Bibles. The
Mozarabic scribes who often made these manuscripts, and the Mozarabic annotators who read
manuscripts which come from the hands of non-Mozarabs, held both Latin and Arabic in highesteem, and were moreover at times comfortable incorporating Qur’ānic vocabulary into
Christian belief.
The picture I have drawn of Mozarabic biblical scholars appropriating Latin, Arabic, and
Islamic culture, moreover, stands in contrast to a body of literature which argues for the cultural
decline of the Mozarabs following the martyr movement in the 850s. Míkel de Epalza, for
example, argued that a dearth of bishops in al-Andalus in the years after the martyr movement of
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the 850s led Mozarabs to convert to Islam, so that hardly any Christian culture remained there.444
Richard Hitchcock too has followed in this vein.445 The anonymous author-translator and the
scribes and annotators of the Seville Bible suggest that this decline of Christian culture was not
so tidy. I have not engaged with this scholarship on al-Andalus in the foregoing case studies
because I have interpreted a very different set of evidence than de Epalza, Hitchcock, and others
have. Biblical manuscripts, that is, offer a very different view of the Mozarabs than the writings
of Alvarus of Córdoba, or charters, wills, and other documents.
De Epalza and others also fixated upon whether the Mozarabs were Christians who
became Arab, Arabic Christians from birth, or Muslims who converted to Christianity.446 This
is a very interesting question, but we will never answer it definitively, and with regard to biblical
reading, it simply does not matter. Indeed because of scholarly doubts about who the Mozarabs
were and where they came from, Ann Christys has refused to employ the word Mozarab when
discussing the Arabic-speaking Christians of ninth-century Córdoba. She rightly states that no
one—Muslim or Christian—employed the term mustaʿrab in these sources, and the Latin
muzarave does not appear until the eleventh century in a Leonese charter. While I understand
her policy, one that Richard Hitchcock has followed as well, I suggest here that we see in the
sources for this dissertation Christians enacting the root meaning of the Arabic mustaʿrab: a
Christian who is Arabizing.447 Rather than worrying about terminology, scholars can gain far
more from analyzing the evidence we have for these Arabic-speakers.
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In contrast to de Epalza’s arguments for the non-existence of Mozarabs and Ann
Christys’ refusal to employ the term Mozarab, this dissertation suggests the possibilities for
reviving the phenomenon of Latin Christians interacting with Arab-Isalmic culture. By means of
these notes, we can watch scribes and annotators absorbing and deploying Latin, Arabic, and at
times even Islamic culture. Without doubt, they embody the root meaning of the word Mozarab:
in the mid-ninth through twelfth centuries, these scribes and annotators here clearly acted Arab,
even though they still owed much to Latin culture. If we do not know exactly who the Mozarabs
were, their books survive, with ample margins that still have much to tell us of intercommunal
relations in medieval Iberia and in the Mediterranean world.
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Figure 1: Note from Scribe A of the Seville Bible, Fol. 106v
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Figure 2: BLR Abbreviation, The Toledan Mozarabic Bible
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Figure 3: BLR Abbreviation, The León Bible of 920
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Figure 4: León Bible of 920, Fol. 161r
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Figure 5: Toledan Mozarabic Bible, Fol. 82r
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Figure 6: Toledan Mozarabic Bible, Fol. 70v
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Figure 7: Glossa in Isaiam, Fol. 141v
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